Preface
The M. L. Gandhi Higher Education Society, Modasa established a science college in
1960 for the spreading the knowledge of science and technology in the rural area of
Arravali (Sabarkantha) District. The college starts its Nobel work of science education
under the leadership of Dr. D. P. Thaker and he was felicitating by the central
government of India by PADMABHUSAN in 2013. The institute spread its wings and
create new horizon in the era of science and technology. The efforts of Government of
Gujarat science education become more favouurable and the demand of science
education is more increase. To fulfill the eagerness of science education the college
doing its best efforts and submission of report is the steps towards institutional
evaluation in nationalized zone.
It’s my great pleasure and honored for me as an in-charge Principal on behalf of SPTSC,
Modasa Parivar I would like to submit the Re-Accreditation Report Cycle-II to National
Assessment and Accreditation Council, Bangalore.
We all are work in domestic environment and the report is a mirror of our staff, students,
society, management all the stakeholders. Our dedicated staff member did hard work for
pursuing higher education in the rural area’s students under the lack of facilities compare
to metro cities. Our students are sincere and hard working and they secure the places in
top 100 student’s rank of university. They are actively participating in extracurricular
activities and also secure position in university, state level competitions.
Our institute was accredited by NAAC in 2007. The college compiled with almost every
recommendation made by the respected peer team at the time of accreditation. Under the
purview of IQAC we tried to fulfill all the recommendations in well planed manner. We
are trying hard to achieve the zenith of excellence in the field science education by
improvising our innate qualities implementing new innovative ideas and techniques.
As a part of RAR team, I myself realized that there are certain pros and cons of our
institution. I sincerely appreciate the efforts put by the entire team in preparing the Re Accreditation Report Cycle-2. It is matter of pride that the entire staff accepted the
challenge of assessment and accreditation of the college by NAAC. The assessment of
our institutional performance will definitely help us to enhance our quality of teachinglearning process further. I am highly thankful to Respected President, Vice-president,
Secretary and Trustee of The M.L.G.H.E.S, Modasa for their constant guidance and
support. Without their support, this task would not have been completed successfully.
The entire NAAC committee has worked as a team to prepare this final report. I express
my sincere gratitude to the NAAC & IQAC Steering committee members. I am also
thankful to each and every staff member for their sincere contribution, without whose
support, this task would not have been completed successfully. I also express my
gratitude towards college campus coordination committee, alumni, parents and students
for their co-operation and contribution in this task.
I hope and believe that the Respected NAAC TEAM will also appraise and justify our
sincere Endeavour.
Dr. Sanjay D. Vediya.
In-charge Principal
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Executive Summary
Sir P.T. Science College Modasa established in 1960, was at that time only Science
College in the whole district of Sabarkantha now Arravali, where majority of population
is schedule tribe, schedule cast, economically backward and minority communities. It
was one of the best of its kind in Arravali (Sabarkantha) District. Since 1968, the college
has been bifurcated into two separate independent units and at present Sir P.T.Science
College has completed 54 years of services providing higher education in science
discipline in the Arravali (Sabarkantha) district. It has undergone its first cycle of NAAC
accreditation in the year 2007 and secured 76 CGPA with Grade B+.
After its first accreditation, the institution has sincerely attempted to upgrade its abilities
in all relevant fields. The institute has established its identity in the Arravali
(Sabarkantha) district for its excellence in academics and extracurricular activities.
Recently, our students brought laurels to our institution by securing best grade in the
university results for the semester system in Post Graduate programme. The institution
has upgraded its institutional abilities with fully equipped to run the ICT enabled
teaching sessions in all the classrooms. Four classrooms and seminar hall fully equipped
with LCD projector with CPU (Plug and Play), screen and one classroom with smart
board also. 24 CCTV cameras installed in the college premises. Two computer labs
having 40 Computers with internet facilities. All the Department having computer with
printer and internet facilities.
Our institute has set consistent track of achievement. Our academic achiever always
needs their sincere efforts to secure their names in the top 100 rankers of the university.
We fill proud to acknowledge here the sincere efforts of meritorious students. Most of
the faculty members involved in research activities and they tried hard to create research
awareness in the students by different activity like projects, seminar, workshop, poster
competition. Our talented students with good expressive abilities always exhibit their
excellence in various debate and elocution competition. Even in cultural activities
participated in various programme in University and state level and secure their position.
Our NSS volunteers actually participated in different programmes describe by the
university and also in various social development activity. Hence they spread the
message of social responsibility. The institute regularly involves all the staff and students
in various socio-culture activities throughout the year. Our NCC cadets also play an
important role in national activity. The institute provides the coaching facilities to the
students for different games and the results that the boys and girls participated in various
competitions at inter college, University, state level and secure commendable position.
The changing senior of higher education and increasing level of global competitive
demand led us to impart in qualitative education which insure the sustainable
development of our stake holders. As per the requirement of the today’s up gradation of
infrastructure facilities the management always extends its co-operation and support for
faculty in research development activities. The NAAC assessment through SWOC
analysis could definitely be a boon for all such deserving institution that emphasis on
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quality aspects with a readiness to take a majors for better improvement. After first cycle
of NAAC accreditation, the IQAC has submitted Annual Quality Assurance Reports
(AQAR) and has adopted quality measures to check the quality aspects of the
institutions. As a part of it, it has adopted the feedback mechanism to analyze various
aspects of teaching and learning. The analysis revealed that our institution has strengths
and weaknesses as well. It has further scope to develop and many challenges to face. We
have tired our Level best for making this report even though if any typographical error
should remain do forgive us.
The details of SWOC analysis are briefly pointed here.

Institutional Strengths (S):
 Domestic environment
 Team sprit
 Add on Courses
 Management Support
 Experienced and well Qualified Staff.
 Practice of Extra Coaching.
 Creditable Academic Performance
 Efficient Administrative Staff.
 Transparent Policy.
 Participative Management System.
 Faculty Members are appointed as Chairmen and member of Board of Studies
 Facilities available in Campus such as Girls Hostel, Boys Hostel, indoor &
outdoor stadium and play ground for sports activities.
 Well equipped Computer lab & Language Lab.
 Library facilities
 Partnership with other institute (MOU)
Institutional Weaknesses (W) :
 Implement State Government / University Policy impulsion.
 Lack of teaching and non- teaching staff
 Excessive workload for the faculty members.
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Institutional Opportunities (O):
 Provision of Up gradation and Expansion of Physical and Supportive
Infrastructure
 Provision to introduce new subject/Courses with the consent of the
UGC/University.
 Collaborative Research Provision
 Provision of Consultancy with the consent of the management

Institutional Challenges (C):
 Excessive Strength
 Quantitative Pressure of Assessment and Evaluation
 Heterogeneous Nature of classes and students
 Coordinating with University and other external agencies.
 Lack of teaching and non- teaching staff

Steering Committee
Dr.R.H.Parmar
Dr.D.R.Fudani
(IQAC)

Dr.D.G.Acharya
Dr.J.H.Prajapat
(NAAC)
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: Section B :
Profile of the Affiliated /Constituent College
1.

Name and address of the college:

Name: Sir P.T. Science College
Address: COLLEGE CAMPUS

POST BOX No.: 01

City: MODASA Pin: 383315

State: GUJARAT

Website:
www.sirptsciencecollege.org
2. For
communication:

E-mail: sirptscience127@gmail.com

Designation

Name

Dr. S. D. Vediya
(I/c. Principal)

Principal

Steering
Committee

1. Dr. D. G.
Acharya
(Coordinator )
2.Dr.J.H.Prajapati
(Co-Coordinator )

3.

Telephone
with STD
code
O:02774246410
R: 02774
240879
O:02774246410
R: 02774
291094

Status of the of Institution:
Affiliated College

Mobile

Fax

Email

094260
13888

02774249038

Sirptscience127@gmail.com

098986
36341

pro.diya@gmail.com

094267
51760

jagdishp27@yahoo.co.in



Constituent College
Any other (specify)
4.

Type of Institution:
a.
By Gender
i. For Men
ii. For Women
iii. Co-education 
b.
B. By shift
i. Regular

ii. Day
iii. Evening
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5.

Is it a recognized minority institution?
Yes

No
If yes specify the minority status (Religious/linguistic/ any other) and provide
documentary evidence.
------

6.

Source of funding:
Government
Grant-in-aid 
Selffinancing
Any other

7

a. Date of establishment of the college: 15, June-1960

(dd/mm/yyyy)

b. University to which the college is affiliated /or which governs the college
(If it is a constituent college)
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat
University, Patan. Gujarat
c. Details of UGC recognition:
Date, Month & Year

Remarks

(dd-mm-yyyy)

(If any)

i. 2 (f)

2 /4/1988

No. F/8/93-98 C.P.P.I

ii. 12 (B)

June, 1972

Under Section

-

(Enclose the Certificate of recognition u/s 2 (f) and 12 (B) of the UGC Act)
d. Details of recognition/approval by statutory/regulatory bodies other than
UGC (AICTE, NCTE, MCI, DCI, PCI, RCI etc.)
NIL
Under
Section /
clause
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Recognition/Approval
details Institution
Department Programme

Day, Month and
Year
(dd-mm-yyyy)

Validity

Remarks

-----------------

-----------------

-----------------

-----------------

(Enclose the recognition/approval letter)
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6.

Does the affiliating university Act provide for conferment of autonomy (as
recognized by the UGC), on its affiliated colleges?
Yes
No 

7.

If yes, has the College applied for availing the autonomous status?
Yes
No 

8.

Is the college recognized
a. by UGC as a College with Potential for Excellence (CPE)?
Yes
No 
If yes, date of recognition: ……Nil……………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
b. for its performance by any other governmental agency?
Yes
No 
If yes, Name of the agency
Nil
and
Date of recognition:
Nil
(dd/mm/yyyy)

9.

Location of the campus and area in sq.mts:
Location *
Rural/Semi-urban Area
Campus area in sq. mts.
18.29 Acres
Built up area in sq. mts.
7423sq. mts.
(* Urban, Semi-urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly Area, Any others specify)

10.

Facilities available on the campus (Tick the available facility and provide
numbers or other details at appropriate places) or in case the institution has an
agreement with other agencies in using any of the listed facilities provide
information on the facilities covered under the agreement.

Auditorium/seminar complex with infrastructural facilities 

Sports facilities

play ground 

swimming pool NIL

gymnasium 

Hostel: Yes, Our College Management maintains boys’ hostels and girls
hostel for accommodating 330 students from all the colleges.

Boys’ hostel 
A. Number of hostels :
01
B. Number of inmates :
210
C. Facilities (mention available facilities): Boarding, Lodging, Sports
and recreation room etc.

Girls’ hostel 
ii. Number of hostels :
01
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iii. Number of inmates :
120
iv. Facilities (mention available facilities): Boarding, Lodging, Sports and
recreation room etc.
v. Working women’s hostel [No]
vi. Number of inmates
vii. Facilities (mention available facilities)

Residential facilities for teaching and non-teaching staff (give numbers
available -- cadre wise)

Teaching 20+4(principals)=24 & Non-Teaching 04

Cafeteria


Health center –  First aid facility is provided in the college Campus. The
institutional management have two persons (Hon. Trustee & Hon. Secretary
The M.L.Gandhi Higher Education Society, Modasa) who are renowned
medical practitioners. They provide full time services to campus. Ambulance
108 is available at any time with well equipped and staff, so it is to provide
emergency care facility to students and staff for any time in emergency.

First aid, In-patient, Out-patient, Emergency care facility,
Ambulance…….
Health center staff – [No]
Qualified doctor
Full time
Part-time
Qualified Nurse










Full time

Part-time

Facilities like banking, post office, book shops [Yes] SBI ATM center &
Copier notebook center
Transport facilities to cater to the needs of students and staff [No] State
Transport Corporation Subsidies fair Pass Center in the Campus.
Animal house [No]
Biological waste disposal [Yes]
Generator or other facility for management/regulation of electricity and
voltage : [YES] Solar Power Generation Unit of 1.5 Kw established on
the Top of the building. Two Solar Light Poll established in the
premises for night light.
Solid waste management facility [No]
Waste water management [No]
Water harvesting [Yes]
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Details of programmes offered by the college (Give data for current academic year)

Sr.
No

Name of the
Programme Duration
/ Course

Prog.
Level

1

UG

B.Sc
03 +02

3years
(6 Sem.)

2

PG

M.Sc
02

(4 Sem.)

3

Ph.D.

02

Certificate
courses

CPT &
Bulats
Levels
(Scope)

4

2 years

2 years
Minimum

6th
months

Entry
Qualifica
tion

Medium
of
instructio
n

12th
Science
passed

Gujarati
&
English

B.Sc
Passed
M.Sc.
Entrance
exam
Passed
12th
passed

English

Sanctioned/
approved
Student
strength

240+90=
330
(330×3=
990)
25+15=40
(40×2=80)

No. of
students
admitted

866

65

English

6×4=24

08

English

240

240

Does the college offer self-financed Programmes?
Yes 

No 

If yes, how many?

02

New programmes introduced in the college during the last five years if any?
Yes



No

Number

01

List the departments: (respond if applicable only and do not list facilities like
Library, Physical Education as departments, unless they are also offering
academic degree awarding programmes. Similarly, do not list the departments
offering common compulsory subjects for all the programmes like English,
regional languages etc.)
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Particulars
Science Chemistry
Botany
Mathematics
Physics
Microbiology
6

PG


--------

Research


--------

Number of Programmes offered under (Programme means a degree course like
BA, BCom,BSc,MA,M.Com…)
i. Annual system

0

ii. Semester system

02

iii. Trimester system
7

UG






No

Number of Programmes with
i. Choice Based Credit System---

02

ii. Inter/Multidisciplinary Approach---

0

iii. Any other ( specify and provide details)--8

a.

Does the college offer UG and/or PG programmes in Teacher Education?
Yes
No 
If yes,
Year of Introduction of the programme(s)
batches that completed the programme

Nil (dd/mm/yyyy) and number of

b.

NCTE recognition details (if applicable)
Notification No.:…NA……………
Date: ……NA…………………….. (dd/mm/yyyy)
Validity:…NA……………………..

c.

Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Teacher Education
Programme separately?
Yes
No 

9

Does the college offer UG or PG programme in Physical Education?
Yes
If yes,

No 
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a.
b.

c.

Year of Introduction of the programme(s) Nil
(dd/mm/yyyy) and number of batches that completed the programm
NCTE recognition details (if applicable)
Notification No.:…..NA……….
Date: … …NA………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
Validity:…NA…………………
Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Physical
Education Programme separately?
Yes
No 

19. Number of teaching and non-teaching positions in the Institution
Teaching faculty

Nonteaching
staff

Technical
staff

Professor

Associate
Professor

Assistant
Professor

*M

*F

*M

*F

*M

*F

*M

*F

*M

*F

Sanctioned by
the UGC /
University /
State
Government
Recruited

01
Princi
pal

--

08

01

13

-

12

--

01

--

Recruited

---

---

08

01

05

02

08

--

01

--

Yet to recruit

01

--

--

--

06

--

04

--

01

--

Sanctioned by
the
Management/
society or other
authorized
bodies
Recruited

--

--

--

--

--

06

04

--

---

--

Recruited

--

---

---

---

---

06

04

---

---

---

Yet to recruit

--

-

--

--

--

--

--

-

--

--

Positions

*M-Male *F-Female
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Qualifications of the teaching staff:

Associate
Assistant
Professor
Professor
Male Female Male
Female
Male Female
Permanent teachers
-08
01
03
01
---01
---02
Temporary teachers
--06
Part-time/visiting teachers
--Professor

Highest
qualification

D.Sc./D.Litt.
Ph.D.
M. Phil.
PG
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
T
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG

Total

13
01
02
--06
--

There are 01 faculty members with Ph.D. as an additional qualification.
06
10 Number of Visiting Faculty /Guest Faculty engaged with the College.
23. Furnish the number of the students admitted to the college during the last four
academic years.
Year 1
2010-11

Categories

Year 2
2011-12

Year 3
2012-13
Male

Year 4
2013-14

Male

Female

Male

Female

Female

Male

SC

15

13

04

03

10

05

10

11

ST

44

11

13

05

06

12

15

05

OBC

155

46

26

24

56

25

61

48

General

115

107

305

202

470

256

458

331

Total

329

177

348

234

542

298

544

395
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24.

Details on students enrollment in the college during the current academic
Year: 2014-15
Type of students

UG

Students from the same state where
the college is located
Students from other states of India
NRI students
Foreign students
Total
25.

M. Phil.

Ph.D.

Total

1021

62

----

01

1084

------1021

------62

-----------

-------01

------1084

Dropout rate in UG and PG (average of the last two batches)
Demand Ratio UG

26.

PG

15.18%

4.62%

PG

Unit Cost of Education Year-2013-14
(Unit cost = total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total number of
students enrolled )

27.

(a) including the salary component

Rs. 24811.30

(b) excluding the salary component

Rs. 417.53

Does the college offer any programme/s in distance education mode (DEP)?
Yes
No 
If yes,
a) is it a registered centre for offering distance education programmes of
another University?
Yes
No
b) Name of the University which has granted such registration.
Nil
c) Number of programmes offered
Nil
d) Programmes carry the recognition of the Distance Education Council.
Yes 
No
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28 Provide Teacher-student ratio for each of the programme/course offered:
Year 2014-15
Programme
Course
Teacher-student ratio

B.Sc

Chemistry (571)

95:1

Physics (384)

96:1

Botany (311)

104:1

Zoology (70)

70:1

Mathematics (300)

300:1

Microbiology (214)

71:1

Over All B.Sc. (1021)

68:07

Chemistry

6:1

Botany

9:1

M.Sc.

B.Sc.

68:07

(1021/15=68:07)

29 Is the college applying for Accreditation :
Cycle 1
Cycle 2 
Cycle 3

Cycle 4

Re-Assessment:
(Cycle 1refers to first accreditation and Cycle 2, Cycle 3 and Cycle 4 refers
to re-accreditation)
30 Date of accreditation* (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and
re-assessment only)
Cycle 1 : 10/02/2007
Accreditation Outcome/Result B+ - Grade, CGPA : 76
Cycle 2: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy) Accreditation Outcome/Result……..
Cycle 3: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy) Accreditation Outcome/Result……..
Kindly enclose copy of accreditation certificate(s) and peer team report(s) as an
annexure.
31

A. Number of working days during the last academic year.
214 days
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B. Number of teaching days during the last academic year (Teaching days
means days on which lectures were engaged excluding the examination days)
152 days
32

Date of establishment of Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
IQAC

33

34.

31/03/2007

Details regarding submission of Annual Quality Assurance Reports (AQAR) to
NAAC.
i) AQAR -2008-09 Submitted NAAC on 31/12/2014__ (DD/MM/YYYY)
ii) AQAR-2009-10 Submitted NAAC on _08/01/2015__(DD/MM/YYYY)
iii) AQAR-2010-11 Submitted NAAC on__08/01/2015___(DD/MM/YYYY)
iv) AQAR-2011-12 Submitted NAAC on_16/01/2015____ (DD/MM/YYYY)
v) AQAR-2012-13 Submitted NAAC on_17/01/2015
(DD/MM/YYYY)
vi) AQAR-2013-14 Submitted NAAC on__20/01/2015___ (DD/MM/YYYY)
Any other relevant data (not covered above) the college would like to include.
(Do not include explanatory/descriptive information)
N.A
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:CRITERION I:
CURRICULAR ASPECTS

1.1 Curriculum Planning and Implementation

1.1.1

State the vision, mission and objectives of the institution, and describe how
these are communicated to the students, teachers, staff and other stakeholders.

VISION
TO
INCULCATE
THE
STUDENTS
TO
ANALYTICAL
AND
COMPASSIONATE, INTELLECTUALLY ASPIRANT AND REFLECTIVE
SYNTHESIZING SCIENTIFIC TEMPERAMENT WITH HUMANISTIC
WISDOM AND ESTHETICAL VALUES THAT BUILD THE SPIRIT OF
HUMANITY.

MISSION
TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH AN ENVIRONMENT FOR THE ALL-ROUND
DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR MENTAL, PHYSICAL, AESTHETIC, SOCIAL
AND SPIRITUAL POTENTIALS, TOGETHER WITH THE ATTITUTES OF
INTEGRITY, HARD WORK, HONESTY, FAIRNESS AND TOLERANCE SO
THAT THEY GIVE OF THEIR VERY BEST. EXCELLENCE IN THESE FIELDS
IS TO BE INTERPRETED IN TERMS OF PUTTING THE SKILLS DEVELOPED
IN EACH AT THE SERVICE OF THE SOCIALLY DISCRIMINATED GROUPS
IN OUR COUNTRY WITH A VIEW TO SETTING UP A SOCIETY WHERE ALL
HAVE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AS CHILDREN OF GOD.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE INSTITUTION

Considering its mission and vision the institution has framed the following aims and
objectives:
1. To be an ideal temple of higher learning in North Gujarat region.
2. To provide value based holistic education.
3. To inculcate the spirit of excellence in all areas of life.
4. To ensure 100% students’ satisfaction in.
4.1.

Teaching – learning process.

4.2.

Infrastructure and academic facilities.

4.3.

Efficient syllabus completion.

4.4.

Disciplined atmosphere.

4.5.

Library facilities.

4.6.

Emergency Care facilities.

5. To achieve 100% success in the annual examinations.
6. To provide the best possible placements to the students.
7. To inspire students to take part in university, state and national level sports and
cultural events.
8. To genuinely understand the grievances of the staff, students and parents and ensure
remedial action.
9. To provide career guidance and exposure to the challenges of the fast developing
world through industrial training, seminars, conferences and lectures by experts.

The vision, mission and objectives with the regional language of the institution
are placed on main wall outside the office where students, teachers and
stakeholders can easily read. They are also placed on our website and at various
places in the college campus for communicating purpose. They are mentioned in
our prospectus.
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1.1.2

How does the institution develop and deploy action plans for effective
implementation of the curriculum? Give details of the process and substantiate
through specific example(s).
Our institution is affiliated to Hemchandracharya North Gujarat, University Patan.
The university provides an academic calendar. The students are taught according to
the guidelines prescribed in syllabus by the university.
We have formed different committees such as Admission, Timetable, Examination,
Cultural etc.
The syllabus is distributed on the basis of interest and expertise of the teacher by
HOD’S. The teacher prepares a teaching plan action for each chapter. According to
syllabus we purchase new books on the respective syllabus and prepare study
material. Head of the department arranges review meeting about syllabus in each
department.

1.1.3 What type of support (procedural and practical) do the teachers
receive
(from the University and/or institution) for effectively translating the
curriculum and improving teaching practices?
The semester system and CBCS pattern were implemented in almost all Universities
of the state for the last four years. The Knowledge Consortium of Gujarat (KCG)
and H.N.G. University have initiated this movement to understand and become
familiar with such vast changes in academic structure the teachers are deputed for
attending workshops and training programmes organized by KCG and University.
The University sanctions seminar and workshops to propagate new curriculum where
teachers participate in presence of resource person. All reference books related to the
new syllabus are available in library. The different groups of teachers prepare
question banks for students. The institute supports faculty to attend seminar,
workshop, and conferences.

1.1.4 Specify the initiatives taken up or contribution made by the Institution for
effective curriculum delivery and transaction on the Curriculum provided by
the affiliating University or other statutory agency.
Some of faculty members are chairman, members of Board of Studies and
Academic Council. Since the academic year 2011-12 the CBCS system has been
introduced for first year students, and that will be carried on up to third year
respectively. The annual teaching programs are planned in advance. Periodic
monitoring of the activities such as commencement of classes and time management
for effective implementation of the curriculum is done. Necessary infrastructure and
instruments are also provided.
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Some teachers practice continuous mode of assessment by asking short questions,
giving assignments, and organizing weekly unit test. The college facilitates the use
of smart boards, LCD, OHP for classroom teaching, Library computerization,
subscription to e-journals, and internet facility to faculty.

1.1.5 How does the institution network and interact with beneficiaries such as
industry, research bodies and the university in effective operationalization of
the curriculum?
Our main interaction is with the University Board of Studies, Faculty and Academic
Council in effective operationalization of the curriculum. During industrial visits,
faculties interact with experts on how to improve the syllabus. Similarly experts are
coming for invited talks [usually from university or research organization] were
asked suggestions to improve the syllabus.
1.1.6 What are the contributions of the institution and/or its staff members to the
development of the curriculum by the University?(number of staff
members/departments represented on the Board of Studies, student feedback,
teacher feedback, stakeholder feedback provided, specific suggestions etc.
The syllabus related feedback and suggestions are collected from the teachers and
communicated to the BOS (Board of Studies) for the due action. In our institute
following faculty’s acts as a chairman, members of Boards of studies of HNG Uni.
Patan in particular subject.

Sr No

Name of Faculty

Subject

1

Dr. D. G. Acharya

Chemistry

2

Dr. S. D. Vediya

Botany

3

Dr R. H. Parmar

Physics

4

Pro. V. R. Patel

Maths.

And number of staff members participapated syllabus framing workshop conducted
by University.
1.1.7 Does the institution develop curriculum for any of the courses offered (other
than those under the purview of the affiliating university) by it? If ‘yes’, give
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details on the process (’Needs Assessment’, design, development and planning)
and the courses for which the curriculum has been developed.
As we are affiliated to the university, we do not have the authority to design courses
independently.
1.1.8 How does institution analyze/ensure that the stated objectives of curriculum are
achieved in the course of implementation?
The college adopts the following mechanism to ensure effective curriculum
implementation. Regular monitoring of staff working pattern done by Head of
Department. Periodic evaluation of student performance examine through Seminars,
Weekly test and unit test, result analysis. Assignments are given to the students
based on the important aspects of the syllabus.

1.2 Academic Flexibility

1.2.1 Specifying the goals and objectives give details of the certificate/diploma/ skill
development courses etc., offered by the institution.
For improving communication and fluency in English we trained the students and
teachers under the government scheme ‘SCOPE’ (Society for Creation of
Opportunity through Proficiency in English) so that student can meet the growing
demand of the language globally. An IGNOU center run by our sister consent
institute which offers short term courses like CCC, CCC+, B.Sc. Nutrition,
Nursing, BBA, MBA, B.A, BCA, MCA etc. We also organize Skill development
programmes, Computer training workshop, Soil testing analysis. Students find
placement in industries and at other places.
1.2.2 Does the institution offer programmes that facilitate twinning / dual degree? If
‘yes’, give details.
Yes,
With the prior permission of the University we allow the student for dual degree.
1.2.3 Give details on the various institutional provisions with reference to academic
flexibility and how it has been helpful to students in terms of skills development,
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academic mobility, progression to higher studies and improved potential for
employability. Issues may cover the following and beyond:
Range of Core /Elective options offered by the University and those adopted by the
college: The University offers B.Sc. with Core (compulsory) subjects, Subjective
Elective, Generic Elective, Foundation and soft skill subjects.In M. Sc. Programme
course covers range of Core (compulsory) subjects and Core Elective Subjects. Such
subjects are useful for employability. The semester wise subjects in details are given
as below.

SCIENCE Faculty

No of Core
subject of
offered

No of Core
subject Elective
offered

No of Generic and
Foundation
Course

B Sc Sem I & II

12

12

08

B Sc Sem III & IV

20

12

08

B Sc Sem V &VI

40

08

04

M Sc Sem I & II

12

06

-

MSc Sem III& IV

12

06

-

The institution offers total 03+ 02(SFI) UG programmes and 02(SFI) PG
programmes with the following elective options as per the scheme and syllabi of the
affiliating university.
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UG Programme
Programme
Core/Major

B.Sc.
(i)Chemistry,(ii) Mathematics(iii) Botany(iv) Physics (Minor)(v) Zoology (Minor)
SFI courses: (v) Microbiology (vi) Physics

Generic Elective
 Communication Skills

Subjective Elective

 General Knowledge-II



Dysfunctional
Immunity



DNA–aMolecule of
Life








Synthetic dyes
Instruments

 Human Society & Ethics

 Nutritional Mgt. In Health

 Indian Constitution

 Fundamental Rights & Duties

 Basics Of Mathematics

 Rural Health



 Environmental Studies

 Cultural Heritage of Gujarat

 Disaster Management

 Value Oriented Edu.




 Culture And Civilization

 Human Res. Dev



 Biodiversity
 Bio-computing
 Biological

 National Ethics

 Personality Development



 Optoelectronic



Instruments

 Fundamentals Of Computer
 Value Oriented Education

Environmental
Pollution
Animal Hormone

Environmental
Pollution
Fresh water
Ecology

Ciramics
Bio-Statistics
Passive Circuit
Ele.& Energy
Sources

Evolution

 Presentation Skills
 Social Ethics

Industrial
Mathematics

 Industrial




 Dairy

 Indian Knowledge System

 Social Ethics

 First Aid & Emergency Care

 Computer Applications-I

 Human Dieses

 Human rights

 Basics of Biology

 General Knowledge-I

 Entr. Dev. & Small Scale Busi.
Mgt.

 Computer Applications-II

Water Quality
Analysis

Mathematical Prog.
In ‘C’ Language

 Yoga And Wellness

 Atmospheric Hazards



Air Pollution

Polymer Chemistry
Remote Sensing &
Transducers

Chemistry of
Portland Cement

 Pest Control
 Human Disease



& Control




 Naturopathy

Animal Diversity

Astronomy &
Astrophysics








 Info. Tech.

Biotechnology



Limnology /
Immunology

 Database Mgt. Sys.

Biotechnology

 Horticulture
 Business
Mathematics

Prog. In FORTRAN

 Name Reaction
 Pharma. Of

Soaps & Detergents

Herbal Drugs

Plant Breeding



Plant Tissue Culture

Green Chemistry

Oil, Fats & Waxes

 Modern Physics
 Hematology &
Blood Banking
 Instru.
Measurement &
Analysis
 Nano technology
 Operation
Research
 Intro. Sys.Specific
Dieses of Human
 Plant Hormones
 Agricultural
Chemistry
 Medicinal
Chemistry
 Food Additives





Animal Hormone
Energy Tech.

Tissue Culture
Technology



Enzyme
Technology







Biochemistry
Cell Biology
Bio-informatics
Forensic Biology

Astro/ Space
Physics




VacuumTech.&
Instrument
Elect. Circuits &
Electronics

Metallurgy

Foundation (Generic) Course


Compulsory English (L.L.)
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PG Programme : M. Sc. (Chemistry)
Core/Major
 Organic chemistry

Subjective Elective

 Physical chemistry
 Inorganic chemistry

 Computer for Chemists
 Advanced Quantum Chemistry
 Computational Chemistry
 Group Theory Spectroscopy and
diffraction

methods

 Mathematics
 Biology
 Spectroscopy

and

Diffraction

methods











Organic Photochemistry
Photo Inorganic Chemistry
Biophysical Chemistry
Environmental Chemistry
Bio organic Chemistry
RM. Research Methodology
Organometallic chemistry
Organic Synthesis
Chemistry of Materials

Foundation (Generic) Course
Compulsory English (L.L.)

PG Programme : M. Sc. (Botany)
Core / Major












CBO-401Bacteriology, Physiology,
Mycology, Plant pathology
CBO- 402 Bryophytes ,Pteridophytes,
Fossils Gymnosperms,
CBO-403 Cell biology, Genetics
CBO- 404 Angiosperm Texonomy,
Plant reproduction
CBO-405 Plant Texonomy, Ecology
CBO- 406 Biophysics
Instru. & biochemistry
CBO- 501 Plnat physiology
CBO- 502 Plant resource utilization,
Conservation and biometry
CBO-503 Molecular biology,
biochemistry
CBO-504 Plant Breeding &
Horticulture
Project work/Major Dissertation









Subjective Elective
Biodiversity
Environmental biology
Horticulture
Phytochemistry
Pharmacology of herbal drugs
Plant tissue culture,
Marine Botany



Biofertilizer



Air pollution and climate change



Research-methodolology
scientific presentations

and

Soft-skill paper


English Language Communication



Computer Applications



Personality Development
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Ph. D.
Botany

-Limnology,-Biodiversity,-Ecology,-Taxonomy, -Ethno botany

Chemistry

- Polymer Chemistry, - Synthetic Drugs



Courses offered in modular form: No. Courses based on CBCS form.



Credit transfer and accumulation facility: Yes, the University has the provision of
credit transfer and accumulation facility.



Lateral and vertical mobility within and across programmes and courses?
Yes, the university has the provision of Lateral and vertical mobility within and
across programmes as well as courses.
Students can be allowed to change groups to change their principal subject. For
example: in B.Sc. Semester-III a student in PM (physics-mathematics) group,
meaning that in third year he will be admitted to the Physics Principal subject. But
during the second year study, he discovers that he is better at mathematics or has a
better future in mathematics.



Enrichment courses:
No, the institution has been arranging career oriented coaching/Guest Lectures from
professional Experts for developing students’ professional skills in subjects. Institute
arranged educational visit like industrial visit which provide rich experience, current
scenario, future opportunity and demand of society.
Range of core/elective options offered by the University adopted by the college
under Choice Based Credit System and range of subject options Courses offered in
modular form Enrichment courses
(a) Core options
(b) Subjective Elective options
(c) Generic Elective Options.
(d) Foundation /Soft skill Course
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1.2.4 Does the institution offer self-financed programmes? If ‘yes’, list them and
indicate how they differ from other programmes, with reference to admission,
curriculum, fee structure, teacher qualification, salary etc.
Yes, The institution offer two self-financed programmes at UG Level. One is
Microbiology starting from semester I and second one is Physics. In Physics the
institute offers in Sem V and VI. The choice of subject is according to CBCS
pattern.
The admission process is on merit base as per guideline of H N G Uni, Patan and
norms of State Government. The curriculum is prescribed by HNG Uni., Patan.
The fees are as shown below.

Sr No

Subject

Fees in Rs.

Remarks

1

Physics

11,000/-

semester V & VI

11446/- For Boys
Semester I & II
10846/- For Girls
11336/- For Boys
2

Microbiology

Semester III & IV
10766/- For Girls
9900/- For Boys
Semester V & VI
9300/- For Girls

The qualification of teachers is as per UGC guideline.
1.2.5 Does the college provide additional skill oriented programmes, relevant to
regional and global employment markets? If ‘yes’ provide details of such
programme and the beneficiaries.
Yes, the institution offer following additional skill oriented programmes: The
Gujarat Government has taken initiatives to introduce SCOPE in communicative
Skills in English.
Beneficiaries: First year Students especially for SCOPE Programme.
We also organize Skill development programmes like Computer training workshop
for UG students and Soil testing analysis for PG students.

1.2.6 Does the University provide for the flexibility of combining the conventional
face-to-face and Distance Mode of Education for students to choose the
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courses/combination of their choice” If ‘yes’, how does the institution take
advantage of such provision for the benefit of students?

NO

1.3 Curriculum Enrichment

1.3.1 Describe the efforts made by the institution to supplement the University’s
Curriculum to ensure that the academic programmes and Institution’s goals
and objectives are integrated?
All the faculties take interest to modify Uni. Curriculum by giving their valuable
suggestions. The institute provides necessary funds to purchase the instruments and
library books which supplements the curriculum to meet the goals and objectives.
These are reviewed at the IQAC meeting.
Faculties update themselves by referring latest books, reference books, internet,
attending workshops, conferences and seminars. The member of Board of Studies
from our institute represents himself to the University in Board’s meeting or the
suggestion is sent to the University by a letter.
1.3.2 What are the efforts made by the institution to enrich and organize the
curriculum to enhance the experiences of the students so as to scope with
the needs of the dynamic employment market?
Our Institution invited as a resource person Dr. Anand Bhatt from K.C.G.
Ahmedabad, Who was trained us about new CBCS curriculum and pattern.
The CBCS pattern is that which provides to learn Core subjects and also to choose
wide range of elective subject and generic subject.
The institute offers the opportunities for field visits, study tours, industrial Visits.
Students also participate in seminars and workshops organized by other colleges.
Moreover students participate in extra-curricular activities to develop skill within
them.
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1.3.3 Enumerate the efforts made by the institution to integrate the cross cutting
issues such as Gender, Climate Change, Environmental Education, Human
Rights, ICT etc., into the curriculum?
The curriculum includes subjects on environment education, disaster management,
Indian constitution, Human rights for which our college faculties are deliver lectures
on this topic. The college celebrates world environment day, ozone day, AIDS
awareness day, Tree Plantation with tree guard, and other important days through
NSS activity.
NSS unit also organized awareness programme in adopted village as well as for
college students through lectures and distributing pamphlets.
The college organizes different types of programmes through NSS, NCC and SRC
committee. The college has Girls welfare Cell, which arranges lectures on gender
issues as well as other beneficiary programmes for girl’s students.

1.3.4 What are the various value-added courses/enrichment programmes offered to
ensure holistic development of students?
Moral and ethical values:
Personality development camp and workshops are organized in rural adopted village
through NSS unit. Youth leadership camp and some environment awareness camp are
also organized with collobration of H N G Uni., Patan in which students of our college
of NSS Unit participated in it. AIDS awareness programme is also organized with the
co-operation of AIDS control Society, Gujarat State through RRC club in NSS activity.
AIDS awareness rally and Quiz competition is also organized through NSS activity.

Employable and life skills:
In our institution we establish a carrier development cell, through
which we
organized Career guidance lectures and other activity which is useful to students for
their carrier development.

Better career options
Periodically organized Campus interview and Placement in 108 emergency unit 40
students are selected in such placement.
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Community orientation
We celebrate Independence Day, Republic Day, Blood donation through N.C.C and
NSS, Environment Awareness programme, Medical camp, Veterinary Camp, Blood
grouping in adopted villege, Child health competition, Malneutretion awareness, Aids
Awareness programme, Raxabandhan to Police and Homeguards, Visit to slums areas
etc through N.S.S. Old sarees are collected from College students as well as staff and
distributed to the Ladies of Aadivasi area.

1.3.5 Citing a few examples enumerate on the extent of use of the feedback from
stakeholders in enriching the curriculum?
The CBCS system introduced in our university from academic year 2011-12. Some
of faculties are members of BOS. and academic council of University. So they play
key role in framing the syllabus. Some college teachers published books of new
syllabus, which is very useful to students and they have not to face more difficulty
with new syllabus.
In semester system students learn Core subject, Subject elective, subject generic
etc. They have a choice of selecting subjects. Students have the opportunity to learn
something of their own interest from this system.

1.3.6 How does the institution monitor and evaluate the quality of its enrichment
programmes?
The feedback in the form of interaction, discussion and suggestions with students
accumulated & analyzed by the head of the department. Evaluation taken by IQAC.
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1.4

Feedback System

1.4.1 What are the contributions of the institution in the design and development of
the curriculum prepared by the University?
The institution is affiliated with HNG University and therefore there is no scope for
framing institutional curriculum on its own. Teachers have actively participated as
member of BOS of university. They contribute to design and develop the curriculum
prepared by the university. Our teachers regularly attend workshops and seminars on
revision of curriculum.
The college can only forward the suggestions of its faculty to the university, through the
member of BOS.

1.4.2 Is there a formal mechanism to obtain feedback from students and
stakeholders on Curriculum? If ‘yes’, how is it communicated to the
University and made use internally for curriculum enrichment and introducing
changes/new programmes?
Yes. Faculty members discuss their issues regarding curriculum with members of
BOS in the institute. The same are discussed by the members of the board of studies
during the BOS meetings to improve/alter the curriculum.The curricular issues are
also discussed during IQAC meetings.

1.4.3 How many new programmes/courses were introduced by the institution during
the last four years? What was the rationale for introducing new
courses/programmes?
In our institute, Physics in semester V & VI is introduced as new course as a SFI. Of
course, in semester I –IV, such subject has been studied as a subsidiary subject.
However, as detailed in 1.2.1 above, courses were offered.
In 2011-12 with the CBCS semester system syllabus in all subjects has been
reframed. The yearly system has been replaced with CBCS and semester system. In
this system ‘Elective core subjects’ are offered to the students of Semester I- IV and
‘Subject Elective and Generic’ in Semester V-VI our College has offered:
As shown 1.2.3.
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HIGH LIGHTS OF THE CRITERION:

(1)

Semester and CBCS systems are adopted by institution.

(2)

Total four teachers are member of BOS of university.

(3)

They have actively participated in syllabus development.

(4)

Self finance programmes like Microbiology and Physics is introduced.

(5)

Various skill development programmes are organized frequently.

(6)

Study material and guidance up to Ph.D level is available in Chemistry and Botany.
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CRITERION II
TEACHING LEARNING AND EVALUATION

2.1 Student Enrollment and Profile

2.1.1

How does the college ensure publicity and transparency in the admission
process?
The college has been serving the higher education in rural area. Since1960. It is
well-known and good repute in Arvalli district. It follows the schedule decided by
the University of HNGU, Patan for U.G (first year) , P.G and Ph.D. admission.
The College advertises and publicizes the admission process for U.G programme
with all details in broacher and fees structure through
 The college Notice board
 College website, and
 Social Media (Face book)
The following step should be taken for the admission,
 Admission committee is formed
 Issuing admission cum application form with Brochure
 Receiving duly filled application form with photo copies of documents.
 Preparing the merit list on the basis 12th science (GSEB board ) result
Publicize the merit list on the above stated places.
 Reservation criteria as per the state and central Govt. also maintained by the
admission committee.
So far is Post Graduate and Ph.D. Studies are concerned publication of
advertisement and admission procedure is conducted by the HNG University.
According rules and regulation of this University and state Govt. Admission
committee is allotted the students to each college according their intake on the
merit basis. The merit list is prepared by university with reference to B.Sc. result
for P.G. study and for Ph.D.on the basis of
entrance exam conducted by
university.
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2.1.2 Explain in detail the criteria adopted and process of admission.
(Ex.(i) merit (ii) common admission test conducted by state agencies and
national agencies (iii) combination of merit and entrance test or merit,
entrance test and interview (iv) any other)to various programme of the
Institution.
The process of admission is conducted by the admission committee comprising of
senior faculty members of various department and administrative staff; it works
under the Chairmanship of the Principal. The transparency is maintained
throughout the admission procedure. The admission committee strictly follows
the merit list prepared on the basis of H.Sc.Board result as well as rules and
regulations designed by the university and state govt. for admission of UG
programme. Reservation criteria as per the state Govt. also maintained by the
Admission committee
So far is Post Graduate study is concerned admission procedure is conducted by
the University. Admission committee according to merit and rules and regulation
of the University and Government.
2.1.3

Give the minimum and maximum percentage of marks for admission at
entry level for each of the programme Offered by the college and
providcomparison with other Colleges of the affiliating university within the
city/district.
Programme: B Sc Entry Level percentage of obtained marks in three Science
theory Subjects in H.S.C.

Year/
Open
SC
ST
SEBC
Category
Max
Min
Maxi
Min
Maxi
Min
Maxi
Min
2013-14 81.5 % 42 % 67.2% 48.27% 78%
42.6% 79.84% 41.2%
2014-15
73.6% 40.7% 70.6% 42.2% 59.8% 40.4%
73%
40.1%
In our Arvalli district there is no any other Grant in aid Science college available.
2.1.4

Is there a mechanism in the institution to review the admission process and
student profiles annually? If ‘yes ‘what is the outcome of such an effort and
how has it contributed to the improvement of the process?
Yes, usually there is no change in admission process every year, however in case
of of modification, change of policy or instruction of the university and/or the
state Govt. The policies are rectified and modified accordingly. For the purpose
of admission the committee reviews the process and makes some modification.
There is a mechanism in the institution for reviewing the admission process and
the student profile annually. The college appoints an admission committee
consisting of principal & senior faculty. The committee monitors the admission
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process keeping in mind the objective of providing maximum opportunity to the
students from the rural background. Moreover, the students from the weaker
section of society should avail an opportunity of education, the committee
ensures the optimum benefits to the student from these sections.
2.1.5

Reflecting on the strategies adopted to increase / improve access or following
categories of students, enumerate on how the admission policy of the
institution and its student profiles demonstrate/reflect the National
commitment to diversity and inclusion
(A) Students from disadvantaged community:
As per the existing government rules, reservation is provided to the students of
SC category-7%, ST category-14%, OBC 27% .
(B) Women:
No kind of reservation for girls, under the State Government Policy. Priority is
given to girl students and their tuition fees are waived.
(C) Differently- able:
For such type of students a separate counter on ground floor is arranged. There
is no queue for this type of applicants.The institute admits candidates belonging
to this category on priority basis. As per the state policy, 1% reservation quota is
maintained for admission. and other facilities are provided to the physically
challenged students
(D) Economically-weaker sections:
There is separate admission counter to counsel these students. The reservation
rules are strictly followed. 27% state Govt. reservation quota is maintained.
Students from economically weaker sections get benefits of fee concession and
scholarship on producing documents from authorities. (Creamy layer certificate)
(E) Sports personnel:
At the time of admission, due importance is given to the students with excellent
sports records.
(F) Minority community:
A student coming from minority community is about 20 to 25%.out of them 50%
are girls student so the college make special attention and trying to provide the
healthy atmosphere for their safety and securities. They are also avail many
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scholarships and benefits like fee waiver etc.. The minority Students are given
equal opportunities in the college.
2.1.6

Provide the following details for various programmes offered by the
institution during the last four years and comment on the trends. i. e.
Reasons for increase / decrease and actions initiated for improvement.
Programme: B. Sc. Sem. I (Comparative data of forms sold to admitted fresher’s
over past four years

Years

Number of
applications

Number of
students
admitted

Demand
Ratio

2011-12

1134

273

24:1

2012-13

1617

355

22:1

2013-14

2114

329

16:1

2014-15

Centralized Admission By ACPC- GOG

The college situated in rural area and only one grant-in-aid college of Aravalli
district. The college get large number of application but U.G admission strictly
followed by the sanction seats by HNG University, Patan. The college has two
divisions of 120 and SFI division of 40 seats.
P.G Admission is given by central admission committee H. N. Guj. University,
Patan. And U.G.admission are given as per Gov. of Gujarat, ACPC.

2.2 Catering to Student Diversity

2.2.1

How does the institution cater to the needs of differently- able students and
ensure adherence to government policies in this regard?
The state Govt. and university has reserved 1% seats for PH candidates. We does
admit such students seeking admission if any.
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2.2.2

Does the institution assess the students’ needs in terms of knowledge and
skills before the commencement of the programme? If ‘yes’, give details on
the process.

No
2.2.3 What are the strategies adopted by the institution to bridge the knowledge
gap of the enrolled students (Bridge/Remedial/ Add-on/Enrichment Courses,
etc.) to enable them to cope with the programme of their choice?
After competitions of enrollment of First year students one orientation type
programme is conducted where students are provides detail information of
subjects, curriculum, syllabus , add-on courses, time table Test , internal
evaluation procedure, and university examination. Students are motivated to use
college library, Computer Lab., English speaking course (SCOPE)
2.2.4

How does the college sensitize its staff and students on issues such as gender,
inclusion, environment etc.?
The institution is Co-education College. We have large Number of students both
boys and girls belonging to minority community, economically and socially
backward class apart from the SC/ST. Also most of the students are coming from
rural (village area) through public transport service. In view of the above, the
teaching and administrative staff is fully aware of the community of the students
and treats them accordingly.
Women Development Cell (WDC) is established in the college which takes care
of grievances of girl’s students and always become alert about their
facilities.WDC make arrangement for participation of girl’s students in seminar,
workshops training programme for empowerment of the women organized by
various departments .viz .police Dept. and bar council of Gujarat.
There is also anti raging cum discipline committee functioning in the college.

2.2.5

How does the institution identify and respond to special educational/
learning needs of advanced learners?
On the basis of their previous year academic record as well as through group
activity, through involvement in academic and curricular activity and also from
faculty feedback.
The special educational needs are fulfilled by faculties .Faculties also avail them
for other source of study and also spend spare time or free time for their
difficulties.
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2.2.6 How does the institute collect, analyze and use the data and information on
the academic performance (through the programmed ration) of the students
at risk of drop out (students from the disadvantaged actions of society,
physical challenged, slow learners, economically weaker sections etc. who
may discontinue their studies if some sort of support is not provided)?

The institution collects and analyzes data of student’s regularity from the
attendance in theory & practical record. Academic history, Assessment of
assignment, , Faculty feedback of the student, Student behavior and attitude, and
their Subject/Classroom/Lab involvement.
As far as financial aspects of the students is concern faculties are ask to proposed
the name of the needy students. Major financial aid in the form of scholarship or
free ship through the state Govt. and NGOs. are provided.
Slow Learner, physically challenged & economically weaker students are given
special attention for encouragement. Such students are provided all the text books
from college library on loan for the entire term.
Our faculty members become helpful to the children of grade IV service persons
of the college which are studied in our college in all manners.

2.3 Teaching – Learning Process

2.3.1 How does the college plan and organize the teaching, learning and
evaluation schedules? (Academic calendar, teaching plan, evaluation blue
print, etc.)
Academic calendar: Hem. North Gujarat University, every year prepares, an
academic calendar to be followed by each of its affiliated College. The University
sends the calendar well in advance of beginning of an academic term. The
University gives broad outline of commencement of terms, Diwali and summer
vacations, university examinations schedules and time limit for the College to
complete its international evaluation test sand working days. Keeping in view the
University academic calendar, our College in the beginning of the year the
principal holds a general meeting with teaching staff in which important features
of the academic year are discussed. Academic calendar is prepare as per the
HNGU academic calendar for the academic and extra-curricular activities and
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internal evaluation tests before the commencement of academic term. Care is
taken to maintain actual teaching days – theory as well as laboratory practical
Examination / tests days, allotting days for cultural activities, etc. Days are spared
for assessment/evaluation work of tests as well as industrial visits /Study Tour.
The College academic calendar is circulated amongst all the Heads of the
department.

SIR P.T. SCIENCE COLLEGE, MODASA

Academic Calendar– 2014-2015
Sr.
No.

Month

Particulars

June -Start

Summer Vacation : Up to 15/06/2014
Educational Counseling

2

June-Mid

Educational Term Start: 16/06/2014
Admission Process:Up to 21/06/2014
Educational Work Started : From 23/06/2014
Semester - 3-5
Welcome Programme for Fresher Student

3.

July-Start

Educational Work Started : From 23/06/2014
Semester-1. & P G Admission

4.

July-Mid

Theory and Practical Teaching

5.

August-Start

Independence Day Celebration: 15/8/2014

6.

August-Mid

Raksha Bandana celebration

7.

Sept.-Start

Teacher Day Celebration

8.

Sept.-Mid

University Soft-ball Competition: 30/09/2014
Celebration of Mars Mission ; 24/09/2014

9.

Oct.-Start

Internal Test Semester-1-3-5

10.

Oct.-Mid

Diwali vacation : 22/10/2014 to 11/11/2014

1
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11.

Nov.-Start

Diwali vacation : 22/10/2014 to 11/11/2014 University
Examination Semester -1-3-5 17/11/2014

12.

Nov.-Mid

Educational Work Started 24/11/2014 Sem.-2-4-6

13.

Dec.-Start

PTA – “Samvad Gosthi” 13/12/14

14.

Dec.-Mid

IQAC-Seminar “ GYAN SATRA” : 29/12/2014 to
31/12/2014
Microbiology Study Tour

15.

Jan.-Start

Chemistry - Study Tour
Botany - Study Tour & Physics- Study Tour

16.

Jan.-Mid

Republic Day Celebration: 26/01/2015
Drawing Competition – Swachhata Abhiyan “

17.

Feb.-Start

NSS shibir, Mehandi and Debate competition
IQAC-Poster Competition

18.

Feb.-Mid

Science day celebration, Annual day celebration,
Job Fair

19.

March.-Start

Internal Examination Se.-2-4-6
IQAC-Seminar

20.

March.-Mid

University Practical Examination Semester-2-4
MoU. Programme

21.

April.-Start

University Exam. Sem.-2-4-6 (Theo.) From 1/04/2015

22.

April.-Mid

University Practical Examination Semester-6
Summer Vacation Start: 27/ 04/ 2014

23.

May-Start

University Exam M.Sc. Semester-2-4
Computer Training Programme.

Teaching Plan:
HOD of the concerned department prepares action plan & distributes the syllabus
to the faculty. Time table committee prepares Time table. After the meeting of
the Heads with the Principal, the heads of the respective subject also convene
meeting of his faculty members to discuss teaching plan as to allotting teaching
workload – theory as well as practical – to each teacher keeping in view his/her
expertise and experience of a particular topic. While preparing teaching plan, the
Heads of departments organizes work in consonance with College academic
calendar usually, first theory classes are commenced every term. After 3-4 days
laboratory work started.
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Evaluation blue print:
Examination committee prepares internal examination calendar. In current
Semester system in Hem. North Gujarat University 70% marks are for theory and
30% marks are for internal evaluation of students. Out of 30% marks, say 30
marks, 20 marks are to be given to students by the College based evaluation on
his performance in College Tests and 10 marks each for attendance, Quiz /
seminar sand assignments. Evaluation of the answer-books for theory tests are
done collectively by a group of teachers. Each teacher of the group (comprising
of 3 or 4) is assigned to evaluate any one or particular answer, whereas another
teacher is assigned to evaluate any other one question and so on, turn by turn.
This system is adopted and practiced by the College since long. By following this
system of evaluation, impartial and accurate valuation is carried out. In giving
practical tests, a team of teachers are allotted a particular batch. Each teacher
evaluates a particular group of practical. Marks for attendance, attending
quiz/seminar and assignments are given by each subject head on input from each
faculty member for theory tests. Whereas marks for practical tests are considered
on basis of Journal and viva-voice. Prior to the theory test, students are given
suggestions about expected answers to the questions asked, proper presentation of
answer etc.
2.3.2 How does IQAC contribute to improve the teaching learning process?
 IQAC works as a great guideline agency in our college. IQAC collect the
needs and requirements of the students and staff and prepare a agenda to
discuss in the meeting and play vital role for the improvement of the
teaching learning process. The following improvements have been
brought due to their guidelines.
 Students are encouraged to participate in question-answer-session.
 Computer assisted learning for students & staff
 Experimental learning
 Training programmes
 Seminars
 Use of audio- visual aids.
 Placement cell invites industrial professionals.
 The IQAC helps in making right decision in enhancing various
 Facilities in laboratories of the college. The representatives of our
management are also involved.
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2.3.3

How is learning made more student-centric? Give detail on the support
structures and systems available for teachers to develop skills like interactive
learning, collaborative learning and independent learning among the
students?
We are trying our level best for our best to make learning more effective &
student centric. Our support structures are as follows.
Computer Laboratory, Seminar Hall with proper LCD Connection, The class
rooms is equipped with multimedia facility. Computer with printer and high
speed broadband connectivity is provided in Every Departments.
The above support structure and systems become helpful faculties to make
Teaching and learning process more effective.
Moreover…….
Student's enthusiasm, involvement and willingness to participate make learning
student centric. Several student centric participatory learning methods are
practiced by the Institution.
PG students are given term projects in which they are encouraged to find suitable
project and work on it in a group of 3-4 students. Students need to undergo
industrial visit/study tour/field work etc.
Students are encouraged to participate in seminars, workshops and also prepare
assignments, project work by referring to listed bibliography, collection of
information from Internet and on-line data bases.
IQAC organized multi disciplinary seminar as “GYANSATRA”
Virtual learning is provided via BISAG it enables quality education irrespective
of geographical location.
Students are also allowed to use computer and LCD projector for the preparation
of their presentation in ppt. mode to represent their seminars.
Cultural programme and Saptdhara programme are organized periodically. Other
competitive events like quiz, Teachers Day, NSS day celebration, Power point
presentation, Mahendi - Rangoli Copmetetion, for Girls are organized by SRC,
Arts Circle, NCC and NSS.

2.3.4

How does the institution nurture critical thinking, creativity and scientific
temperamong the students to transform them into life-long learners and
innovators?
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The institution provides healthy atmosphere and whole–hearted support for the
development of all the students in all means. The institute exercises student
centered approach. To encourage the progress in learning the college arranges
Group discussion, quiz competition, Poster presentation and seminars etc. for PG
as well as UG students.
Special computer training workshops organized for the students in vacation and
also during the term.
Especially for the Mathematics Students Mathematical Software named
“Mathematical” is introduced in Mathematics computer laboratory.
Different types of charts & models are prepared by all the departments with the
help of the students. Industrial tour, Picnics, Visit of Historical place, Forest trip,
etc are also arranged time to time.
College students and faculties contribute their thoughts and ideas in MAZOOM
magazine which is published by Management.
Science Circle runs to create scientic approach among students. Science Circle
celebrates National Science Day, Poster Competition, sky gazing etc.
The College has Wall paper Committee which motivate students to contribute
their article which is publicized on their notice board.
2.3.5

What are the technologies and facilities available and used by the faculty for
effective teaching? Eg: Virtual laboratories, e-learning - resources from
National Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) and
National Mission on Education through Information and Communication
Technology (NME-ICT), open educational resources, mobile education, etc.
Most of the classrooms are fully equipped with LCD projector attached with CPU
(i.e. Plug and Play System), Screen and with smart board also. All the
departments having computer–printer with high speed broadband internet facility
for the faculties.
The institute having two computers Lab fully equipped with computer–printer
with internet facility for the students. In the subject like mathematics MAT Lab
software is also available in computer lab for staff and students.
The institute having library faculty with computer printer with internet facility for
staff as well as students connected with N-list programme (INFLIBNET).
The college subscribes research / science journals which are made available to
faculty members and students.
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Virtual lectures are also used by the students by SANDHAN of KCG telecasts
lectures live in the colleges. Some of our faculty members have delivered lectures
on BISAG, Gandhinagar.
The institute tries to facilitate internet facility link with Wi-Fi.

2.3.6 How are the students and faculty exposed to advanced level of knowledge
and skills (blended learning, expert lectures, seminars, workshops etc.)?
Through the technologies and facilities described in above 2.3.5 the faculties and
students are exposed to advance level of knowledge and skill .The faculty
members regularly participated in various conferences, seminars and workshops
on recent development in their respective subject.
The students and the faculty keep pace with recent developments
in their disciplines by pursuing research journals, latest reference books,
participating Industrial visit. The students are encouraged to read the magazines,
journals, Newspaper. for current news & latest subjective information. Special
lectures are organized for U.G and P.G students and invite experts to address the
students
2.3.7

Detail (process and the number of students \benefitted) on the academic,
personal and psychosocial support and guidance services (professional
counseling / mentoring /academic advise) provided to students?
Academic personal psychosocial support and guidance is given by respective
department.
Psycho-Social Students were informed about competitive exam, job scopes and
opportunities for further studies by inviting employment department expert.
Students are motivated to participate in extra-curricular activities. Teacher acts as
an academic adviser. Students with financial problems are given suggestions of
scholarships available. Students suffering from a feeling of inferiority complex
are helped to develop positive self image by arranging personality development
workshop. Slow learner is helped by providing them motivation Irregularity in
attending classes was minimized by individual counseling. Parents are invited in
PTA (parents Teachers Association) programmed and discuss to solve
psychosocial problems.

2.3.8

Provide details of innovative teaching approaches/ methods adopted by the
faculty during the last four years? What are the efforts made by the
institution to encourage the faulty to adopt new and innovative approaches
and the impact of such innovative practices on student learning?
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Faculties use latest method & technology for teaching purpose
Lecture Method, Interactive Method, and Project based learning, Computer
assisted learning, Experimental learning/ Practicals.


Conducting and participating in seminars and workshops



PG students are given project work.



Training through working models



Industrial/ field visits/ Practical training.



Guest lectures, Educational tours, Language lab



Use of LCD and OHP and other audio visuals.



Group discussion and debates.



Charts, models, slide etc.

The institute has trying to fulfill the entire requirement for above stated
innovative learning process.
2.3.9

How are library resources used to augment the teaching learning process?
The Library is kept open from 10.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.for Staff and students
Library is computerized with internet facilities.
Reprographic facilities were made available in the library.
There are five computers with internet facilities is available in the library for the
students and staff.
N-list INFLIBNET library network is linked and all the staff members and PG
students enrolled in this programme. More than 1lakhs books, More than 65
national- international journals, magazine, and samayik made available for the
students. Seating arrangement also given comfort.
Free book distribution to the poor students in the progrrame of “Loan library”
system. College faculties encourages reading habits to students in library.

2.3.10 Does the institution face any challenges in completing the curriculums within
the planned time frame and calendar? If ‘yes’, elaborate on the challenges
encountered and the institutional approaches to overcome these.
The institution have a procedure at the beginning of the each academic year
principle meet with HODs and discuss for academic teaching planning after this
meeting all HODs are meets with their staff and prepare unitized plan and head
monitories and review time to time. Hence the institution has not faced any
hurdles in completing the curriculum. However, on implementation of the
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semester system particularly for Sem-1, the college does face challenges in
completing the curriculum within the planed time frame and academic calendar.
Since the admission and enrolment process delays start of academic term that’s
why there is slight reduction in teaching days. However, the institution
overcomes the challenges by arranging extra lectures and practical in the morning
and complete teaching of entire curriculum. The institution facing the shortage of
staff and faculty members have more teaching workload and they face challenge
in completing the curriculum within the planed timeframe and calendar. However
the management invites honorary / visiting teachers to overcome the challenge.
2.3.11 How does the institute monitor and evaluate the quality of teaching
learning?
The quality of teaching learning is monitored at various level viz. class test,
attendance, exam’s results, and suggestion. Feedback system. Result analysis is
done. The authority takes necessary step. The high demand ratio and university
examination results of all courses indicate the quality of teaching –learning
offered by the institute.

2.4 Teaching Quality

2.4.1

Provide the following details and elaborate on the strategies adopted by the
college in planning and management (recruitment and retention) of its
human resource (qualified and competent teachers) to meet the changing
requirements of the curriculum
Our institute is grant-in-aid institution of a Gujarat State .Posts of teaching as
well as administrative staff, are sanctioned by the Office of Commissioner of
Higher Education, Gujarat State. Looking to the teaching workload and number
of students in the College. On sanction of a post, we have to follow its prescribed
guideline, viz. to invite applications from candidate by advertising the post in
newspapers, form a Selection Committee (comprising of representatives of
Management, Commissioner of Higher Education,Hem.North Gujarat University,
Principal, Head of the concerned subject department, experts) to interview and
select a candidate for appointment. Qualifications as prescribed by the State
Government and Hem. North Gujarat University for appointment of teaching as
well as administrative staff is strictly adhered to. Marking system is adopted by
the Selection Committee and the Committee comes to conclusion on
consolidation of marks given by individual member of the committee. Hence, the
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selection is totally transparent, impartial and therefore always selection is of the
best highly qualified and competent candidate. So far as retention of the faculty is
concerned, there is rare possibility of any staff leaving the service of the
College. In fact, there is not a single such case in last several years
2.4.2 How does the institution cope with the growing demand / scarcity of
qualified senior faculty to teach new programmes / modern
areas
(emerging areas) of study being introduced (Biotechnology, IT,
Bioinformatics etc.)? Provide details on the efforts made by the institution in
this direction and the outcome during the last three years.
Recently the institute introduces one new progranmme viz. Physics as a main
subject at U G level as per the demand of the students.
HNGU, Patan revised curriculum of all the subjects as per prescribed by the UGC
. Our existing faculty members prepare themselves to teach the subjects and
hence, there is no need for recruiting new qualified senior faculty.
2.4.3 Providing details on staff development programmes during the last four
years elaborate on the strategies adopted by the institution in enhancing the
teacher quality.
(A)Nomination to staff development programmes
Academic Staff Development
Programmes

Number of faculty
nominated

Refresher courses

01

HRD programmes

----

Orientation programmes

----

Staff training conducted by the university

11

Staff training conducted by other
institutions(KCG)

15

Summer / winter schools, workshops, etc.

09

(B)Faculty Training programme organized by the institution to empower and
enable the use of various tools and technology for improved teachinglearning IQAC organized a workshop on digital technology in a classroom
teaching (12/03/2015) in which our all faculties are participated.
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(C) Percentage of faculty
Paper Presented in conferences by our faculties during 2009-14

Faculty Performance:
Percentage of faculties in different level
Faculty Performance
International

National

State

Presentation

21.1%

63.2%

31.6%

Participation

57.9%

84.2%

79.5%
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2.4.4

What policies/systems are in place to recharge teachers? (eg: providing
research grants, study leave, support for research and academic publications
teaching experience in other national titution sand specialized programmes
industrial engagement etc.)
Principal and Management applies positive attitude to encourage teacher to do
research work.



Research Grant:
The institute forms a research committee to encourage the teacher for research.
The committee helps the teacher for preparing research proposal. The institute
develops a research lab to carry out research work.
The essential requirement for research like equipment, glassware, chemicals, etc.
is provided by college.



Study Leave:
The Institution provides duty leave to faculty for participating and presenting
papers at state, national and international conferences. Though there is no
obligation for granting duty leave in the leave rules. The institute also grants
sabbatical leave for the faculty to peruse Ph.D. degree.
College also sanctions duty leave and travel grant to those teacher who delivered
a lecture. College has motivated teachers to participate in
conference/seminar/workshop as well as encourage to organize the
conference/seminar/workshop.



Research and academic publications.
College motivates and helps the teacher for publication of books and study
materials. The college does not have nough resource or fund to provide financial
assistance for the purpose.
Teaching experience in other national institutions and specialized programmes:
Since no faculty member has ask for such type of leave so the policy is not frame
so far.
Industrial Engagement: Since no faculty member has ask for such type of leave
so the policy is not frame so far

2.4.5

Give the number of faculty who received awards / recognition at the state,
national and international level for excellence in teaching during the last
four years. Enunciate how the institutional culture and environment
contributed to such performance/achievement of the faculty.
Nil
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2.4.6

Has the institution introduced evaluation of teachers by the students and
external Peers? If yes, how is the evaluation used for improving the quality
of the teaching-learning process?
YES. The institution prep pared feedback format manual questionnaires. It is
filled up by students. Then after it is analyzed by Principal and Committee. If
there will be any shortcoming and any suggestions then concerned teachers are
counseled and directed to make improve. This process is more helpful in the
evaluation of the teaching learning quality of the teacher. One more important
thing is that, teacher can know his/her ability and Weakness through this process
and has got opportunity to improve his/her Weakness. The institution has not yet
systemized evaluation by external peers.

2.5

2.5.1

Evaluation Process and Reforms

How does the institution ensure that the stakeholders of the institution
especially students and faculty are aware of the evaluation processes?
The stakeholders are made aware of the evaluation process as it is a part of the
prospectus which is given at the time of admission.
First year students are informed about the process of evaluation of the institute by
the principal & faculty during the welcome programmes. All heads of individual
department also give brief information about Concern subject.
Individual subject teacher informs the students about syllabus & method of
internal evaluation in theory & practical subject. Academic colander published on
notice board, college web site in well in advance in the begging of the term.
Information about extra curriculum activity like NSS, NCC, Sports, Cultural
activity also given by concern in charge teacher.

2.5.2

What are the major evaluation reforms of the university that the institution
has adopted and what are the reforms initiated by the institutionon its own?
(A) University reforms:
The H N G University Patan introduced the CBCS (Choice Base Credit System)
pattern. It is a major evaluation reform of university. According to this CBCS
system, semester system is introduced for the UG and PG programmes. In this
new pattern assignments are given to all students for each subject. The teaching
work becomes more convient and effective through this evaluation.
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The ratio of the weight age of marks in core compulsory subject is 70% through
External Exam and 30% through Internal Exam as per the university rule. The
university has raised the passing level from 35% to 40% in the theory exam.
The internal marking system in practical’s in science at the under graduate level
has been removed.
The University practical examination of semester I to IV is examined by the local
examiners whereas semester V and VI is examined by the external examiners
appointed by the University.

(B)College reforms


U G levels

Out of the 30 marks of the college internal exam, 20 marks are given on the basis
of the marks obtained in the internal tests as per the method and 10 marks are
given for presence & assignment submitted by the students per paper i.e. in each
subject.


P.G. level

90 marks are given of the college internal, which includes internal test, seminar,
project,quiz,practical exam,etc.
2.5.3 How does the institution ensure effective implementation of the evaluation
reforms of the university and those initiated by the institution on its own?
Following steps are taken by the institute.
To ensure effective implementation of the evaluation reform (CBCS Pattern) of
the University and college, following steps are taken by the institute :
 The college organized lecture for teachers to learn various aspects and purpose of
such system, for this experts from Knowledge Consortium of Gujarat, came to
deliver lectures. Our faculties are also sent to participate in the workshop based
on CBCS.
 The institute helps the faculties to plan the teaching –learning work according to
semester system.
 The students are informed about the implementation of such reforms by the
Examination committee through notice board and also by personal counseling.
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 The students are acquainted with the new paper style, evaluation scheme and the
period of examination
 The students are given the explanations regarding the importance of seminars,
workshops and regularity in the internal evaluation.
 Internal marks are displayed on the college notice board before 10 days prior to
University external exam.
 Subject teacher makes checking of the computerized internal marks before finally
sending it to University.
 A letter is sent to parents of the students who remain absent in theory and
practical classes for long duration are called and extra efforts are made to ensure
that his/her internal evaluation may not be affected.
 Counseling committee interacts with the students and provided required
guidance. The teachers of our institute have written books according to a
syllabus of university.
 The most of faculty members of Our college are involved in preparing syllabus
and also study material-books.

2.5.4 Provide details on the formative and summative assessment approaches
adapted to measure student achievement. Cite a few examples which have
positively impacted the system.
The details on the formative and summative evaluation approaches
adopted to measure student achievement are as below.
Formative Assessment:
The aim of formative assessment is to monitor student learning. To provide ongoing feedback that can be used by instructors to improve their teaching.
Formative Assessment of the students is done on the following parameters:
 Assignments


Presentations



Field visits



Industrial visits



Class interactions



Group discussions/Viva-voce



Workshops/Seminars
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Research activities



Projects



Written and practical tests



Organizing functions



Curriculum based training



Social activities



Inter college competitions



Overall attendance and conduct during the session.

Summative assessment:
The aim of summative assessment is to evaluate student learning. This approach
has more serous aspects. Summative Assessment takes place at the end of the
academic session which is conducted by the college during the Model Test at the
end of the semester. Although, if some students do not perform well then an extra
chance is given to the student for his/her evaluation. This process helps the
students to gain confidence and to achieve good results. The university conducts
a summative evaluation at the end of each semester through the following.

2.5.5



Written Exams



Practical Exams



Viva voce



Project work

Detail on the significant improvements made in ensuring rigor and
transparency in the internal assessment during the last four years and
weightages assigned for the overall development of students (weightage for
behavioral aspects, independent learning, communication skills etc.
We follow semester system for evaluation of students the modern education
system is transparent & students involving in work. We also assess the student’s
ability by various skills and performance.
There is 10 mark out of 30 for assignment, classroom attendance, regularity,
independent learning, viva-voce and college activities. The other 20 marks is for
internal Or unit test. We Display the internal marks on the notice board. We show
answer books to the students if he/she desires. In university exam Rechecking
and reassessment of answer sheets is also allowed.
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2.5.6 What is the graduate attributes specified by the college/ affiliating university?
How does the college ensure the attainment of these by the students?
We impart professional attributes/skills throughout the course. We try our best so
that our graduated students may have sound knowledge about concern subject.
College tries to make wide explanations about vision and aim of institute, so that
he / she can understand the function of academic criteria. Graduate should be able
to stand on his own and earn by achieving job, using his/her educational
qualification. Exhibit a positive work attitude and work ethic in order to achieve
successful outcomes. Deep understanding of those skills relevant to working and
managing in industries. The graduates are expected to be properly skilled in the
use of scientific instruments. They should have scientific approach and aptitude
for research. We also try to developed personality of graduate through PDC
camp, Youth Leadership programme, Quiz, debates etc. we also try that he/she
should achieve necessary soft skills, academic soundness and social attitude.
Mainly graduates are attributed Consistency of service, Attention to detail ,
Punctuality, honesty, Leadership, team building& collective bargaining skills,
Substantial knowledge of recent trends and Traditional values .

2.5.7

What are the mechanisms for redressal of grievances with reference to
evaluation both at the college and University level?
There is a provision both at the college and University levels for redressed of
grievances with reference to evaluation.
(A) College level:
College takes the exam test & declares results. If the students dissatisfied about
his/her result, students may complain to the concern subject HOD and he/she has
been shown out their answer sheet. If there will be any query, then it have been
modified. We also give gracing marks as per university rules.
(B)University Level:
If a student is dissatisfied with his/her result in the University Exam he / she can
allow for an application in a prescribed format in within 15 days from the results
declared and the college forwards the application to the University for the
Needful Action.
For Semester-I to IV students can apply for rechecking and The Semester-V/VI
students can apply for rechecking as well as re – assessment paying necessary
fees. Such answer sheets are re-assessed / rechecked by other examiners
according to the rules of the University. The result is declared by the University
when the procedure of Re-assessment / rechecked has been finished.
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2.6. Student Performance and Learning

2.6.1 Does the college have clearly stated learning outcomes? If ‘yes’ give details
on how the students and staff are made aware of these?
Yes, The college has clearly stated objectives which points out towards learning
outcome. These objectives are stated in the prospectus. The vision, mission and
goals of the college also indicate the learning outcome. Each course also has
objectives clearly stated which are discussed with the students. To make
understanding in particular subject, we teach some topics which came in lower
standeard. By this process we make teaching – learning process easier. To
overcome some difficulties of students teachers give presentation in relavant
class and clarify certain topics.
2.6.2 Enumerate on how the institution monitors and communicated the progress
and performance of students through the duration of the ourse/programme?
Provide an analysis of the students‟ results/ achievements programme/
course wise for last four years) and explain the differences if any and
patterns of achievement across the programme/courses offered
The year wise result of students at the annual examination held by Hem. North
Guj.Uni. patan

Year : 2010-11
Division

Title of the
Programme

Total no.
of students
appeared

Distinct.
%

I%

II %

III %

Pass %

Total No. of
Students
cleared

B.Sc.Sem-1

222

02

04

54

38

47

145 (65.32%)

S.Y.B.Sc

140

06

08

74

29

15

132 (94.29%)

T.Y.B.Sc

106

12

25

47

15

---

99 (93.4%)
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2011-12

Title of the
Programme

Total
no. of
student
Distinct.
s
%
appear
ed

Division

I%

II %

III
%

Pass %

B.Sc. Sem.-II

273

--

--

--

--

170

B.Sc. Sem.-IV

196

15

12

90

46

21

T.Y.B.Sc.

131

13

26

68

13

01

Total No. of
Students
cleared

170
(62.27%)
164
(83.67%)
121
(92.36%)

2012-13

Title of the
Programme

Total
no. of
students
appeare
d

B,Sc.Sem-II

Division
Total No.
of Students
Pass %
cleared

Distinct.
%

I%

II %

III
%

355

--

--

--

--

169

B.Sc.Sem-IV

479

--

--

--

--

357

B.Sc.Sem-VI

177

10

28

76

19

03

Pass
%

169
(47.61%)
357
(74.53%)
136
(76.84%)

2013-14
Division
Distincti
on %
A-Grade

I%
BGrade

II %
CGrade

III
%
DGrad
e

329

--

--

--

--

244

B.Sc.Sem-IV

341

--

--

--

--

236

B.Sc.Sem-VI

224

01

33

67

08

62

Title of the
Programme

Total no. of
students
appeared

B.Sc.Sem-II
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Total No. of
Students
cleared
244
(74.2%)
236
(69.2%)
171
(76.34%)
53

Achievements of the students
Programme

B.Sc.Sem_I

B.SC.Sem.II

Year

No. of students and their position acquired in top 100
students of University

2011

1,7,17,31,58,62,70,71,80,84,89,95 =12

2012

45,53,98 =03

2013

78 = 01

2012

2,4,63,77,81,93 =06

2013

6,30,48,62,64,75,86 =07

2014

52 = 01

2013

9 =01

2014

7,9,44,75,99 = 05

2015

5,13,25,50,66 =05

B.SC.Sem.VI
M.Sc.Sem.IV

The evaluate results are communicated students by displaying marks of each
subject on college notice board and university website. The result are analyzed in
general staff meeting and communicated to management.
2.6.3

How are the teaching, learning and assessment strategies of the institution
structured to facilitate the achievement of the intended learning outcomes?
The teaching, learning and assessment strategies of the institution structured to
facilitate the achievement of the intended learning outcomes, improvement in the
students’ performance. It is observed that about 10% students are excellent, 40%
students are good & rest of the students is average Our college arranges Extra
classes, Periodical test for poor students. For excellent students we try more &
more efforts to help them attain excellence in their performances & our faculty
also arranges seminar, workshop, and presentation for students & motivates
students for teaching &learning purpose.

2.6.4

What are the measures/initiatives taken up by the institution to enhance the
social and economic relevance (student placements, entrepreneurship,
innovation and research aptitude developed among students etc.) of the
courses offered?
(a) Student Placements:
A placement cell is established. As per placement of the students, the institution
organizes job fair and different companies invited by us. As per GOG initiatives
institute being a part of UDISHA. Our Placement cell tried hard for the
placement of the students. In Our campus management established carrier
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development academy for the preparing and guiding students for Job oriented
different competitive examinations. Our faculty member worked as coordinator
in this academy and several faculty members are actively participated as guiding
teacher in this academy. During the Year job oriented advertisement display on
the separate notice board. Our observation as per placement is concern due to
rural area most of the students seeking job in nearby area especially as a teacher.
We are highly fortunate that most of the students get job as a teacher in nearby
area.
(b) Entrepreneurship:
The institute organized industrial tour and inviting industrialist in the college
which encouragement for the students. Some of the ad on courses helps the
students to become entrepreneur like Tissue culture, Horticulture etc. Some of
our students are running their own chemical and pharmaceuticals industries and
they are guided by our senior faculty members time to time.
(c) Innovation and research aptitude:
For innovation and research aptitude students are encouraged to undertake,
participate in research projects, state level and national level seminars &
conferences. Students are inspired to present paper & poster presentation in the
seminar. The institute organized multi disciplinary Poster competition for the
development of innovative ideas and research attitude in the students.

2.6.5 How does the institution collect and analyze data on student performance and
learning outcomes and use it for planning and overcoming barriers of
learning?










We collect data from students and also from department and then analysis it.
After analysis we make plan to improve quality in education. Institution has
worked out the following steps to overcome barriers in learning outcome
Providing question bank
Providing valued answer booklets to the students for their internal practical
Encouraging students to write in the short and descriptive method
Emphasis on regularity of the students.
Extra classes for slow learners and also counseling classes for weak students in the
subjects to improve their performance
Periodic evaluation helps in the improvement of learning outcome .
A result of college internal test and unit test is critically analyzed.
We also organized Parent meeting; through it we get feedback about college
facilities. After a critical analysis and having a feedback we make future plan to
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reduce the difficulties and other obstacles to the minimum. Moreover the teachers
also try best efforts to enhance performance in learning process.
2.6.6

How does the institution monitor and ensure the achievement of learning
outcomes? Individually Department Head takes care for monitoring and
ensuring the achievements of learning outcomes.
Attendance is compulsorily taken for every lecture. By mentor, Teachers find out
certain students and councelling them. Extra lectures are arranged for slow
learners. Result analysis is done after every semester when the results are
declared, and it is shared with the teacher and parents to improve the performance
of the students. Library register and attendance register are monitored to know
about the students’ interest in academic activities.

2.6.7

Does the institution and individual teachers use assessment/ evaluation
outcomes as an indicator for evaluating student performance, achievement
of learning objectives and planning? If ‘yes’ provide details on the process
and cite a few examples.
Yes, our institute and individual teacher use assessment/evaluation for student
performance and improvement performance where needed.
Written Assessment, Field work, industrial visit, Project assessment, Attendance
Assessment, Assignment Assessment, Unit wise test etc are an indicator for
evaluating student performance, achievement of learning objectives and planning.
At final stage, ultimate analysis shows that the planning proves successful.
Generally students are weak n English and computer usage so we encourage them
for SCOPE (A GOG initiative- Cambridge University Certification programme)
and Computer learning programme.

2.6.8 Any other relevant information regarding Teaching-Learning and Evaluation
which the college would like to include.
For the Improvement and encouragement of the students for the teaching and
learning management gives Gold plated medals and cash reward in the annual
day celebration to the meritorious students. NSS volunteers and NCC cadets are
also awarded for their best services Sports students also awarded for their
outstanding performance at university, state and national level. The institute
provides special attention for the sports personality.
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: CRITERION III:
RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION
3.1 Promotion of Research

3.1.1

Does the institution have recognized research center/s of the affiliating?
University or any other agency/organization?
Yes. Separate research laboratories have been established in the institution. In
which the equipments for research, glassware and chemicals have been supplied
by the institution Students of PG and Ph.D do their research work easily and
successfully. There are six teachers in Chemistry Department and four teachers in
Botany. Out of them four are sparing their service as a Ph.D guide. Two are in
chemistry and two are in Botany. Above 30 research papers have been published
by the teachers of the Chemistry Department & more than 40 in Botany
department. Five students have obtained Ph.D degree in Botany under Dr. S. D.
Vediya and four students have obtained Ph. D. degree in Chemistry under Dr. K.
S. Pandya.

3.1.2

Does the Institution have a research committee to monitor and address the
issues of research? If so, what is its composition? Mention a few
recommendations made by the committee
Implementation and their impact:
Yes: The College has research committee, mainly to facilitate all research related
activities. The committee comprise of the principal and faculty members of each
department. The committee motivates the faculty members to come forward with
research proposal of minor and major research projects and encourage P.G.
students for JRF and research after M.Sc. completion.

5.

Name of the
Faculty
Dr M. P. Gongiwala
Dr. D. G. Acharya
Dr. R. H. Parmar
Dr. S. D. Vediya
Dr. S.V. Patel

6.

Dr. M. S. Jangid

Sr No
1.
2.
3.
4.

Subject

Position

Chemistry

Co-ordinator, Research Committee

Chemistry

Head, Chemistry Dept. & Committee Member

Physics

Head, Physics Dept. & Committee Member

Botany
Chemistry

Head, Botany Dept. & Committee Member

Botany

Ph. D. Guide HNGU & Committee Member

Ph. D. Guide HNGU & Committee Member
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3.1.3

What are the measures taken by the institution to facilitate Smooth progress
And implementation of research schemes/projects?
Measures taken by the institution to facilitate smooth progress and
implementation of research schemes/ projects are as follows:
Autonomy to the principal investigator:
Every principal investigator is given autonomy and research facility. The
rest of the facility is also available for researcher.
Time availability or release of resources:
Teachers are given study leave. Adjusting in teaching workload. The College
does not have enough resources or funds to provide research grants to teachers.
The College encourages faculty members to obtain grants/financial assistance
from the University Grants Commission for Minor Research Projects. The
College, in this case also, permits use of the Laboratory and its infrastructure,
equipment, etc. during or after working hours as also on holidays and during
vacations.
Adequate infrastructure and human resource:
College facilitates its teacher to carry out research work at the college laboratory
by permitting use of the laboratory and its infrastructure , equipments, Glassware,
Chemicals during or after working hours as also on holiday and during
vacations.
Time-off, reduced teaching load, special leave etc:
Our Institute permits the faculty members to participate in workshops, seminars
and conferences organized by other Institution and Universities and present their
research papers in a National or International conferences/symposia. For that duty
Leave has been granted to faculty members for participating in
seminars/workshops for paper presentation in seminars and conference in other
institutions
M o r e o v e r the faculty undertaking research work is requested to have mutual
understanding with his/her colleagues to share his teaching workload, which, so
far, the colleagues have readily cooperated. Though no reduced teaching load
facility provided, the faculty members pursuing Ph.D. programme are given
relaxation on remaining on duty during working hours of the College.
Support in terms of technology and information needs:
In our institute, PC/laptop with printer and internet facility has been provided to
researchers. INFLIBNET programme is also available in our institute. Reference
books and Research Journals are purchased on his/her recommendation and
provided. The Research Committee also passes on information as to
seminar/workshop related to his/her research work.
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Facilitat e timely auditing and submission of utilization certificate to the
funding authorities;
Yes, the College provides timely auditing and submission of utilization certificate
– so far in all cases, accounts and utilization certificates are submitted on time
and funds sanctioned by funding agency.
3.1.4

What are the efforts made by the institution in developing scientific
temper and research culture and aptitude among students?
Students are informed about the research activity carried out by faculty
members. Our institution organized seminars/workshop and motivate to
participate in such programme. We also arranged expert lecture for students to
developed scientific temper. Students attended seminar, workshop and also
participate to presenting poster or oral paper. The research project work is given
and guided to the PG students. The industrial visit for P.G. students is arranged.
Science day celebration plays an important role for developing scientific temper.

3.1. 5 Give details of the faculty involvement in active research (Guiding student
research, leading Research Projects, engaged in individual/collaborative
research activity, etc.
(A) Following faculty members are recognized research guide in different
universities and actively engaged in research.

Sr.
No
1

2.

3.

4.

Name of the
Guide
Dr K. S. Pandya

Dr. S. D. Vedia

Dr. M. S. Jangid

Dr. S. V. Patel

Subject
Chemistry

Botany

Botany

Chemistry

University
H. N. G Uni.,
Patan
H. N. G Uni.
Patan,
J.J.Uni.
Rajasthan.
H. N. G. Uni,
Patan
J.J.Uni.
Rajasthan.
H. N. G Uni.,
Patan

Ph.D.
Students
working
---

Awarded
Ph.D.
04

03
05
03
02
--------02

------

(B) Ongoing/Completed Minor/ Major Research projects during five years.
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Sr.
No

Minor/ Major

No. of Project
completed

No. of Project
ongoing

No. of Project
applied

1

Major

Nil

Nil

00

2

Minor

02

01 (SVP) +
01 (MSJ) = 02

03

Following is the details of Minor Research Projects Funding by UGC.
Sr.
No.

Name of
Teacher

1

Dr. M. S.
Jangid

2

3

Dr. S. V.
Patel

Dr. D. G.
Acharya

Title of Research
Project

Funds
Rs.

“The floristic study of
Modasa Taluka,
Dist.Sabarkantha
(Gujarat).”
“Viscometric Study of
Carboxylated
Oligoimides”
“Studies On Water
Quality of Several
Villages of Modasa
Taluka (N.G) for
Drinking & Irrigation
Purpose &Remedies for
Improving the Quality”

Duration Sanction No.
& Date

85,000/-

Dec.
2008 to
2011

letter no
.F.47 435/08
(WRO)
18 /12/2008

2,50,500/
-

March20142016

letter no.
F.47-615/13
(WRO)
19 /03/2014

80,000/-

Jan.
20092011

letter no.
F.47 539/08
(WRO),
14 /01/2009

(C) List of faculty members presented papers in State/national/international
conferences:
Sr.
No.
1

Theme and Level of the
conference or Seminar
(State/national/ international)

Place/Country

Date

Funding
agency

Dr. D.G.Acharya
27th Annual Conference of ICC.
(National)

State Level Seminar on Advances
in Chemical Sciences

Gurukul Kangiri
Vishwavidyalaya,
Haridwar.
India
Urban Bank Science
College, Mehsana,
HNG Uni. Patan

26-28 Dec.
2008

--

31st Jan
2010

--

1-5 Nov
2009

UGC TG

Dr.S.D.Vedia

2.

13th world Lake conference on
Rehabilitate the Lake eco system:

Wuhan, China
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Global challenges and Chinese
innovation
The 3rd asian conference on
sustainability energy and the
environment

Osaka, Japan

6-9 june,
2013

UGC TG

15 World lake conference on
lakes mirror of the earth

Perugia, Italy

1-5 Sept.
2014

Regi. &
Accommodation by
Org.
Committee

XXIX International conference of
the International Soc. For
Fluoride Research

Jaipur, India

2-5, Dec.
2010

--

Arts & Science
College, Petlad.
INDIA

27th
Sept.2008

Vikram University,
Ujjain.
India

17th Nov.
2008

th

Taxonomy Teaching and
Research : The Relevance in the
National Context(state)
International conference on
Wetland System Technology in
Water Pollution Control, Indor,
India.(International)
UGC Sponsored State Level
Seminar on Environment
Education and Disaster
Management. (State)

M.G.Science
Institute, Ahmedabad

UGC Sponsored State Level
Conference on Ethnobotany and
Biodiversity(State)

Arts, Science &
Commerce College,
Pilvai

29th Jan
2009

8th Aug
2009
2-5 Dec
2010

International Conference of the
Society of Fluoride Research

Dept.of Zoology RJ
Uni.Jaipur

National Conference on Roll of
Taxonomy in Biodiversity
sponcered by UGC

Science College
Palanpur

29 Jan.
2011

MP Council of science
And Technology,
Bhopal

30-31 Oct
2012

Calcutta Uni.,
Kolkatta

3-7 Jan.
2013

National Seminar on Science for
Shaping the Future of India
100th Indian Science Congress
3

Dr.M.P.Gongiwala
th

27 Annual Conference of ICC

ICC XXIX Annual Conference

Gurukul Kangiri
Vishwavidyalaya,
Haridwar
Department of Che

26 - 28
Dec-2008
21stDec2010
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PanjabUni.
Chandigarh
4.

Dr.R.H.Parmar
Topical Conference on Atomic
Department of
and Molecular Physics.(TC-2008) Physics, VVNagar.

5

3-5 June
2008

Dr.S.V.Patel
UGC sponsored State Level One
Day Seminar on Green
Chemistry –Some advance trends
and Problems in green Chemistry.
Pharmacuticals Education
Development : Need of Academia
& Industries harmonization

6

Sir P T science
college , Modasa

17th
Dec-201

B.M.Shah College of
Pharmaceutical Edu.
& Research, Modasa

2th
March2012

Dr.M.S.Jangid
National Conference on “ Role of
taxonomy in Biodiversity”
Sponsored by UGC
International conference on life
sciences
Pharmacuticals Education
Development : Need of Academia
& Industries harmonization

29th June
2011

at Ambaji
Gujarat

10-13 Nov2011
nd
2 March 2012

B.M.Shah College of
Pharmaceutical Edu.
& Research, Modasa

Excellence in science education
7

Science College
Palanpur

28 th Guj.Sci.Congres

22,23 Feb.,
2014

Dr.H Z Desai
National Seminar on Deit and
Exercise for a Healthy Life Style

K.K. Jarodvala
Maninagar Sci.
College, Ahmedabad
M G Science Institute,
Ahmedabad

National Seminar on Role of
Yoga in Long Life

8

10,11 March
2013
18,19 Feb.
2013

Prof.G.L.Vekariya
International Conferences
Biotechnology.

on

Master Resource Persons Tanning
Programme.

9

GUJCOST,
Gandhinagar

Naheru Science
Center, Mumbai

30th March,
to 1st
April, 2012
30th Apr.,
2012 to
1st May,
2012

Dr.S.M.Dave
Pharmacuticals Education
Development : Need of Academia
& Industries harmonization

B.M.Shah College of
Pharmaceutical Edu.
& Research Modasa

2nd March,
2012
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3.1.6

Details of workshops/ training programme/ sensitization programme
conducted/organized by the institution with focus on capacity building in
terms of search and imbibing research culture among the staff and students
during last four years.
Following State/National conference/seminar/workshops have been organized
by various departments of the institution .

Organizining
Dept.
Chemistry
Maths

IQAC

IQAC

PHYSICS

Biology

Funding
Agency

No. of

17 Nov
2011
25-27
Dec
2009

UGC

150

State/
National
Level
State

Ganit Mandal
and
GUJCOST

213

state

12
March
2015

IQAC / Local

50

College

29-31
Dec
2014
20th
Feb.,
2015

IQAC/Local

500

College

IAPT / Local

108

IQACCollege

21st
June
2011

HNG Uni.
Patan

30

University

Title of Event

Date

Green
chemistry
Annual
convention of
Mathematics
Teacher
One Day
Seminar on
Digital Tech. in
Classroom
Teaching
Gyansatra
(Multidisciplinary)
Innovation and
Diversity of
Science
Subject
(Poster
Competetion)
Workshop in
F.Y. B Sc
Botany for

Participants

College
Teachers (CBCS
Semester )

3.1.7 Provide details of prioritized research areas and the expertise
with the institution.

available

The details of prioritized research areas and expertise available with the
institution are as following.
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Subject

Research area

Chemistry

Water Analysis, polymer Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry,
Macrocylic Complexes, Co-Ordination Chemistry.

Botany

Ethno botany , Taxonomy, Ecology, Biodiversity, Water
quality

Physics
Mathematics
Micro Biology

Theoretical Physics, Super symmetric quantum Mechanics,
Solid State Physics , Spectroscopy .
Number Theory.
Fermentation Optimization, Agricultural Micro Biology.

Physical Education

Evaluation of Syllabus and Curriculum with Ref. to Phy.edu.

3.1.8 Enumerate the efforts of the institution in attracting researchers of
eminence to visit the campus and interact with teachers and students?
We frequently organize seminar, workshop, expert lecture etc for attracting
researchers of eminence to visit the campus and interact with teachers and
students.
Resource
Person
Dr. R. C. Ameta

Subject
Chemistry

Dr Anamik
Shah

Chemistry

Dr. K. P. Patel

Chemistry

Dr S S Shah

Chemistry

Dr K S Parikh

Chemistry

Dr. K. N. Patel

Chemistry

Dr. S. S. Andher Chemistry

Position
Head, Gov.P.G.
college, Bansvada,
Rajsthan
-Ex Head Chem. Dept,
Saurashtra Uni. Rajkot
-Vice Chancellor, Guj.
Vidhyapith, Ahmedabad
Principal, Arts &
Science College
Lunavada -Gujrat
Principal, Arts,
Commerce & Science
College Pilvai - Gujrat
Principal , Arts & Sci.
College, Patan - Gujrat
Associate Professor,
Dept. of Chemisty
Science college,Pilvai
Gujarat
Head, Dept.of
Chemisty Science
college, Himatnagar

Purpose of vist
Lectures on Advances in
NMR Spectroscoty
Lecture on Analysis of
Drugs

Lecture on
Stereochemistry and
bonding in main group
compounds.
Use of Spectroscopy in
Daily Life
Lecture on Analytical
Chemistry
Lecture on Drugs

Lecture on Drugs
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Dr. Z. M.
Gaghawala

Chemistry

PG Incharge Dept. of
Chemisty Science
college, Himatnagar

Lecture on Carbohydrates

Dr. R.S.Dave

Chemistry

Lecture on Co-ordination
chemistry

Dr. G. R. Jani

Chemistry

Dr. B. L.
Punjani

Botany

Associate Professor,
Dept. of Chemisty
Science college, Pilvai.
Associate Professor,
Dept. of Chemisty
Science college, Pilvai
Head, Dept. of Botny
Science college, Talod

Dr. K. C. Patel

Botany

Dept. of Botny Science
college, Talod Gujarat

Lecture on Life Cycle

Dr. N. B. Patel

Botany

Dept. of Botny Science
college, Talod Gujarat

Lecture on Genetics

Dr C V Zha

Botany

Dept. of Botny Science
college, Talod Gujarat

Lect. on Life cycle

Dr. Y. B.
Dabgar

Botany

Lecture on Taxonomy

Dr. J. N. Patel

Botany

Principal Science
college, Palnpur
Gujarat
Associate Professor,
Dept.of Botany Science
college,Palnpur Gujarat
Associate Professor
Dept.of Botany
Science college,
Himatnagar Gujarat
Head, Botany Dept.,
Arts & Science
College, Patan - Gujrat
Principal, M G Science
college, Ahmedabad
Gujarat
Professor & Ex Head,
S P Uni. V V Nagar

Botany
Dr. M. M
Prajapati

Lecture on
Thermodynamics
Lecture on Biochemistry

Lecture on Genetics,
Physiology
Lecture on Taxonomy,
Life Cycle

Dr N K Patel

Botany

Lect. on Taxonomy

Dr B K Jain

Botany

Dr A R Jani

Physics

Dr Kamalnayan
Joshipura

Physics

Co ordinator,
Community Science
Centre, S P Uni., V V
Nagar

1.Clean Energy and
Nuclear Safety
2.Hiroshima Day: Option
of NucliEnergy

Dr P C
Vinodkumar

Physics

Professor & Head,
S P Uni., V V Nagar

Lecture on God Particles

Bio statics

Development of
Technology with Science
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Dr J J Raval

Physics

Astrologist and
Presindent Indian
Plenetary Society,
Mumbai

Lecture on 1.Discovery Earth-like
Planet
2. Information of Sky
gazing

Dr R J Bhayani

Physics

Hon. Director, O. V.
Sheth community
Science Centre, Rajkot

Lecture on 1.Historical of scientific
contribution by Indian
scientist
2. Hazard of Gutkha, Pan
Masala and Cancer
gazing

Dr S G Nene

Physics

- Ex. Professor in
Physics, H & H B
kotak Institute of
Science, Rajkot
-Senior Member of
IAPT

Lecture on 1.Introduction of
Astronomy
2. Scope in Astronomy
Study

Dr R J Pathak

Physics

Head, Dept. of Physics
Science college,
Palanpur,

Lecture on Historical
Background on Indian
Space Programme

Head, Dept. of Physics
Science college, Talod,

Lecture on Introduction
and scope in Physics

Dr K K Patel
Physics
Prof.N.V.Patel

Maths

Head, Dept. of Maths
Science college, Pilvai

Lecture on Operation
Research

Dr Samir Parikh

Microbiology

Principal, Science
college, Talod, Gujarat

Lecture on Water
Pollution
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3.1.9 What percentage of the faculty has utilized Sabbatical Leave for
research activities? How has the provision contributed to improve the
quality of research and imbibe research culture on the campus?
No faculty has utilized sabbatical leave for research activities till the date.
However, provision of sabbatical leave prevails. Two Minor Research project are
going on, in which one in chemistry and other is in Botany. Two Research project
has been completed in which one is in Botany and second in Chemistry
department has been completed. Three MRP from various departments were
applied. Our faculty members have been actively participated in National and
International conferences and also take interest in publishing books.
3.1.10 Provide details of the initiatives taken up by the institution in creating
awareness/advocating/transfer of relative findings of research of the
institution and elsewhere to students and community (lab to land)





The research articles in classroom are discussed to provide awareness.
Most of Seminars/conference attended by faculty and some of students to
creating awareness in research.
Our faculty members published research paper in reputed national
Research journals.
The findings of the soil testing analysis and water analysis are
Communicated to the farmers and society.

3.2 Resource Mobilization for Research

3.2.1

What percentage of the total budget is earmarked for research? Give
details of major heads of expenditure, financial allocation and actual
utilization.
 The college does not have any specific budget for research and development.
However the college authorities facilitate the use of laboratories, equipments,
energy and materials for ongoing research project.
 The institute promotes research development by extending financial support
to faculty and students. During last four years the institute has incurred the
expenditure from various grants of UGC in following ways: Minor Research
Projects, Travel Grants.
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3.2.2 Is there a provision in the institution to provide seed money to the faculty for
research? If so, specify the amount disbursed and the percentage of the
faculty that has availed the facility in the last four years?
No, there is no provision in the institution to provide seed money to faculty for
research, but they use chemicals, glassware, instruments of the institute.
3.2.3 What are the financial provisions made available to support student research
projects by students?
Students research , projects, public assignment pertaining to their syllabi and
generally do not require any financial support still, logistic and material expenses
are paid for wherever necessary.i.e. Direct financial support is not given to the
students for research projects, but by the
way of glassware, chemicals,
laboratory, library, internet, etc., are Provided free of cost.

3.2.4 How does the various departments/units/staff of the institute
interact
in
undertaking inter-disciplinary research? Cite examples of successful
endeavors and challenges faced in organizing interdisciplinary research.
In our college the collaboration between various Departments are as below.

Collaboration
between
Departments

Research Activity

Chemistry – Biology

Water analysis, BOD, COD, PH,
Hardness, Antibacterial activities and
Antifungal Activities of compounds.

Chemistry - Zoology

Bio chemistry research work

Microbiology-Botany

Microbial Activity

Botany–Pharmacy
College

Plant analysis work
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3.2.5

How does the institution ensure optimal use of various equipment and
research facilities of the institution by its staff and students?
The college has basic research facilities and equipments in all departments. Some
of the faculty members have utilized these facilities to complete their doctoral
work. The college has subscribed Inflibnet.
N-list service where by lots of e-journals and e-books are available for staff. The
laboratory and library facilities are provided to faculty and research students. The
College has a Library and students have free access to it up to office hours. The
computers enabled with broadband internet facility.

3.2.6

Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the
industry or other beneficiary agency for developing research facility? If ‘yes’
give details.

No.
3.2.7

Enumerate the support provided to the faculty in securing research funds
from various funding agencies, industry and other organizations. Provide
details of ongoing and completed projects and grants received during the last
four years.

No

3.3 Research Facilities

3.3.1

What are the research facilities available to the students and research
scholars within the campus?
The facilities in terms of equipments available in laboratories in various
departments also in parents institute like Pharmacy college.
Chemistry: UV-Visible Spectrophotometer, Flame Photometer,
Polarimetre, Refractometre, colorimeter, Microwave ovan.

Digital

Botany: Water pollution analyzer kit. Auto Clave. D.O.metre, PH meter,
M.R.P equipments
Physics: Spectrometer, Travelling Microscope, Audio Oscillator, Cathode Ray
Osciloscope
Mathematics: Mat Laboratory with Software.
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A computer laboratory: 25 Computers LAN with internet facility for students &
research scholar is available in library. Research journals and e-Journals are
available in library. The facility of Audio-Visual aids like laptops, LCD
Projector, OHP, Printer etc are available.
A Matlab: with computer and software
3.3.2 What are the institutional strategies for planning, upgrading and rating
infrastructural facilities to meet the needs of researchers especially in The
new and emerging areas of research?
The institutional strategies for planning, upgrading and creating Infrastructural
facilities to meet the needs of researchers especially in the new and emerging
areas of research are as under: Enrichment of research facilities: We develop
separate research laboratories, Purchase equipments, research journals and ejournals. We give the facility of computer with internet. We provide required
chemicals and glassware. Recognized Ph.D. guides are encouraged and given
sufficient autonomy for research. Faculty members encourage the students to
join the M.Phil. Ph.D. & also participating in Seminars and Workshops.
3.3.3

Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry
or other beneficiary agency for developing research facilities? If ‘yes’, what
are the instruments / facilities created during the last four years.

No
3.3.4

What are the research facilities made available to the students and research
scholars outside the campus / other research laboratories?
Some of our faculty members are recognized Ph.D. Guide in Various universities
like HNGU- Patan, JJTU- Rajasthan and Pacific University- Udaipur .We
provide the facility of analysis to our Students at Concessional rate. Moreover our
research students utilized of Pharmacy College for their experimental work.
Water Samples were collected from different areas and were analyzed. Some of
data were analyzed in other laboratories.

3.3.5

Provide details on the library/ information resource center or any other
facilities available specifically for the researchers?
Our library is well established with Internet facility. There are many research
journals & E- journals available for researchers. Reprographic facilities made
available in the library. Five computers with internet facilities in the library for
the students and staff. N-list INFLIBNET library network linked and all the staff
members and PG students enrolled in this programme and with this they essas
more than 1laks books, journals. More than 65 national- international journals,
Magazine, samayek available for the students. Seating arrangement also given
comfort. Free book distribution to the poor students in the progrrame of “Loan
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library” system. Reference books of various subjects are helpful to the faculty
and students, while doing their research work. In our college three Ph.D. guides
are available.

3.3.6

What are the collaborative researches facilities developed/ created by the
research institutes in the college? For ex. Laboratories, library, instruments,
computers, new technology etc.
Yes, research facility is available in our college. Our institute purchased new and
latest laboratory equipments. However, institute does the collaborative research
work with Pharmacy College.

3.4 Research Publications and Awards

3.4.1

Highlight the major research achievements of the staff and students in terms
of
Patents obtained and filed (process and product)

: None

Original research contributing to product improvement : None
Research studies or surveys benefiting the community or improving the
services :
The chemistry department worked for the soil health card which helped the
farmer in determining the quality of the land and the appropriate crop needed to
it. Recently the institution applied for Bio-waste disposal analysis of Aravalli
District to GAMI. We took water samples from different villages & analyzed the
samples. The results are useful for knowing the quality of water of different
villages. This information utilize the Utter life / avoid disease of rural area.
Research inputs contributing to new initiatives and social development.
Patents obtained and filed (process and product):
The institution related with basic science research work and this data is useful for
further protect improvement.
3.4.2

Does the Institute publish or partner in publication of research journal(s)? If
‘yes’, indicate the composition of the editorial board, publication policies
and whether such publication is listed in any international database?
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No. We do not publish research journal. but following faculty members spare
their services in publishing various research journal. Our M L Gandhi Higher
Education mandal published a informative annual journal named MAZUM for
staff and students actively participated in such journal. A brief information of
academic as well as co curriculum activity of college is shown in it.
Name of
Faculty

Dr.S.D.Vediya

Dr.M.S.Jangid

Name of Journal

Designation

IRJC-Indian Research Journal of
Chemistry

Editorial Board
Member

International Journal of Limnology

Editorial Board
Member

IJPLS- International Journal of Life
Sciences and Pharmacy

Fellow Members

Life Sciences Leaflet

Life Member

Plant Archives

Life Member

Plant Archives

Life Member

Life Sciences Leaflet

Life Member

3.4.3 Give details of publications by the faculty and students:
 Publication per faculty - 63
 Number of papers published by faculty and students in peer
reviewed journals (national / international) Number of publications listed in International Database (for Eg:
Web of Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare
Database -International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.
- NIL
 Monographs – NIL
 Chapter in Books – Nil
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 Books Edited - Nil
 Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers –
 Citation Index - Nil
 SNIP - Nil
 SJR - Nil
 Impact factor – Different for induvidual
 h-index - Nil
Following research paper have been published by faculties are published in peer
reviewed national/international research journal by faculty members. Details of research
publications by the faculties

Title

Journal

Year
/Vol./
Page

ISSN
NO.

Dr.K.S.Pandya (Chemistry)
Synthesis,characterisation and
antimicrobial activity of novel
schiff base and its transition
metal complexes derived from
4-acetyl-3-methyl-1-phenyl-2pyrazolin-5-on with 2-amino4-phenyl thiazole
Synthesis,characterisation and
antimicrobial activity of novel
schiff base and its transition
metal complexes derived from
4-phenyl-2-aminothiazole and
their Mn(II),Ni(II) and Cu(II)
Metal complexes
Coordination Modes of a
Schiff Base derived from
Substituted 2-Aminothiazole
with Chromium(III),
Manganese(II), Iron(II),
Cobalt(II), Nickel(II) and
Copper(II) Metal Ions:
Synthesis,Spectroscopic and
Antimicrobial studies
Synthesis,characterisation and antimicrobial
activity of novel schiff base derived from 4acetyl-3-methyl-1-(4’-Methyl-phenyl)-2pyrazolin-5-on and its Transition Metal
Complexes

J.Chem.Pharm.Res.
ISSN
No.09757384
CODEN(
USA):JCP
RS
E.Journal of
Chemistry,
ISSN
No.09734945;
CODEN
ECJHAO
E.Journal of
Chemistry,

International
Journal of Research
in Chemistry and
Environment

ISSN
No.09734945;
CODEN
ECJHAO

ISSN
No.22489649

2011
3(4)
741-749

2011
8(4),
1556-1565

2011
8(4),
1750-1764

2011
Vol.1 Issue
,63-69
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Synthesis and antimicrobial
activity of Some New Isatin
Derivatives

Pelagia Research
Library
Der Chemica
Sinica,

ISSN:0976 2011
-8505
2(6):
CODEN
97-103
(USA)
CSHIA5

Synthesis and antimicrobial
activity of Some New Isatin
Derivatives

Scholars Research
Library
Der Pharma
Chemical,

Synthesis,characterisation and
antimicrobial study of Some
New Isatin Derivatives

J.Chem.Pharm.Res.,

ISSN
0975413X
CODEN
(USA)
PCHHAX
ISSN
No.09757384
CODEN
(USA):JC
PRS

2011
3(4):
367-372

2011
3(6):
687-692

Dr.S.D.Vedia (Botany)
Microbiological assessment of sabarmati Asian Journal of ISSN:
river water and river Ian sediments collected Microbiology,
0972from Gandhinagar to Ahmedabad, Gujarat.
Biotechnology and 3005
Environmental
Science
Ethnomedicinal study of some selected Plant Archives
ISSN:
verbinacous plants of Modasa taluka, Dist.
0972S.K (N G) India.
5210
Phenological study of some dry deciduous
forest tree species of Shamlaji forest, North
Gujarat, India.
Comparative analysis of heavy metals in
water and sediments of sabarmati river from
Gandhinagar to Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India

Plant Archives

Status of fluoride in ground water of several
villages of Modasa Taluka, North Gujarat for
drinking pupose

Der Pharma

PlantArchives,

chemical

Cationic contamination in lake’s water situated International Journal
south area at Ahmedabad Gujarat,
of Pharmacy and
Life Sciences
Study of plant diversity in Meghraj range
International Journal
forest District Sabarkantha North Gujarat
of Pharmacy and Life
India,
Sciences,
Biological spectrum of Ramgadhi (Meghraj) International Journal
range forest, District sabarkantha Gujarat
of Pharmacy and Life
India
sciences.
A studies of toxic metals in Sarkhej lake
International Journal
water, Ahmedabad, Gujarat India
of Pharmacy and Life
Sciences.
Assessment of nitrate contamination of the
International Journal
ground water samples in Bhiloda Taluka of
of Pharmacy and Life
Sabarkantha district, Gujarat
Sciences

2009
Vol.11
No.1,
101-104.

ISSN:
09725210
ISSN:
09725210

2009
Vol.06
No.09 391‐
393
2009
Vol.9. No.1.
421-422
2009
Vol.9 No.1
309-312

ISSN:
0975413X

2010
2(2): 237240.

ISSN:
09767126
ISSN:
09767126
ISSN:097
6-7126

2011
2(2), Feb:
568-570,.
2011
2(7), July:
903-908
July .2012
3(7),
1868-1870
Sept: 2012
3 (9), 19851986
Nov. 2012
3 (11 )
2103-2106

ISSN :
09767126.
ISSN :
09767126.
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Seasonal variations in physico-chemical
characteristics of soil in Chandlodia and
Gota lakes of Ahmedabad Gujarat, India

Life sciences leaflet.

ISSN:
09761098.

Dec: 2012
151-156

Concentration level of elements in selected
macrophytes Nikol lake Ahmedabad,
Gujarat, India,

The Journal of
Energy and
Environmental
Science, Photon;

ISJN:
43821729

March 2013
127,: 194200

Selected fresh water macrophytes to assess
macro and micro elements contamination of
Thaltej and Nikol lake at Ahmedabad,
Gujarat, India

Life sciences leaflet.

ISSN:
09761098.

April: 2013
4, 6-11

The pilot study of COD Removal in
Industrial complex effluent by wetland
plants Cyperus rotundus Linn

Universal Journal of
Environmental
Research and
Technology,

ISSN:
2249
0256

2013 Vol. 2,
Issue 5:
439-442

Separation of Photosynthetic pigments in
spirogyra specis by means of thin layer
chromatography from Sola lake,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat

International Journal
of Pharmacy & Life
Sciences. .

ISSN:
09767126

July: 2013
Vol. 4, Issue
7 2819-2822

Cationic Contamination in Lake’s Water
Situated West Zone, Ahmedabad,
Gujarat,India.

Official Conference
Proceedings of The
Asian Conference on
Sustainability,
Energy and the
Environment Osaka,
Japan

ISSN:
21862311

2013
42-48

Dust pollution monitoring by higher groups
of plants near stone quarrying industry-A
case study in Vadagam,Arravali district,
Gujarat

Life sciences leaflet .

ISSN:
09761098

July: 2014

Plant diversity study of Raigadh range
forest, Sabarkantha district, Gujarat.

Life sciences leaflet .

ISSN:
09761098.

July 2014
53,
73-78

Study on physico chemical parameters of
lakes in and around Ahmedabad , Gujarat,
India

Proceedings of 15th
World Lake
Conference 2014,
Perugia Italy

2014
ISBN :
978 - 88 – .400-401
96504 04-08
(print)

Seasonal Variations in Physico – Chemical
Characteristics of Soil in Sola and Gota
Lakes of Ahmadabad, Gujarat, India.

International Journal
of Pharmacy & Life
Sciences

ISSN:
09767126

53, 57-60

Sept 2014
Vol. 5(9) ,
3807-3812
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Dr.D.G.Acharya (Chemistry)
Physico-chemical analysis of drinking water
nadiad region

International
Journal Der
Pharma Chemica

Status of fluriode in ground water of several
villeges of Modasa,taluka,NorthGujarat

International
Journal Der
Pharma Chemica

Removal of Nitrate from drinking and
irrigation water by physico chemical method

Rearch journal of
pharmaccutical,
Biological and
Chemical

ISSN:
0975-413X

ISSN:

2010
2(2):
157-152
2010 2(2):
237-240

0975-413X
ISSN :
0975-8585

Dec.2012
Vol-3
53

Dr.M.P.Gongiwala (Chemistry)
A
Novel Approach
to Macrocyclic Indian Ciuncil Of
Complexes With Mixed Ligands: Synthesis, Chemist, Agra
Characterization,
Catalytic
And
Antimicrobial Studies of Some Alkylene
Dithiophoshate Derivatives Of Macrocyclic
Complexes Of Ni(II)

ISSN 09715037

2009
Vol.26
7-10

Dr.S.V. Patel (Chemistry)
Electric Conductivity Studied of
Arylhydrazino Bismalemide Epoxy Resin
Cured Materials.

Int. Journal of
Chemical
Sciences

ISSN
0972768 X

2008
Vol.6 (4),
2194-2201

Synthesis, Characterization and Chelating
Properties of Benzoxazolidin-2- one 5aminosalicylic acid Clubbed Molecule. PartII

ANTRTA,Journal
of H N G. Uni.,
Patan. (India).

-

2010
Vol 12 .
60 -65

Viscometric study of carboxilated
oligoimides.

World journal of
pharmacy

ISSN 2277–
7105

2015
Vol. 4, (5),
1785-1792.

Dr.S.M.Dave (Chemistry)
Spectrophotometric studies of Ni(2)HMCNP COMPLEX FORdetermination of
Ni metal ion
Synthesis and Spectro photometric studies of
Zn (2)-HMCPP complexes and their use as
an analytical reagent
Spetrophotometric and synthesis study of
complexation of Cu(2)-HMCNP complexes
and their use as an analytical reagent
Synthesis and Spectro photometric studies of
Fe (2)-HMCNP complexes and their use as
an analytical reagent

Analytical
chemistry-An
Indian journal
Analytical
chemistry-An
Indian journal
Analytical
chemistry-An
Indian journal
Journal of Pure
and Applied
Science

-

June 2009
140-144

-

June 2009
145-149

-

-

June 2009
150-154
Dec 2009,
Vol-17, 6873
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Synthesis and spectrophotometric studies of
Ni(2)-HMCPPcomplex and their uses as an
analytical reagent
Synthesis and Spectro photometric studies of
Mn (2)-HMCNP complexes and their use as
an analytical reagent

Analytical
reagent-An indial
journal
Analytical
chemistry-An
Indian journal

-

Dec 2009 .
430-435

ISSN 0975

Dec
2009
424-429

Dr.M.S.Jangid (Botany)
2009
Vol.6
No.09,.
401-402

Ethnomedicinal study of some selected
plants of Acanthaceae family of Modasa
taluka dist.Sabarkantha

Plant Archives

Ethnomedicinal study of some selected
Verbinacious plants of Modasa taluka
dist.S.K.(N.G.)India.

Plant Archives

Study of tree species diversity of Modasa
taluka,District Sabarkantha(Guj.)
India.
Ethnomedicinal study of some selected
plants of family Capparaceae of Modasa
taluka,
dist.Sabarkantha
Ethnobotany of Lannea coromandelica
(Hout.) Merril. from Aravali Forest Areas of
North Gujarat, India

Life Science
leaflets

Plant Archives

ISSN:
0972-5210.

2010
Vol.10,
No.02,

Weed plants of Modasa taluka district
Sabarkantha(Gujarat)

Life Science
leaflets

ISSN
0976-1098

Plant parts are used medicinally of taluka
modasa, district Sabar kantha (Gujarat)
India.

Life Science
leaflets

ISSN

March 2011
Vol.13: 1st
435-442,
April 2011,
Vol. 14,
458-461,

Climbers of taluka Modasa,district
SabarkanthaGujarat)India.

Life Science
leaflets

Poisonous plants of taluka Modasa,district
SabarkanthaGujarat)India.

Life Science
leaflets

Aquatic plants of taluka Modasa,district
Sabarkantha Gujarat) India

Life Science
leaflets

Taxo-ethnobotanical studies of angiosperms
of Modasa taluka,dist Sabarkantha(North
Gujarat),India.

Life Science
leaflets

ISSN:
0972-5210

ISSN: 09725210.

Life Science
leaflets

(ISSN 09761098)
(ISSN 09761098)

0976-1098
ISSN :09761098)

2009
Vol.6,
No.09
391-393

2010
Vol.4:
119-126,
2010
Vol.7,
201-205,

April 2011
Vol.14:
466-471,

ISSN 09761098

April 2011.
Vol.14, 1st
462-465,

0976-1098

2011,
Vol.17,
631-635,

0976-1098

2011
Vol.19,
818-82
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Ethnobotanical studies of selected plants of
mimosaceae family of Idar-Vadali forest
ranges,distri

Life Science
leaflets

Ethnobotanical uses of plants by tribal
Dwellers in Narmada forest division,Gujarat.

Life Science
leaflets

Studyof angiosperm with Ethnobotanical
aspects of Modasa Taluka, Dist Sabarkantha (North GujaratS)

Life Science
leaflets

Biological spectrum of taluka Modasa
District Sabarkantha(Gujarat)India

Life Science
leaflets

Estimating Status of Soil Organic Carbon in
Tropical Forests of Narmada Forest
Division, Gujarat, India.

International
Research Journal
of Environment
Sciences

0976-1098

2013
Vol.4,
51-59 ,

0976-1098

2013
Vol.7,
21-29 ,

ISSN 2277 –
4297

Dec 2013
Vol.8, 1st
.21-29

2277 - 4297

Dec 2012
Vol.10, 1st
21-29 ,

ISSN 2319–
1414

January
2015 Vol.
4(1), 1-5

Dr. H.Z.Desai (Physical Education)

Three Keys for Total Health

A Research
Journal of
Health
Humanities
Education
Social Science

April-2013
ISSN

:
Vol.-4

2319-5959

ISSN :
0975-4083

Goal Setting in Sports

Research
Journal of Arts,
Management &
Social Sciences

Growth and Significant of Sports
Journalism

Research
Journal of Arts,
Management &
Social Sciences

ISSN :
0975-4083

Ramat Jagat

ISSN :
2250-1428

Feb. –
2013
Vol - VI

International
Journal
of
Multi
Disciplinary
HESMA

ISSN :
2219-5959

Feb. –
2014
Vol - II

Torts in Sports

Factors Influencing The Formation or
Development Attitudes

Sept-2012
Vol- II

March –
2012
Vol - VI
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Prof.V.R.Patel (Mathematics)
Generalized Fibonacci sequence and its
properties

International
Journal of Physics
and Mathematical
Sciences

ISSN:22777

2014
Vol-4(2)
2111,
118-124

Dr. H.S.Kharadi (Botany)
Study of Plant diversity in Megharj forest
District Sabarkantha. North Gujarat India.

Floristic Diversity of Isari Zone , Megharj
Range Forest District Sabarkantha. Gujarat
India.

International Journal
ISSN No;
of Pharm. & Life
0976-7126,
Sci. (IJPLS)

July.2011
Vol.-2,
903- 908

International
Journal of Pharm.
& Life Sci.
(IJPLS)

ISSN No;
0976-7126,

International
Journal of Pharm.
& Life Sci.
(IJPLS)

ISSN;09767126

July 2012
3(7)
1868-1870

Studies of Amino Acids in Body Fluid of
two Species of Mites (Boopilus Microplus
and Sarcoples Mulates)

Life Science
Leaflets

ISSN 22774297

June 2012
6:1-3

A Brief account of Spiders of Junagadh
District, Gujarat

Life Science
Leaflets

ISSN 22774297

July 2012
1: 80-83

Studies on Mites from junagadh
district,gujarat

Life Sciences
Leaflets

ISSN-22774297, 09761098

Feb-2013
6:1-3

Biological spectrum of Ramgadhi Range
Forest District sabarkantha, NG India.

Sep. 2011
Vol. -2,
1033-1034

Dr. N.C.Vachhani (Zoology)

Prof. Monita Patel ( Microbiology)
Indole-3-acetic acid (iaa) production by
endophytic
Bacteria isolated from saline dessert, the
little runn
Of kutch

CIBTech
International Journal
of Microbiology
Vol. 3 (2) AprilJune, pp. 17-28

Potential of endophytic bacteria isolated
from saline desert for biofertilizing activity
in different species of wheat

Education spectrum
in india: Issues,
trends and horizons

ISSN: 23193867

ISBN : 97881-9237299-0

April –
june,2014
Vol. 3 (2)
pp-17-28

Jan - 2015
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3.4.4 Provide details (if any) of
 Research awards received by the faculty 01
 Recognition received by the faculty from reputed professional
bodies and agencies, nationally and internationally Nil
 Incentives given to faculty for receiving state, national and international
recognitions for research contributions.

Incentive :- The leave and financial aid travel grant (UGC) are given to the
faculty for attending state/National/International conference and seminars The
special honor is given to teachers for their achievement by management.
15th World lake
conference Perugia,
ITALY

Dr S D Vediya

Registration fees and
accommodation
sponsored by organizing
committee

Research Award
Name.

Particulars

Award

Prof Monitaben
Patel

Dept of Bioscience,
HNGU, Patan

NCBB Young Scientist Award,
2012 for Best Poster Presentation

Recognition of the Faculty
Sr.
No.

Name Of
Faculty

Particulars
The Third Asian Conference
on sunsainability, Energy and
environment, OSAKA JAPAN

1

Dr. S. D. Vadiya
(Botany)

Award Recognition

Sesson Chair

Hem. North Gujarat Uni.
Patan

Subject expert &
session chair

Hem. North Gujarat Uni.
Patan

Chairman, BOS in
Quality Enhancement
Programme
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Hem. North Gujarat Uni.
Patan

Subject expert for
Interview of Lecturer
and Lab. Assistant in
Botany

Science College, Palanpur,
Gujarat

Sesson Chair in
National Conference
(UGC Spons.)

Gujarat Textbook Board,
Gandhinagar, Gujarat

2

3

4

5

Dr. D. G.
Acharya
(Chemistry)

Dr. D. R. Fudani
(Chemistry)

Dr. R. H. Parmar
(Physics)

Dr. S.V. Patel
(Chemistry)

Eduction Department, Gov. of
Gujarat. Ghandinagar
H N G Uni Patan

Subject expert for
Chemistry
Interview for Lecturer
Member , Board of
Studies

Sainik School, Kherancha, Ta
- Bhiloda, Dist- Aravalli

Subject expert for
Chemistry
Interview for Teacher

Shree Sarasvati Vidhyalay,
Modasa, Dist- Aravalli

Invited Talk on HIGS
BOZON Particles

Sir P T Sci. College Modasa

Lect on HIGS
BOZON Particles

SANDHAN(Live Televison
Lecture Series BISAG)
Ghandinagar

Lecture delivered in
Chemical Kinetich

H.N.S.B. Science College ,
Himtnagar, Gujarat

Lecture delivered in
Chemical Dynamich

Hem. North Gujarat Uni.
Patan

6

Subject Expert in 11th
and 12th Biology
textbook

Sainik School, Kherancha,
Ta – Bhiloda, Dist- Aravalli

Subject expert for
Chemistry
Interview for Lecturer
and Lab. Assistant
Subject expert for
Interview for Teacher
in Physics
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Dr. J. H. Prajapati
(Physics)

GPSC, Ahmedabad, Gujarat
GrowMore Science College,
Himmatnagar, Dist - Aravalli
Nootan Science College,
Visnagar, Dist - Mehsana
B D Shah College of
Education, Modasa,
Dist- Aravalli
Government Education
College, Meghraj, Dist- Aravalli
Arts and Commerce College,
Dhansura, Dist- Aravalli
( Uni level Shibir)
Arts College, Modasa,
Dist- Aravalli

8

Prof V R Patel
(Maths)

Prof. Monitaben
Patel (Microbio logy)

Subject Expert for
Interview for
Assistant Professor in
Physics

Invited Talk on
Thought of Swami
Vivekanand
on Education

BCA College, Modasa,
Dist- Aravalli

Invited Talk on Role
of NSS for
Personality
Development

Science College
Himmatnagar, Dist- SK

Role of NSS
Volunteer for Nation
Building

Axar International School,
Bhiloda, Dist- Aravalli

Vocational Guidance
Carrier Development
after 12th Science

Sainik School, Kherancha, Ta Bhiloda, Dist- Aravalli

7

Subject Expert for
Interview for Assi.
Professor in Physics
for Engineering
Colleges

Javahar Navoday Vidhyalay,
Dhansura, Dist- Aravalli
Javahar Navoday Vidhyalay,
Sametri, Dahegam, DistGandhinagar
Department of Bioscience, HNG
Uni., Patan

Subject expert for
Interview for Maths
Teacher
Subject expert for
Interview for Maths
Teacher
Invited Talk on
Mathematical Moeling
NCBB Young Scientist
Award 2012 for Best
Poster Presentation.
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Our following faculty members had been chosen to work as following:-

As Judge in Science Fair organized
by District Education Department, Arvalli.

Dr. D. G. Achaya, Dr. D. R.Fudani, Dr. R. H. Parmar,
Dr. M. P. Gongivala, Dr. S. V. Patel, Dr. J. H. Prajapati,
Dr. S. M. Dave, Prof. G. L. Vekariya, Dr. N. C. Vachhani,
Prof. V R Patel
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Sr Name
No
1

Dr. D. G.
Acharya

Recognition body

Designation

National
/ International

Indian Council of
Chemists. India.

Life Member

National

Life Member

National

Life Member

National

Indian Water works
Association (IWWA)
Indian Science Congress
Association
IRJC Indian Research
Journal of Chemistry
International Journal of
Limnology

2

3

4

Board of Studies
(Botany) HNG Uni
Patan
IJPLS – International
Dr. S. D. Vedia Journal of Life sciences
and Pharmacy
-Plant Archive
‐Life Science Leaflets

Dr. M. P.
Gongiwala

Dr R H Parmar

Editorial
Board
Member
Editorial
Board
Member

Indian Association of
Physics Teachers
Indian Council of
Chemists. India.

Inter
National

Chairman

State

Life Member

Inter
National

Life Member

National

Vice President
Bioscience Society HNG
& Life
Uni Patan
Member
Academic council HNG
Member
Uni Patan
Gujarat Textbook Board,
Paramarshak
Guj.
Indian Council of
Chemists. India.
Life Member
Board of Studies (Phy)
HNG Uni Patan

National

State
State
State
National

Member

State

Life Member

National

Life Member

National

5

Dr. S. V. Patel

Indian Chemical Soc.
Kolkatta India.

Life Member

National

6

Dr J H
Prajapati

Indian Association of
Physics Teachers

Life Member

National
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-Plant Archive
7

8

Dr M S Jangid

Prof. G L
Vekariya

‐Life Science Leaflets

Life Member

Indian Association of
Physics Teachers

Life Member
&
EC Member

National

National

IAPT Regional Council
(RC)-7

Member

State

Photonic Society of
India

Life Member

National

9

Dr. H. S.
Kharadi

Indian Science Congress

Life Member

National

10

Prof. H A Patel

Indian Association of
Physics Teachers

Life Member

National

11

Dr. N. C.
Vachhani

Indian Science Congress

Life Member

National

Life Member

State
&
National

Gujrat Ganit Mandal
12

Prof. V. R.
Patel

The Indian Mathematical
Society, India

3.5 Consultancy

3.5.1 Give details of the systems and strategies for establishing institute-Industry
interface?
The systems and strategies for establishing institute-industry interface are as
follows.
M.Sc. students are taken to visit various industries for studying purpose. They are
also given project work connected with the industry. Our students visited Torrent
Pharmaceutical, GSFC and FSL. Some of the senior students are working on a
reputed position in industry. We satisfactorily completed Soil Health Card
programme of Government of Gujarat.
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3.5.2 What is the stated policy of the institution to promote consultancy?
How is the available expertise advocated and publicized?
The College encourages faculty to offer consultancy services and gives some
level of freedom. We have no formal mechanism to advocate the expertise
available. Publicity of such achievements is done in the Annual Report of the
College.
3.5.3

How does the institution encourage the staff to utilize their expertise and
available facilities for consultancy services?
The institute encourages the staff to utilize their expertise at different
organizations. Some of our staff members from various departments deliver their
lectures in “BISAG” online channel Gujarat government Institute promotes
faculty members and staff members to attend professional training programmes.
The college has undertaken a project of soil testing wherein the college prepares
‘Soil Health card’. The involved students are provided Rs. 20 per sample. An
active placement cell provides counseling to students for their future jobs.

3.5.4

List the broad areas and major consultancy services provided by the
institution and the revenue generated during the last Four years.
Consultancy services provided by the institution for Soil Health Card Project
were given soil health card project by Gujarat Government. Our faculty
&students analyzed Samples. The institute & the students got remuneration.

3.5.5

What is the policy of the institution in sharing the income
generated
through consultancy (staff involved: Institution) and its use for institutional
development?
The income generated through the consultancy is used for the welfares of the
students& development of the institute.
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3.6

3.6.1

Extension Activities
Responsibility (ISR)

and

Institutional

Social

How does the institution promote institution-neighborhood- community
network and student engagement, contributing to good citizenship, service
orientation and holistic development of students?
The institution promotes institutional-neighborhood community network and
student engagement, contributing to good citizenship, service orientation and
holistic development of students in the following ways. In Adopted village NSS
unit organized a special camp of 7 days programme. for environment, cleaning,
yoga classes for health, Blood grouping and donation camp. Eye camp, traffic
awareness programme, anti - tobacco campaign, world environment day, human
right day, awareness on global warming, world’s women day. Health awareness
programme by expert lecture, Science quiz for increasing of general knowledge
in Students. In NSS activity, Under the banner of Red Ribbon Club we organized
AIDS and Thalassemia Awareness programmme. The Holistic development of
students. lectures are arrange time to time . Visit of Historical Place like
Ranivav, Patan and Adalagavav, Ahmedabad are arranged.

3.6.2

What is the Institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement in
various social movements / activities which promote citizenship roles?
We track through the enrollment of the students in various social schemes like
NSS, NCC and Saptdhara. The fresh students are given information during the
welcome Programme (Pravesotsav). The students are also aware and explained
about goals, mission, and vision of the institute. The staff members also discuss
about CBCS semester System, syllabus, activities, cultural programme & all the
details about the yearly events.

3.6.3

How does the institution solicit stakeholder perception on the overall
performance and quality of the institution?
Institute is highly concerted with its stake holder i.e. include students, parents,
staff, alumni and industry.
Students : We value the opinions and needs of our students The representative of
student communicate students requirements and problem to the respective
teacher, head of department/Principal Students have freedom to approach the
Principal during working hours without prior appointment Students and alumni
are having good participation in decision making.
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Parents: they are informed about their wards academic performance attendance
record through letters and phone calls. Direct interaction of the guardians with the
H.O.D. is also encouraged. Parents of any students are allowed to meet the
teacher/coordinators Principal on any day during the week at any time to make
any suggestions or complaints.
Staff: We have regular staff meeting to keep the staff updated about changes
developments of the institute Most of the decisions are taken only after
consultation with the staff
during staff meeting.
Alumni: We have constituted an Alumni Association with a professor in-charge.
The association organizes meeting regularly and informed interactions wherein
any alumnus is free to give their suggestions.
Industry: Evaluate the students through conductiving Make Interview industrial
visit. Feedback/Comments from industrialist who visit our campus for Guest
Lecture/ Seminar/ Conference / Workshops/ Placements. Feedback from the
employer.
3.6.4 How does the institution plan and organize its extension and outreach
Programme?
Providing the budgetary details for last four years, list the major extension and
outreach programmes and their impact on the overall development of students.
Every academic year, the extension and outreach programmes are planned and
will be executed as per the academic calendar. The colleges incessantly
organizing a number of outreach activities which relate to academic, Social,
Cultural, Community service, Adventure etc. and all culminating in building a
healthy society contributing to nation building.
Activity

NSS /
CAMP

Swarnim
Gujarat
Activity
And
Cultural

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-2014

22500 Rs.
For 7days
annual
camp for
50 students

22500 Rs.
For 7 days
annual
camp for
50Students

22500 Rs.
For 7days
annual
camp for
50 students

22500 Rs.
For 7 days
annual
camp for
50 students

22500 Rs.
For 7 days
annual
camp for
50 students

22500 Rs.
For 7 days
annual
camp for
50 students

Grant
Recevid
36400 /Rs

Grant
Recevid
10000 /Rs

Grant
Recevid
88300 /Rs

Grant
Recevid
Nil

Grant
Recevid
60000 /Rs

Grant
Recevid
60000

expnd.
36276 /Rs

expnd.
7274 /-Rs

expnd.
34928 /Rs

expnd.
48841 /Rs

expnd.
40673 /Rs

expnd.
52316 /Rs
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3.6.5

How does the institution promote the participation of students and faculty in
extension activities including participation in NSS, NCC, YRC and other
National/ International agencies?
The college inspires the students to join NSS, NCC. College also appreciates
their participation and achievements in various activities by presenting prizes,
award and certificate. The “Best Cadet‟ in NCC and Best volunteer‟ in Boys and
girls are announced and honored in annual function.
Dr.J.H.Prajapati has been appointed as a programme officer to perform NSS
activity in a proper way and Dr. H.Z.Desai is appointed as an NCC officer to
perform various related activities in a the proper way. (Now Dr.M. S. Jangid is
NCC Officer) Both officers are given full liberty and freedom to do their
activities well.
NSS / NCC organize camps and perform duties of national integration; these
activities are encouraged and supported by the teachers of various subjects. More
over the orientation programmers are held to promote the students and Increase
the participation in NSS / NCC activities.

3.6.6

Give details on social surveys, research or extension work (if any)
undertaken by the college to ensure social justice and empower students
from under-privileged and vulnerable sections of society?
During the NSS camp the volunteers of NSS make survey of the educational, the
social and the economical and psychological matters of the village.

3.6.7

Reflecting on objectives and expected outcomes of the extension activities
organized by the institution, comment on how they complement students’
academic learning experience and specify
The values and skills inculcated. In keeping with the vision our object is to
spread education, Science & technological education in the surrounding area.
Extension activities conducted by the institute always imbibe academic learning
experience, values and skills not only in students but Faculty too. These activities
refresh the environment of the institute. The major strength of this college is its
ability to ensure holistic development of students to make them enlightened
citizens. The college provides equal opportunity of knowledge and quality
education to all sections of society. It aims to maintain modern outlook with
contemporary developments without compromising moral values.
To provide knowledge and quality based education to the students by inculcating
moral values, scientific temper and employing state of the art technologies. It
aims to pursue excellence towards creating manpower with high degree of
Intellectual, professional and cultural
development to meet the national and
global challenges.
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Outcome: The result of the participation in the various
socially relevant
activities has resulted in inculcating the feeling of being socially awakened
citizens in the students. The students who have been a part of this process have
been spreading awareness in the institution and motivating other students.
Programme co-ordination skills, social skills, Communication skill and social
responsibility. With these extension activities, the students learn the values of
social justice, equality and right of speech for anti-social acts. Apart from
academic knowledge they learn the values of life, moral duties.
3.6.8

How does the institution ensure the involvement of the community in its
reach out activities and contribute to the community development? Detail on
the initiatives of the institution that encourage community participation in
its activities?
The college is aware of the needs of the society in its region. Through various
activities, the college involves the community. Our activities are as follows:
Details are in 3. 6.1Other activities interclass sports Tournaments. Our college
students participate in Youth festival of H.N.G.U Patan. The local villagers are
initially consulted and the youth of the villagers are made to involve in all the NSS
activities. Extensive local participations are witnessed during tree plantation,
blood donation etc. the alumni association is also involved in all these extension.

3.6.9

Give details on the constructive relationships forged (if any) with other
institutions of the locality for working on various outreach and extension
activities.
The institution has constructive relationships with other institutions. The blood
donation camps are organized with the help of Prathama Laboratory, Red-cross.
The NSS department co-ordinates all NGO. Its activities under the norms of the
University.The unit organizes tree plantation,village cleanliness,awareness
activities like, environment pollution, and effects of pesticides on human life with
the help of NGOs.

3.6.10 Give details of awards received by the institution for extension activities
and/contributions to the social/community development during the last four
years.

No.
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3.7
3.7.1

Collaboration
How does the institution collaborate and interact with research
laboratories, institutes and industry for research activities. Cite examples
and benefits accrued of the initiatives-collaborative research, staff
exchange, sharing facilities and equipment, research scholarships etc.
The institution consistently strives for collaboration and interactions with
institutes and industries for collaborative research activities. The institute is
engaged research activities since 1995. Some members of Alumani are working on
key post in various industries. They are collaborative to our institute. The staff
members and students are permitted to visit the industry. The alumani members
give details of production and marketing and use of the products. For supporting
research work & expert advice we have collaboration with Chemistry Department
of S.P.University, V.V.Nagar.

3.7.2

Provide details on the MoUs /collaborative arrangements (if any) with
institutions of national importance/other universities/ industries/Corporate
(Corporate entities) etc. and how they have contributed to the development
of the institution.
We have carried out successfully Soil Health Card Programme with the
collaboration of agriculture department under the guidance of commissioner of
Higher education, Gujarat. We have done collaboration by taking permission for
using Sophisticated equipment and research facilities of some leading
industries/research units..

3.7.3

Give details (if any) on the industry-institution-community interactions that
have contributed to the establishment / creation/up-gradation of academic
facilities, student and staff support, infrastructure facilities of the institution
viz. laboratories / library/ new technology /placement services etc.
We have received the grant of Rupees - to established the laboratory facilities for
soil health card programme. The state government has established DELL to
increase the English proficiency among staff/students by scope and global
software.
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Faculty members attended orientation programme, refresher courses, subject study
circle etc. to update their knowledge. The college provides them with duty leave.
We sent our students to 108 Emergency service, industry for their job training.
Our faculty members go to P.G.centers for P.G.lectures & in exchange we get P.G
lecturers in our institute from other colleges. We have career & counseling cell for
employment of the students. As per information more than 50 alumni have secured
high position job in the last three years. The companies such as Torrent pharmacy,
Atul chemicals etc.
3.7.4

Highlighting the names of eminent scientists/participants who contributed to
the events, provide details of national and international conferences
organized by the college during the Last four years.

Title/
Department

Names of eminent
scientists/
participants

Green
Chemistry
(Chemistry
Dept.)

1. Dr.Nisith Desai,
Saurashtra Uni. Rajkot
2. Dr. C.P.Bhasin,
Ngu.Uni. Patan

Ganit
mandal
(Maths
Dept.)

3.7.5

1. Dr. Pravinbhai
Bhathavala, VNUni,
Surat
2. Dr.Arunbhai Vaidya,
Guj. Uni.Ahemdabad

Date

Funding
Agency

17 Nov.
2011

25 -27
Dec.2009

Registe State /
red
Nationa
Delegat l level

U.G.C

150

State

GUJCOST &
Ganit mandal
Association

213

State

How many of the linkages/collaborations have actually resulted informal
MoUs and agreements? List out the activities and beneficiaries and cite
examples (if any) of the established linkages that enhanced and/or facilitated
(a)

Curriculum development/enrichment

(b)

Internship/ On-the-job training

(c)

Summer placement

(d)

Faculty exchange and professional development

e)

Research

(f)

Consultancy

(g)

Extension
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(h)

Publication

(i)

Student Placement

(j)

Twinning programmes

(k)

Introduction of new courses

(l)

Student exchange

(m)

Any other

We have Five MoUs and we maintain relationship with other institute.

 Curriculum development: Some of our faculty members are chairman and
members of the Board of Studies. Most of the teaching staff participated in
seminar for curriculam development. They design curriculum and prepared
books for the students.

 Internship/ On-the-job training: M.Sc. students are sent to various
industries for training. PG students actively work in the industry and NGO and
they prepared their reaserch Projects. We sent our students in various
industries, 108 Emergency service for providing them training. Faculty
members attended orientation and refresher courses, subject study circle etc.
to update their knowledge. The college provides them duty leave.

 Faculty exchange and professional development Our faculty members visit
to different P.G. Centers of various colleges for P.G. lectures and We call
other faculty members for P.G lectures in our institute from other colleges.
Two of our faculty members Dr. D. G. Acharya & Dr. H. S. Kharadi has been
completed their Ph. D. using local laboratory & library facilities of the
college. Dr. S. D. Vedia & Dr. M. S. Jangid works as a guide in Botany
subject and Dr. S.V. Patel is in Chemistry subject.
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Duration
Nature of the
Year
Project
From To

Title of the project

Received

Total
grant
eived till
date

80,000/-

65,000/-

85,000/-

85000

U.G.C

2,50,000/-

1,60,000/
-

Approved “ Floristic and Ethnobotanical
Minor
20 Feb,015 studies of Idear-vadali forst rang
Dr.
,Dist.Sabarkantha(Gujarat).” U.G.C.
M.S.Jangid

2,10,000/-

Approved

Applied
(5,00,000)

-

Minor
Dr.D.G.
Acharya

Minor

Jan 2009Water Analysis of Modasa
2011
Taluka for Drinking Irrigation
purpose&Remidies for
improving quality.

Funding
agency

Total Grant

Dec.2008
to 2011

Dr.
M.S.Jangid
Minor
Dr.S.V.Patel

2014-16

Applied
Minor
Dr. S.D.
Vediya
Applied
Minor
Dr.H.S.
Kharadi
Minor
Dr.J.N.Patel

“The floristic study of Modasa
taluka, Dist.Sabarkantha
(Gujarat).”
Viscometery study of
carboxylic oligoimides.

Assesment of Dairy effluent
and its application on soil and
plants of sabarkantha district ,
North Gujarat
“Phytosoclogical Edaphic
&Biodiversity Assessment of
Five Zone of Megharaj Forest “
Dist.Aravalli, Gujarat

Applied Studies on Chelating properties
of Polymetic Legends derived
form Bismalemide

U.G.C

UGC

UGC

Applied
(5,00,000)

-

UGC

4,,85,000

-

UGC

 Consultancy:
Right now we don‟t have such formal system and strategies for establishing
institute – industry interface. But some of the senior students are working on a
reputed position and provided consultancy services and guidance for their
problems at free of cost. However, the institute has provided the consultancy
services to state government under “Soil health card project”.
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 Extension:
With the collaboration we have been able to success for extension activities
such as NSS, Sports, Cultural activities etc. For NSS camp we have collaboration
with the rural area. For sports we collaboration with other colleges & for cultural
programme , some artists & Association.
3.7.6

Detail on the systemic efforts of the institution in planning establishing and
implementing the initiatives of the linkages/ collaborations. Any other
relevant information regarding Research, Consultancy and Extension which
the college would like to include.
IQAC & research committee member plans yearly for linkages. This
collaboration, which is fruitful for the students. The faculty in charge of career
guidance centre initiates & implements the activities required for
collaborations.
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: CRITERION IV:
INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES

4.1

Physical Facilities

4.1.1 What is the policy of the Institution for creation and enhancement of
infrastructure that facilitate effective teaching and learning?
The Institute and its governing body “The M. L. Gandhi Higher Education
Society” both jointly plan to meet the need for creation and enhancement
of infrastructure facilities for effective teaching and learning. The institute
has big theatre like class rooms, a seminar hall, a spacious Library, separate
staff room for individual department big well developed play ground, parking
facilities, separate ladies room, water cooler, botanical garden etc. to make
smooth teaching and learning process. Separate offices are available for
Sports, NSS, NCC and a common auditorium with capacity of 800 students
with audiovisual facility. These infrastructures are conveniently used for
academic and extracurricular activities.
The available infrastructure facilities are:
 One class room with Smart board and Projector facility, two class
room with White board and Projector and other Four classroom.
 Instrument Laboratory for Chemistry department.
 Chemistry Research Laboratory.
 Research Laboratory in Botany department.
 Zoological Museum consisting of varies species of animals.
 Botanical laboratory with herbarium cupboard.
 Instrument Laboratory of Physics department.
 Instrument Laboratory of Microbiology department.
 Central Library.
 A computer Laboratory having 15 Computers with internet
connectivity.
 A laboratory having 24+1=25 Computers with MatLab Licensed
software.
 A common auditorium for college campus with audio visual facility.
 A Seminar Hall with capacity of 200 people with LCD and Projector.
 A Common Drinking water facility with RO.
 Hostel for Boys and Girls.
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 2 Ladies Rooms.
 24 CCTV cameras in the premisis
 A common Canteen for whole campus.
 Parking facility for staff and students.
 A well developed Play ground for various outdoor games.
 Gymkhana Hall for indoor games.
Layout of the Infrastructure (Institute) : There are two buildings for the institute.

(1)

The office Building

: It has two floors.

(A) Ground Floor :
 Principal’s office
 Administrative office and wash rooms for the office staff
 Ladies Room with toilet
 Meeting room
 A Seminar Hall
(B) First Floor

(2)

: A central Library.

Teaching Building: It has three floors.
(a) Ground Floor:
 Theatre -1 & Theatre -2 Teaching rooms with ICT Facility
 Stationary store room
 Chemistry store room
 Chemistry Lab-1, Lab-2, Lab-3,Lab-4
 Chemistry Research Lab
 Cabin for HOD Chemistry
 Chemistry staff room with attached toilet
 Staff toilet
(b) First Floor:
 Room No - 16 Ladies room.
 Room No - 17, 18, 20 (with ICT Facility) Lecture rooms.
 Room No - 19 Computer Lab with 15 computers.
 Biology Laboratory with Museum.
 Zoology Laboratory with Museum.
 Biology Head office.
 Biology Staff room.
 Biology store room.
 Mathematics staff room
 Cabin of Head of Physics Department
 Physics staff room
 Physics Laboratory - 1 and Laboratory - 2
 Physics Store room
 Staff Toilet
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(c) MATLAB & DELL Lab.:
There is MATLAB & DELL Lab on the first floor at the back side of the
building. We have one well equipped and well furnished computer lab with
latest software and Internet connectivity, in which the students of Mathematics
subject are performing their practicals.
(d) Second Floor :
Microbiology Department:
 2 Lecture rooms , in which 1 is with ICT Facility.
 Microbiology Staffroom
 Microbiology Laboratories

(3)

Library :
The Institute has a Separate and Well furnished Library with 3 computers and
internet connectivity. Computers are connected with N-list Programme for
digital e-library with INFLIBNET. In the library, comfortable and spacious
reading facility for students and staff. There are separate racks for Magazine
and Newspaper.

(4)

Sports Room :
The Institute has a separate sports room (Gymnasium Hall) for Indoor games
and a separate office for Director of Physical Education.

(5)

NSS /NCC Room :
There is a Common specious NSS and NCC Room with necessary equipments
and furniture.

4.1.2

Details of the facilities available for
(a) Curricular and co-curricular activities:
Classrooms:
The institution has a 7 big class rooms, four small class rooms for curricular
and Co - curricular activities. All the classrooms are furnished with fans,
Lights, blackboards and benches. We have a seminar hall equipped with LCD
projector having BISAG Chanel with seating capacity of 150 students. There
is a common well furnished auditorium with a capacity of 800 people in
college campus which is used as a Seminar hall and Co-Curricular activities.
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(b)Infrastructure in terms of technology:
 Smart Boards with Projector in Theatre -2
 Two classrooms with white board and a Projector
 Seminar Hall equipped with LCD Projector, TV and BISAG Chanel
system.
 CCTV Cameras in majority classes, Laboratories and on Periphery of
the campus.
 Computer Lab and MAT Lab with latest software and internet
connectivity.
 Computer and Internet connectivity in each Department.
 One Digital Camera.
 Laptop and L.C.D TV in Principal’s Office.
 Xerox Machine in Principal’s office.
 Refrigerators in Principal’s office, Administrative office and in
majority Department
 Air-conditioner in Principal’s office
 One Portable Audio System
 Fax Machine in Principal’s office
 Intercom: In Principal’s office, Administrative office, Library and in
each Department.
 Printers: In Principal’s office, Administrative office, Library and in
majority Department
 Biometric attendance system (Finger Print)
(c) Seminar Hall:
The Institute has central seminar hall equipped with Audio-Visual facilities,
internet connectivity with a seating arrangement of 150 people.
(d) Laboratory:
Laboratory is the heart of any science institute which is used to perform
experiments and research activity. The institute has very good laboratory
infrastructure. Each of the departments, viz. Chemistry, Biology,
Microbiology and Physics department have well designed and well-equipped
laboratories with gas, water and electric connections which provide all the
practical and experimental needs.
Mathematics department has computer laboratories with licensed software like
Matlab with internet connectivity. These laboratories have computers and
Internet connectivity. The Institute has a computer laboratory, where the
students undertake projects for their respective disciplines.
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The Chemistry Department is rich department with 4(Four) well planned and
well furnished laboratories having gas connection and distilled water plant. It
also has one well equipped research room.
There are two well furnished Laboratories with latest Microscope in Biology
department to perform B Sc and M Sc practicals.
There are two well furnished laboratories with latest instruments and a dark
room in Physics Department.
There are two well furnished laboratories with latest instruments in
Microbiology department.
(e) Botanical garden:
The institute has a well developed Botanical garden with variety of species.
(f) Specified facilities and equipment for teaching :
There are computers with latest software and internet connectivity with proper
speed in each department of the institute. Dell Lab is equipped with licensed
software of “MatLab” which is used by Mathematics department. It is also use
for basic computer courses and spoken English for benefit of students.
The guidance for NGPE, NSEP and RAMANUJAN exams for UG and School
level is provided by Mathematics and Physics departments. The examinations
are also conducted by the above department.
UG, PG and Ph.D. programmes are offered by Chemistry and Botany
department. The main teaching classrooms having smart/white board with
projector for effective teaching.
The Microbiology department has many advanced instruments It has
Microscope and Deep freezer to preserve microbiological culture at low
temperature (-20 degree) for a long duration.
(g) Learning and research:
Majority departments are prepared with basic infrastructure and equipment
facilities are available for learning and research. There are 12 laboratories with
all necessary facility and 5 separate departments for all the disciplines, so the
student has facility to interact with the faculty.
Each head of the department has separate cabin for the smooth administration
of the department. The institute possesses 2 computer laboratories with more
than 35 computers. There is an audio visual seminar hall with a computer and
an LCD projector, a common gas connection, distilled water tank, research
laboratory for chemistry.
Three members of the faculty are Ph.D. guides, and they have their own
research space for conducting research work. Under them research students
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are carrying out research activities for Ph.D. degree. This creates an
atmosphere of research in the institute and such activities inspire UG and PG
students to do research activity. Leading schools of the city make use of the
facilities available at the institute.
(h) Extra -curricular activities:
The college has formed different committees to implement extracurricular
activities. NSS unit (100 volunteers) and different committees jointly
organized various activities on the campus and off the campus, which are
below.
 Praveshotsav and Orientation to newly students
 Thelesemia screening test.
 Elocution Competetion
 Mahendi and Rangoli Competetion
 Teachers day celebration,
 Vote and voting awareness programme,
 Patriotic song celebration,
 Run for Unity
 Spiritual awareness programme,
 Yog shibir
 Cleanliness drive (Mahatma Gandhi Svachchha Bharat Event)
Students perform Cultural Programme on Annual Day Celebration. Every year
they participate in Youth Festival which is organized by our university.
Many students are awarded prizes in this Youth Festival that added fame of
the college. Our institution encourages the students by awarding medals,
certificates and cash prizes on celebration of the Annual Day. The institution
is conducting NGPE exams for UG students and NSEP exams for 11th and 12th
students, which is useful for JEE and NIIT exams.
(i) Sports:
The Institution have well developed ground to conduct sports activities. It is
maintained by management of institute and all the colleges of campus The
ground is commonly used to condouct an inspri the various sports events like
soft ball, cricket, kabaddi etc. Many university level competitions are held on
this ground.
Outdoor and indoor games:
Yes In the college campus, the institution has the provision of various indoor
and outdoor games at Gymnasium Hall and with well developed ground
facility.
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Gymnasium:
Yes, the institute has a Gymnasium Hall with the office of Physical Instructor.
Auditorium:
Yes, Institute has a Common Auditorium with audio visual facility for all
colleges of campus with a seating capacity of 800 having good stage &
sound system which is regularly used for conducting various cultural,
academic activities by all the campus institutions.
NSS:
Yes, The College has NSS unit with 100 volunteers and they actively
participate in below mentioned activities. Dr Jagdish H Prajapati works as a
Programme Officer.











World Blind Day Celebration,
NSS day celebration
Tree plantation ,
Raxabandhan to Police and Homeguards javans.
Blood donation camp
Vote and voting awareness programme,
GuruVandana Celebration programme,
Swami Vivekanand Jayanti celebration,
Pulse Polio abhiyan
HIV(AIDS) awareness programme



Special Annual Camp in Adopted Villages.

NCC:
Yes, The NCC programmes are coordinated by the NCC in charge Ct. Dr. M S
Jangid. The students of the Institute participate in NCC programmes and
various camps organized by Indian Army.
Cultural activities:
Cultural activities are performed in “Annual day celebration” by Institute and
“Youth festival “by University and many students of the institute participate in
it. They are inspired with prizes and certificates. The cultural committee
which consists of faculty members co-ordinate various cultural events
inside and out-side of the campus.
Public speaking:
We are trying to develop public speaking skills by encouraging the students to
participate in various competitions like debate, group discussion and Elocution
competition.
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Communication skills development:
We encourage the students with the help of SCOPE (Society for Creation of
Opportunity through Proficiency in English) programmme and DELL
Laboratory (Digital Electronic Laboratory) to increase the English language
communication skills at college level.
The students are motivated to
develop communication skills and soft skills for this purpose.
Yoga:
The college conducts lectures and workshops for yoga. The institution deputes
students and faculties for such various health oriented programs. Yoga is
regularly done at early morning in 7 days NSS shibir.
Health and hygiene:
The institute has a full time sweeper and gardener to take care of cleaning the
campus and nurturing the greenery of the campus. There is a systematic
disposal of wastes in the institute. Dustbins are kept at various places to
manage the waste properly.
The NSS and CWDC units of the Institute organize various health checkup
and awareness programme in collaboration with various NGOs and local
agencies. Special medical camp with free medicine and blood donation and
blood grouping awareness lectures are organized by by NSS unit. Thelasemia
checkup and lectures are also organized. AIDS awareness rally and lectures
are also organized in our institute.

4.1.3 How does the institution plan and ensure that the available
infrastructure is in line with its academic growth and is optimally
utilized? Give specific examples of the facilities developed/augmented
and the amount spent during the last four years (Enclose the Master Plan
of the Institution/ campus and indicate the existing physical
infrastructure and the future planned expansions if any).
The Institute always try to utilize its infrastructure to the maximum. It has
three huge classrooms, library, seminar hall, multiple labs, computer labs and
administrative office to provide the academic and non-academic needs.
The following new infrastructure is added to the institute in last four years.
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Name of In fracture

Amount Spent

Seminar Hall

Rs. 1106658/-

DEL Lab

Rs. 228850/-

Smart Board & White board

Rs. 80000/-

LCD Projector

Rs. 259500/-

Xerox machine

Rs. 84500/-

Fax Machine

Rs. 16100/-

CCTV Cameras

Rs. 302000/-

Computers

Rs. 250000/-

AC/Fridge

Rs. 44500/-

Softwares

Rs. 45500/-

Silent Genset

Rs. 190000/-

Water cooler

Rs. 96830/-

Spectrophotometer

Rs. 395000/-

Printers

Rs.55555/-

 For handling and maintaining technology, a technologist is employed and he
maintains installs software’s and also assists the faculty in using the
technology.
 The institution has organized a special training programme for IT Awareness
to facilitate the faculty members. Now institution has ensured almost 100%
computer literacy on the part of the faculty.
 Along with the regular library, e-library has been developed by the institution
for the use of the faculty and students. A separate INFLIBNET N-List
connection with ID and Password is provided to each faculty member to
access e-Journals and e-Books.
 There are also educational CDs of various subjects telecasted by BIASAG.
 Workshop, Seminars and Conference are organized by the institute on the
campus. There is sufficient infrastructure for such research activities.
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 Because of the Internet connection the research scholars can easily access eJournal and e-Books and prepare their power point presentation.
 The institute also provides its premises to other external govt. agencies to
conduct their exams.
 Cultural activities like singing, dancing speaking, essay writing, power point
presentation, and sports competitions are arranged between colleges of the
campus. Every year in the Annual day celebration of the college all kinds of
cultural activities like, music, dance, drama, Garbas are arranged at common
audio-visual auditorium.
 Many University level sports competitions are arranged on our campus
ground.
 The institution has well equipped DELL LAB (MAT Lab) with latest software
and a computer lab with internet connectivity.
 The Management of the institute is running courses of spoken English, basic
computer knowledge and classes for competitive examinations for wholesome
development and career development for campus students.
4.1.4 How does the institution ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet the
requirements of students with physical disabilities?
Students with physical disabilities are given priority in the admission and
examination process. Separate seating arrangement on the ground floor is
provided during the exam for the students with physical disabilities. They are
free to give their feedback at any time during the year. The institution is
trying it’s best to facilitate them.
4.1.5 Give details on the residential facility and various provisions available
within them: Hostel Facility – Accommodation available:
There is two boys’ hostel situated nearby the institute. It is being used by all
the whole campus colleges. There are approx. 50 rooms with the occupancy of
2 or 3 students in each room. The rooms are furnished with a set of chair,
table, cot and storage space for each occupant. The hostel has 24 hour water
supply. There is common television set and a telephone in the hostels.
Similarly on the other side of the institute there is a girls’ hostel, in which the
rooms are well furnished with all the facilities. These hostels are maintained
by management of the institute.
Recreational facilities, gymnasium, yoga center, etc.
There is common auditorium, gymnasium hall and playground facilities for
colleges of campus which is used by the institute.
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Facilities for medical emergencies:
A trustee and 2 secretaries of managing trust are well-known doctors of
Modasa city. They are ready to give medical treatment and facilities whenever
required. The meeting of the management held every Wednesday in the
campus during the 3.00 pm to 6.00 pm to discuss various issues of
colleges of campus. The management has signed an MOU with
Sarvajanik Hospital, Modasa to avail emergency medical services to staff
and students. In emergency case we can also use 108 facility provided by
Gujarat Government.
Library facility in the hostels:
The hostels have a reading room with daily news paper facility.
Computer Internet and Wi-Fi facility:
The institute does not provide computer internet Wi-Fi facility in the hostel,
but students can utilize the internet facility available in the institute.
Available residential facility for the staff and occupancy:
There are 30 quarters for teaching staff and 10 quarters for nonteaching staff in college campus. Presently our 6 faculty members are
availing this facility.
Constant supply of safe drinking water:
The management has provided safe drinking water facility for the college
campus.
Security:
Yes. It is provided by the Management of the Institute.

4.1.6 What are the provisions made available to students and staff in
terms of health care on the campus and off the campus?
Every year, the Institute organizes mandatory health check up camp for
students. The college maintains a first aid kit, readily available for any kind of
emergency. In emergency case trustee and two secretaries of the management
which are well known doctors of Modasa also provide medical services.
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4.1.7 Give details of the Common Facilities available on the campus -spaces for
special units like :
IQAC:
Yes, Currently the Dr D R Fudani is a co-ordinator of IQAC.
Grievance Redressed Unit:
The institute encourages the students / visitors / faculty members to voice their
opinion by installing a suggestion box placed at outside of the Principal’s
office. The Principal checks the suggestion box periodically and takes
necessary action.
Women’s Cell:
Yes, A separate room is allotted to this where all the girl students are
encouraged to discuss their problem with the CWDC board members.
Counseling and Career Guidance:
Yes, the students are counseled at the time of the placement cell of the
institute.
Placement Unit:
A committee headed by the Head of chemistry department looks after the
placement activity.
Health Centre:
The institute does not have a health centre. The Institute utilizes health facility
availed by management.
Canteen:
Yes,There is a common spacious canteen nearby the institute
coffee, cold drinks and light refreshments are available.

where tea,

Recreational spaces for staff and students:
There is a gymnasium hall available on the campus where staff members and
students can play some indoor sports.
Safe drinking water facility:
Yes, The institute has a common RO plant for pure drinking water for students
and staff members.
Auditorium:
Yes, There is a common audio-visual auditorium with capacity of 800 people
for all colleges of the campus.
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4.2

Library as a Learning Resource

4.2.1 Does the library have an Advisory Committee? Specify the composition of
such a committee. What significant initiatives have been implemented
by the committee to render the library?
Yes, the institute has a library advisory committee comprising of faculties, a
Chairman and four other members. The advisory committee advises to
purchase books, journals and to improve library information services. Each
department is allotted a specific amount of money every year to purchase
books.
The Head of the Departments is in consultation with the faculty members and
decides the list of books as per syllabus to be purchased. Librarian is
appointed by the management and with the help of management we have plan
to create separate reading room at joining with library.
The significant initiatives that have been implemented by the committee
to render the library, student/user friendly is:
Adopted modern technology and partly digitalization of the library:
Provision of display racks and library notice boards for announcing new
arrivals of books, journals and magazines.
Extension of library timings beyond class hours:
Inflibnet N-list facility availed to access e-Books and e-Journals.
Major responsibilities of the committee are as follows:
 The committee presents development plans and recommends facilities
for Implementation.
 It gives guidelines for the purchase of costly books, internet journals,
hardware and software necessary for the library.
 The committee ensures the optimal use of library facility by staff and
students and availability of latest syllabus in the library.
 To discuss problems of library and readers
 Book Exhibitions are organized to inculcate reading habits among
students.
 To discuss the general development and administration of the library
with the librarian.
 Motivation is provided to students/faculties to read existing and new
arrivals
 To see the overall working of the library.
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The functions of the library advisory committee are as follows: The
Library Advisory Committee meets periodically. It takes decisions on new
additions and the fund needed to provide better access to the students and pass
it to principal and the management for implementation.
4.2.2




Provide details of the following:
Total area of the library (in Sq. Mts.)
Total seating capacity
Working hours (on working days, on holidays, before examination days,
during examination days, during vacation)
 Layout of the library (individual reading carrels, lounge area for
browsing and relaxed reading, IT zone for accessing e-resources)

1

Total area of the library (in Sq. Mts.)

67’ 3” × 27’ 6” =
1857’48”

2

Total seating capacity

60

3

4

Working hours

Library Reading
Hall

On Working
Days
Vacation

Monday to Saturday
10.00 am to 6.00 pm
7.30am to 12.30 pm

Holidays

Closed

All Days

10.00 am to 6.00 pm

Exam Days

10.00 am to 6.00 pm

Layout of the library:
Reading tables for staff and students, lounge area for News paper, magazine
reading. Separate Inflibnet N-list registrations are done for each faculty
members for accessing e-resources and eBooks.
4.2.3 How does the library ensure purchase and use of current titles, print and
E-journals and other reading materials? Specify the amount spent on
procuring new books, journals and e-resources during the last four
years.
The faculty members are encouraged to suggest the titles of books and
journals analogous to recent development to enrich both learning and teaching
process. The suggestions are forwarded to the library committee by Head of
the Department. After checking the availability of these in the library, in case
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copies are available but not sufficient or not of latest edition, procurement is
done in consultation with the concerned faculty.
The library committee meets at regular intervals and discussed about the
current titles, important journals and other reading materials to be added to the
library.

English
Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Subscrip
tion
Indian Journal of Biology
4600
Indian Journal of Chemistry
4600
Indian Journal of Physics
750
Indian Journal of Chemical Science
400
Indian Journal of Bio-science
400
Indian Journal of pure & Applied Physics
3200
IAPT Pragami Tarang
Chemistry Today
325
Biology Today
325
Mathematics Today
325
Employment News
350
University News
1000
Physics For You
325
SPAN
200
The Vedant kesari
125
Science Reporter
380
Careers 360
600
Down to Earth
720
NBT News Letter
5.50
The Gujarat
VIPNET News
24
Resonance
500
Current Science
4000
Proceeding (Mathematical Science)
300
Journal of Earth System Science
400
Journal of Genetics
300
Education World
800
Research Journal of Chemistry Environment
1000
University Today
225
Name

Period
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

Yearly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Weekly
Weekly
Monthly
2 Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

Monthly
Quarterly

Quarterly
Monthly
Monthly
Quarterly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Quarterly
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30
31
32
33
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Data Quest
PC Quest
Popular Science
Paramita
Mathematics News Letter
Journal of Scientific Temper
Science of Life
Taxman’s Laws
Planex
Kalidoscope
The Mathematical Intelligance
Gujarati
Sadhana
Stree
Liberty Career News
Navneet samarpan
Personality Development
Suganitam
Latest Facts In GK
Olakh
Dalit Chetana
Akhand Anand
Science Express
Parab
Vigyan Darshan
Carier Guidance
Safari
Kumar
Science Progress
Shabda shrushtee
Vishva Vihar
Jankalyan
Krutsankalp
Dadavanee
Udichya
Ramat Jagat
Niramay
Budhdhiprakash
Pustakalay
World in Box

1200
1500
1200
-

Pakhvadic
Monthly
Monthly

500
400
450
220
060
120
600
300
150
350
280
170
250
180
350
300

Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
Monthly
Monthly
2 Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

125
50
180
250
100
500
325
150
200
150
600

Quarterly

Quarterly

Monthly

Monthly
Monthly

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
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70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

Ghadhavi:Current Affairs
Sarvottam Karkirdi Margadarshn
Adityakiran
Achala
Vigyandrashti
Majanu Ganit
Science City
Vigyan Ajab-Gajab
Gujarat Times
Shikshan Sudha
Yojana
Gruhshobha
Nari Shakti ane Samaj
Abhiyan
Chitralekha
Aarpaar
Nirikshak
Aadilok
Parichaypushtika
Taras
Current afairs
Hindi
Kranti
Pratiyogita Darpan
Mukta

450
220
300
300
180
200
400
300
125
250
150
400
300
950
1250
250
220
480

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
2Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Weekly
Pakhvadic
Pakhvadic

450

Pakhvadic
Monthly
Monthly

220
635
240

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

NEWS PAPERS
Sr.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
Sandesh
Gujarat Samachar
Jansatta
Divya Bhaskar
Jayhind
Mumbai Samachar
The Times of India
Indian Express

Language

Type

Gujarati
Gujarati
Gujarati
Gujarati
Gujarati
Gujarati
English
English

Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

Subscription
Monthly
95
95
60
95
95
95
175
100
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Library/
holding

2010-11
Total
NOs
cost Rs

2011-12
Total
NOs.
cost Rs

2012-13
Total
NOs.
cost Rs

2013-14
Total
NOs
cost Rs

Text Books 229 74719 265 80384 305 101204 330 104954
Reference
185 81301 333 97406 426 115271 426 115271
Books
Journals/Pe
10
13400
12
15450
12
15450
15
18555
riodicals
e-resources INFLIBNET N-list Registration (National Library and Information
Service Infrastructure for Scholarly Content) of Rs. 5000-/
e-books,
e-Journals
CDs (200), Computer with net facility, Printer, Scanner with Xerox
4.2.4 Provide details on the ICT and other tools deployed to provide
maximum access to the library collection?
Sr
Access to the Library Collection
Yes / No
No
OPAC (Online Public Access
YES
1
Catalogue.)
Electronic Resource Management
N-List of INFLIBNET and
2.
package for e-journals
NPTEL is available
Federated searching tools to search
Soul
3
articles in multiple databases
There is no separate Library Website.
4 Library website
In college website the information
regarding library is available
Yes, Computer with latest software, internet
5 Library automation
connectivity and inflibnet
N-list registration.
6 User terminals
Yes, 6 Computers
Total numbers of Printers,
Yes, 01 Printer and 01Photo copier
7
Photo copier
5 Mbps. The college has
8 Internet band width / speed
Internet facility from BSNL.
9 Institutional Repository
No such tool has been deployed
Content management system for
No such tool has been deployed
10
e-learning
11

Participation in Resource sharing
networks/consortia (like Inflibnet)

Yes, There is participation in INFLIBNET.
Every faculty is allotted user-id and password
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12

In-house/remote access to epublications

Each department has internet connectivity and
inflibnet N-list registration to access eresources.

4.2.5 Provide details on the following items:
Items
Average number of walk-ins :
Average number of books issued/returned :

70

Ratio of library books to students enrolled :

10:1

Average number of books added during last three

Appro. 130/year

Average number of login to OPAC
Average number of login to e-resources:

10
100
07

Average number of e-resources downloaded/printed:
Number of information literacy trainings organized :
As per user’s need and directed by Library advisory
committee.
Details of “weeding out” of books and other materials:

Particulars
50

Yes
Nil

The backdated/ less important books are identified by the concerned faculty
members they go through an internal maintenance process and they are kept in a
separate cupboard.
4.2.6 Give details of the specialized services provided by the library
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Manuscripts
Reference
Reprography
ILL (Inter Library Loan Service)
Information deployment and notification
Download
Printing
Reading list/ Bibliography Compilation
In-house/remote access to e-resources
User Orientation and awareness
Assistance in searching Databases

12

INFLIBNET/IUC facilities

NO
YES
YES
Partly Provide
YES
YES
YES
Reading List
YES
YES
NO
N-List scheme
of INFLIBNET
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4.2.7

Enumerate on the support provided by the Library staff to the students
and teachers of the college.
The library staff is very active and members of staff always guide and help the
students. Following are the ways in which such support is extended.












4.2.8

Providing information to the freshers.
Displaying new arrivals on notice board.
Upgrading systems & facilities.
Timely issue/return of books.
Maintaining peaceful and academic environment.
Availing a number of journals, national and international, subject and
GK oriented Magazines, Employment News and news papers to the
students and faculty.
Old question papers of internal tests and university exams in all the
subjects are made available to the students.
Copies of syllabi prescribed by the university, with question-wise
division of marks etc. are also available to students for ready reference.
Help in searching books
Wi-Fi facility

What are the special facilities offered by
visually/physically challenged persons ? Give details.

the

library

to

We do not have visually challenged students, so there is no need to provide
special facility (brail materials). For the physically challenged students, the
library staff assists in obtaining books and other materials/documents. They
are also given top priority while issuing books.
4.2.9

Does the library get the feedback from its users? If yes, how is it analyzed
and used for improving the library services. (What strategies are
deployed by the Library to collect feedback from users? How is the
feedback analyzed and used for further improvement of the library
services?)
Yes, the library gets the oral feedback from its users in the form of complaints,
suggestions and recommendations. The library committee analyses and
discuss on it, if it is viable and proper, then the library services are upgraded.
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4.3

IT Infrastructure

4.3.1

Give details on the computing facility available (hardware and software)
at the institution. Number of computers with Configuration (provide
actual number with exact configuration of each available system):
The institute has around 51 computers for students and staff members. The
Configurations range from P3 to P4.
Computer-student ratio: 1: 20
Stand alone facility:

LAN facility:
Licensed software:

Number of nodes/
Computers with
Internet facility:
Any other:

Computers are linked with individual server in both
computer laboratories. The HOD has independent
computer portal.
Each Lab has its independent LAN facility.
Windows Server 2008, XP, Windows 7, MS-Office
2007 & 2010, PASW Statistics 18, MATLAB,
SOUL 2.0.

YES, All Computers have Internet facility
The DELL Computer lab is set up with 25 (1
Server+24) terminals. The institute has 7 LCD
projectors, 1 LCD TV, 2 OHP, 1 Smart board.

4.3.2 Detail on the computer and internet facility made available to the faculty
and students on the campus and off-campus?
Each department Head/ staff has computer with internet facility. There are 6
computers with internet access in the library for staff and students. The DELL
Lab and a Computer lab have 35 computers with internet facility. Computer
systems are provided with internet provision to all the office staff members.
The facility of laptop is available for the faculty to teach with smart
board.

4.3.3

What are the institutional plans and strategies for deploying and
upgrading the IT infrastructure and associated facilities?
The institute further plans to develop its digital capacity by adding many more
computers in different departments. The institution upgrades and deploys
the IT infrastructure and associated facilities as per requirements of
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curricular aspects and as per syllabus. This is done with financial support of
UGC and management.
4.3.4 Provide details on the provision made in the annual budget for
procurement, up gradation, deployment and maintenance of the
computers and their accessories in the institution (Year wise for last four
years)
Computer and their accessories Purchase, up gradation and maintenance*
Budget
Procurement
Up gradation
Accessories

2010-11
College

------

Maintenance
Total

--

2011-12

UGC

College

2012-13

UGC

---------5100
-AMC by the Management.
--

5100

--

2013-14

College

UGC

College

UGC

-------

-----

---15000
---

-------

---

---

15000

---

Computer and accessories Purchase under UGC Grant ,Gujarat
government grant, Management resources, Internal resources, Saptdhara
grant. Up gradation, deployment and maintenance expenses are born by the
Management.
4.3.5 How does the institution facilitate extensive use of ICT resources including
development and use of computer-aided teaching/ learning materials by
its staff and students?
Faculty members of the institute use computer and internet facility for
effective teaching and learning. They also prepare power point presentation
for effective class room teaching. There are three classrooms have projectors
connected to computers for audio visual presentation.
4.3.6 Elaborate giving suitable examples on how the learning activities and
technologies deployed (access to on-line teaching - learning resources,
independent learning, ICT enabled classrooms/learning spaces etc.) by
the institution place the student at the center of teaching learning process
and render the role of a facilitator for the teacher.
The faculty of the institute uses LCD projector and smart board in some of the
classes. Hence the students learn through ICT based technology. BISAG
provides an online virtual class room facility available for the students which
broadcast live lectures on different subjects for at least 12 hours from
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Commissioner of Higher Education, Gandhinagar. The internet facility is
available at library for the students. We motivate the students to present lesson
through power point presentations as their project work.
4.3.7 Does the Institution avail of the National Knowledge Network connectivity
directly or through the affiliating university? If so, what are the services
availed of?
The institution avails the direct network of BISAG. Moreover our institute is
connected to INFLIBNET facilities.

4.4

Maintenance of Campus Facilities

4.4.1 How does the institution ensure optimal allocation and utilization of
the available financial resources for maintenance and upkeep of the
following facilities (substantiate your statements by providing details of
budget allocated during last four years)?
The Maintenance of Campus Facilities is done by our Management. It has a
dedicated team of workers and technicians like a sweeper, gardener,
electrician, gas mechanic, a carpenter to maintain the campus infrastructure so
the budgetary provision is not required.
Building:
The entire building which very old is renovated. The chemistry Lab - 3 has
been refurnished recently. All wash rooms used by students are recently
renovated and re-constructed. As a part of infrastructure development, a new
seminar hall is being built with latest facilities.
Furniture:
Whenever there is a requirement the repair work is done by the in-house
carpenter on the campus. The new furniture, when required is supplied by the
management.
Computer:
Our institute possesses more than 51 computers and for the maintenance –
AMC (Annual Maintenance Contract) is given to an external agency.
Equipment:
The maintenance of the equipments is done under AMC.
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Sr.

Particulars

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

a

Building

---

----

-----

1106658

b

Furniture

----

37865

3500

91617

c

Equipment

15709

----

124025

18927

d

Computers

---

-----

17142

---

e

Vehicles

-----

-----

----

----

f

Any other

----

----

-----

-----

4.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for maintenance and upkeep
of the infrastructure, facilities and equipment of the college?
The institute follows the standard practice for the maintenance and upkeep of
the different facilities of the campus. The management has appointed a
fulltime engineer who manages the maintenance of the institute and works in
coordination with the Principal of the institute. There are fulltime appointed
technicians like electrician, mechanic, Gardner to look after campus
maintenance.
4.4.3 How and with what frequency does the institution take up calibration
and other precision measures for the equipment/instruments?
Every department carries out calibration and repair of different equipments on
a yearly basis. If an instrument becomes nonfunctional, immediate repairing is
carried out by an external agency appointed by management.
4.4.4

What are the major steps taken for location, upkeep and
maintenance of sensitive equipment (voltage fluctuations, constant
supply of water etc.)?
To maintenance of sensitive equipment we take steps like follows.






Regular instrument cleaning.
Signing annual maintenance contract.
Generator facility.
Use of stabilizer, UPS and inverters
Gardener for garden maintenance.
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: CRITERION V :
STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION

5.1

Student Mentoring and Support

5.1.1 Does the institution publish its updated prospectus/handbook annually? If
‘yes’, what is the information provided to students through these documents
and how does the institution ensure its commitment and accountability?
Yes, our institute publishes a prospectus. At the time of admission we provide
prospectus every student.
We publish following details.
 Introduction of institution as well as faculties.
 Vision/mission of institution.
 Various courses / subjects run by the institution.
 Rules & regulations for admission.
 Examination scheme.
 Information regarding term/examinations, fees, scholarship. Information
regarding hostel, and library.
 About NCC, NSS, Sports and various cultural activities.
 Information about SAPTADHARA activities.
 Outline Science Circle activities.
At the end of the academic year a magazine “MAZUM” is published by
the Campus SANKALAN SAMITI. In Mazum, The institute publish its
educational and curricular activities, special achievements, Cultural
activities, activities of NSS-NCC, SPORTS report with photographs, the
report of the various committees of college and University Result with
bright and award / Prize winner students.
5.1.2 Specify the type, number and amount of institutional scholarships / freeships
given to the students during the last four years and whether the financial aid
was available and disbursed on time?
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In our institute SC, ST, OBC, EBC (Economically Backward Class), Physically
Handicapped and Minority students has been benefitted with scholarships
provided by the State Government and central Government. Personally staff
members of the college become helpful to poor student if any. As per
government rules all girls are exempted from tuition fees. A notice about
scholarships has been displayed on the notice board as well as forwarded in the
every class rooms too.

Year

Category

No of
benefited
students

SC

12

78240

ST

14

75000

OBC

56

87188

EBC

00

00

Other

00

00

TOTAL

82

240428

SC

7

308781

ST

12

32481

OBC

69

97426

EBC

00

00

Other

00

00

TOTAL

84

160785

SC

13

67892

ST

31

178360

OBC

106

1643681

EBC

00

00

Other

00

00

TOTAL

150

410620

Amount paid
Rs.

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11
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SC

15

77346

ST

31

207773

OBC

96

164557

EBC

00

00

Other

00

00

TOTAL

142

449676

SC

20

129250

ST

32

200024

OBC

112

272836

EBC

00

00

Other

6

28142

TOTAL

170

630252

SC

53

322424

ST

321

205024

OBC

169

286928

EBC

00

00

Other

28

78400

TOTAL

282

892776

SC

39

3,15,998

ST

66

5,25,248

OBC

164

10,12,616

EBC

00

----

Other

00

5000

TOTAL

269

1853862

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15
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5.1.3 What percentage of students receives financial assistance from state
government, central government and other national agencies?
The following percentage of students received financial assistance from State
Government and other national agencies.

percentage of students received
financial assistance
2008-09
1.
21.13 %
2009-10
2.
21.87 %
2010-11
3.
32.68 %
2011-12
4.
26.30 %
2012-13
5.
21.63 %
2013-14
6.
32.56 %
7.
2014-15
26.45 %
Average % of student Benefitted
26.08 % / year

Sr No

Year

5.1.4 What are the specific support services / facilities available for the
Students from SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections:
The college established SC, ST, OBC cell, in which one faculty member from
each class is taken and they will take care of the Students of SC, ST, OBC and
economically weaker sections in all means. Students of SC, ST OBC and EBC
Provided Scholarships declared by the State / central Government every year.
Students with physical disabilities:
Students with physical disabilities are given Scholarship by State Government.
Special encouragement, guidance are given in studies and practical. special care
should be taken for necessary seating facility and ramps..
Students to participate
International:

in

various

competitions/National

and

The college provides training and practice for participation in various
competitions like Saptdhara NSS, NCC and SPORTS, state level competition.
The college provides transportation and hygienic food, refreshments,
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accommodation, instruments for sports and Gymnasium. The college also
provides some financial aid to students participating in various competitions
workshops, seminars and National science congress.
Medical assistance to students: health centre, health insurance etc.
There is a Primary Health Centre located in our college campus where medical
treatment is provided to students at free of coast. Two trustees of our management
are doctor and they provide free expertise medical service for the college campus
students. A First aid is provided to students injured during sport event or practical
session. A Thelasemia screening test is also arranged for the 1st semester students.
Blood grouping, Blood donation camp is also arranged at free of cost for the
college students with the help of different pathology laboratory run by our
alumni. Especially in NSS Shibir (camp), free diagnosis with medicine is also
arranged at camp where college students are also benefited. AIDS awareness
programmes are organized by NSS unit through charts and by arranging experts
(doctors) lectures.
Organizing coaching classes for competitive exams:
There is a “Career Guidance Cell” in our college. The cell arranges Expert
lectures, Seminars, workshops regularly. Reference books and magazines for
competitive examination make available in the library for the students. The
classes of SCOPE, competitive exams like GPSC, guidance of Police service
recruitment and workshop for NET, SLET, TET, TAT are conducted. Our
student Krishna Patel (Maths) cleared NET and GATE in 2013.
Skill development (spoken English, computer literacy, etc.)
The college arranges activities for skill development like spoken English and
computer literacy, Workshops, Seminars, Expert Lectures, Various activities
under SAPTDHARA, Basic Computer training, books and CDs for Spoken
English make available for the students. Students are also inspired for participate
in SCOPE examination organized by Government of Gujarat to enhance
proficiency in English language. The institute organize a computer literacy
programme for the students and staff (Peon) during the term and summer vacation.
More than 100 students participated. All the participant awarded certificate.
Support for “slow learners”:
Extra subjective lectures, assignments, personal guidance given to students by the
faculty members.
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Exposures of students to other institution of higher learning/corporate/
business house etc.
The college regularly arrange study tour, industrial tour at different industries as
well as well known research centre like Forensic science laboratory. Placement
consultancy services also offered by the college for all PG students.
Publication of student magazines
A “Sankalan Samiti” of all colleges of the M. L. Gandhi campus published a
magazine “MAZUM” every year, in which our students write on scientific issues.
The complete College report including results, prizes and activities done during
whole year is published in this magazine.
5.1.5

Describe the efforts made by the institution to facilitate entrepreneurial
skills, among the students and the impact of the efforts.
The student’s practical skill is developed by organizing various instruments
training workshop which is basic need of industries. Science Fairs and National
Science day celebration are organized. In chemistry department, students are
guided by faculties to make practical use of their knowledge in manufacturing
Balm, soap etc. Students are guided for soil analysis and water analysis.

5.1.6 Enumerate the policies and strategies of the institution which promote
participation of students in extracurricular and co- curricular activities such
as sports, games, Quiz competitions, debate and discussions, cultural
activities etc.
additional academic support, flexibility in examinations, special dietary
requirements, sports uniform and materials any other
The policies and strategies which promote participation of students in
extracurricular and co-curricular activities such as sports, games, Quiz
competition, Debate and discussions, cultural activities. There is various
committees framed out to attract students for participating in various
extracurricular activities by ensuring consistent encouragement and motivation.
The necessary facilities are provided and adequate funds are allotted. The sports
and cultural committees supervise the extracurricular activities.
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5.1.7 Enumerating on the support and guidance provided to the students in
preparing for the competitive exams, give details on the number of students
appeared and qualified in various competitive exams such as UGC-CSIRNET, UGC-NET, SLET, ATE / CAT / GRE / TOFEL / GMAT / Central
/State services, Defense, Civil Services, etc.
The institute has a placement cell named UDISHA an initiative of higher education
department of Gujarat Government. The related information is placed on the notice
board by the in-charge of the UDISHA. The information of the passing out students is
uploaded on the UDISHA website. Programmes related to various competitive
examinations are telecast on a regular basis for the benefit of students. Of course, in
our college campus free carrier development programme held for the students to
encourage and to appear in such competitive examinations like UPSC, GPSC, NET,
SLET, LIC, TET, TAT. Bank and Railway competitive examinations, the college
organize lectures for Students to guide. The college library has been the subscriber of
Career Guidance dailies and periodical magazines. Thus, it becomes handy and easy
for the inspiring students. Reference books for such competitive examinations are
also available in library.

5.1.8

What type of counseling services are made available to the students
(academic, personal, career, psycho-social etc? Our college has a healthy
practice of welcoming students.
 The college has a “Career Counseling Centre”. The choice of the career
and the doubts of the students are listened very carefully and the solutions
of the problems are provided.
 The students who need psychological counseling or any type of social
counseling also attended very carefully. Almost all faculties participate in
academic and personal counseling.
 Students of the First and Second year are properly guided by the teachers
regarding subject selection. After assessing test papers teachers help the
students to improve and work upon their weaknesses. The mistakes made
by the students are discussed in the classroom in discussion session is
followed by counseling. Seminars, workshops and project reports are
followed by necessary guidance and counseling by concerned teachers at
UG and PG level.
 At the time of examination students meets to teachers with academic
difficulties. Teachers solved their problem.
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5.1.9

 When the girl students have to go out of the station for NSS, Cultural,
Sports or academic activities, they and their parents or guardians are
counseled about it prior to going.
 Talented students are personally guided in building a bright career and
encouraged to appear in the competitive examinations.
 Women development cell of college counseling to the girl students and try
to solve their problem.
Does the institution have a structured mechanism for career guidance and
placement of its students? If ‘yes’, detail on the services provided to help
students identify job opportunities and prepare themselves for interview and
the percentage of students selected during campus interviews by different
employers (list the employers and the programmes).
Yes, Career Guidance Academy named PSCC is run in the college campus by the
management. The Coordinator of PSCC does necessary correspondence with the
various industries and companies. The Career Guidance Centre fixes Campus
interviews in the college and also sends the list of qualified students frequently to
different companies and industries for their placement.

Though, our institute has a placement cell which organizes campus interviews,
guest lectures and counseling sessions to help such students to explore job
opportunities in different industries. The students of our college have been
benefited with a good job. When the requirement of ad-hoc or temporary staff
required in our college, the priority is given to the ex-students of our college.
Details of students counseling and career guidance:
Year

No of students benefitted

2008-09

250

2009-10

200

2010-11

200

2011-12

287

2012-13

122

2013-14

445

2014-15

552
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Details of placement:
On Campus
Year
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15

No of
organization
visited
02
02
01
--01
01
06

No of student
participated
22
25
22
--25
25
250

Off Campus
No of
students
placed
04
06
04
---18
02
10

No of students
placed
---------22
28
22
20

5.1.10 Does the institution have a student grievance redressal cell? If yes, list (if any)
the grievances reported and redressed during the last four years.
Following Grievances are reported from students:
Yes, the institute has a Grievance Redressed Cell which is headed by the
Principal. Students and faculty are allowed to express their grievances
anonymously to the cell in writing. The cell addresses the grievances of students
and gives a hearing to the disputes of the students. So far no such serious
incidents have been reported. Minor issues have been resolved politely at the
departmental level. Moreover, the Grievances are reported from students like
Seating arrangement in campus, Drinking Water, CC Road, Girls Room,
Additional Facilities of Light and Fans in classrooms, Auditorium and these are
solved by the management.
A suggestion box is kept near the principal’s office for raising the grievances.
5.1.11 What are the institutional provisions for resolving issues pertaining to sexual
harassment?
There is a “Women Development Cell” (WDC) in the college. Dr.D.G.Acharya
of chemistry department & Smt.V.R.Patel of Mathematics department are the lady
faculty members which take care of, these sexual harassment issues if arise, with
the help of principle and discipline committee of the college. Seminars on
Women rights, Legal issues and women’s empowerment are conducted in the
college with the help of SURAKSHA SETU of police department and other
NGOs.
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5.1.12 Is there an anti-ragging committee? How many instances (if any) have been
reported during the last four years and what action has been taken on these?
Yes, there is an anti ragging committee named Discipline Committee. No ragging
complaint is reported from the students during the last four years.
5.1.13 Enumerate the welfare schemes made available students by the institution.
Library facility is provided to the students from under privileged. Government
Scholarships are made available to the students belonging to SC, ST, OBC, EBC
and Physically Handicapped categories. The students representing in various sports
at University / Inter University level are provided with suitable dresses as well as
cash money for other expenses. For attending Seminars / Workshops / Youth
Festival organized by University/Institutions, deserving students are deputed for
their betterment. The expenditure is born by the institution.
5.1.14 Does the institution have a registered Alumni Association? If ‘yes’, what are
its activities and major contributions for institutional, academic and
infrastructure development?
Yes, the institution has established unregistered Alumni association
(SAMAA).We arrange annual get-together programme once in a year, and we
welcome the members of alumni having good position are recommended to help
the students in making placement. We are planning to get registered the alumni
association. Alumni give suggestions for improvement and development of the
college. To encourage and inspire the Alumni to donate the college generously
and be helpful in the placement of students the alumni contribute to college
through their valuable suggestions, helping in placement, financial support.
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5.2.Student Progression

5.2.1 Providing the percentage of students progressing to higher education or
employment (for the last four batches) highlights the trends observed.
Student progression
UG to PG

Approximately 30%

PG to M.Phil.

Approximately 1%

PG to Ph.D.

Approximately 2%

Employed Campus selection

Approximately 1%

Employed other than Campus

Data Not Available

Year

5.2.2

%

Total No of students
UG

PG

Ph D

Other

Total

2008-09

388

56

7

---

451

2009-10

354

52

7

---

413

2010-11

459

41

6

---

516

2011-12

540

37

5

---

582

2012-13

786

46

7

---

840

2013-14

866

65

8

---

939

2014-15

1021

62

1

---

1084

Provide details of the programme wise pass percentage and completion rate
for the last four years (cohort wise/batch wise as stipulated by the
university)? Furnish programme-wise details in comparison with that of the
previous performance of the same institution and that of the Colleges of the
affiliating university within the city/district.
The year wise results of students at the annual examinations held by Hem. North
Gujarat University, Patan:
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Year-2008-2009
Division

Titled of the
programs

No of
students
appeared

Distinction

First

Second

Third

Pass

F Y B Sc
S Y B Sc
T Y B Sc
Total

168
94
93
355

9
11
8
28

10
11
30
51

55
40
44
139

19
3
9
31

19
10
----29

Total
pass
112
75
91
278

Year-2009-2010
Titled of the
programs

No of
students
appeared

F Y B Sc
S Y B Sc
T Y B Sc
Total

158
146
82
386

Division
Distinction

First

Second

Third

Pass

7

20

73

17

6

24
46

30
80

19
155

2
41

5
15

Total
pass
123
134
80
337

Year-2010-2011
Division

Titled of the
programs

No of
students
appeared

Distinction

First

Second

Third

Pass

B.Sc.Sem-1
S Y B Sc
T Y B Sc
Total

222
140
106
468

2
6
12
20

4
8
25
37

54
74
47
175

38
29
15
82

47
15
---62

Total
pass
145
132
99
376

Year-2011-2012
Titled of the
programs
B.Sc.Sem-II
B.Sc.Sem-IV
T Y B Sc
Total

No of
students
appeared
273
196
131
600

Division
Distinction

First

Second

Third

Pass

-----15
13
28

----12
26
38

------90
68
158

------46
13
59

170
21
1
192
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pass
170
184
121
475
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Year-2012-2013

Total pass
B.Sc.Sem-II
B.Sc.Sem-IV
B.Sc.Sem-VI
Total

Division

No of
students
appeared

Distinction

First

Second

Third

Pass

355
479
177
1011

--10
10

--28
28

--76
76

--19
19

169
357
3
529

Total
pass
169
357
136
662

Year-2013-2014
Division

Titled of the
programs

No of
students
appeared

Distinction

First

Second

Third

Pass

B.Sc.Sem-II
B.Sc.Sem-IV
B.Sc.Sem-VI
Total

329
341
224
894

--01
01

--33
33

--67
67

--8
8

244
236
62
542

Total
pass
244
236
171
651

5.2.3 How does the institution facilitate student progression to higher level of
education and/or towards employment?
The institute facilitates student’s progression to higher level of education
and toward employment in following manner:
The institute makes arrangement of various guest lectures. Eminent personalities
from various field of education are invited to interact with the students time to
time. It helps to improve their personality which results into securing better future
for them. Personality development programmes are also available for the student
progression to higher level of education or employment. The Principal and
Departmental Heads correspond with Industries, institutions and companies in
order to fix Campus Interview and to make efforts on personal and institutional
basis for the placement of the students. The college warmly maintains relations
with former students. The Career Guidance Cell also helps the placement of the
students.
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5.2.4

Enumerate the special support provided to students who are at risk of
failure and drop out?
The institution is committed to bringing down the dropout the rate. The socio
economic, cultural and psychological issues contribute to the drop out factor. The
counseling cell and grievance cell try to solve the problems of students who are at
risk of failure. Their parents are also guided accordingly. There are a number of
teachers in the college who extend financial support to the needy students. Our
teachers also help week students in their study.

5.3 Student Participation and Activities

5.3.1

List the range of sports, games, cultural and other extracurricular activities
available to students. Provide details of participation and program calendar.
The College aims at all round development of students. The college holds
numerous co-curricular and extracurricular activities for students round the year.
It also sends students to other institutions to participate in inter college cultural
and sports competitions. Students participate enthusiastically every year in the
Youth Festival. The college bears total expenditure of student participation in the
Youth Festival. Professional trainers are engaged to train the students for events
like folk dance, group song, light vocal, skit, mime and mono acting. The college
also provides accompaniment (musicians, etc.) to students. The Cultural
Committee guides the participants for all competitions. The faculty accompanies
the students at the venue of competitions.

Sports:
A large number of the college students have participated in University-Stateregional and national level sports like cricket, athletics, kabaddi, tennis, softball,
etc.
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Sr
No

Events

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12 2012-13

2013-14

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

1

Cricket

16

--

16

--

16

--

16

--

16

--

16

--

2

Kabbadi

--

--

--

--

--

--

12

--

12

--

12

--

3

Softball

16

--

16

--

16

--

16

--

16

--

16

--

4

Volleyball

12

--

12

--

12

--

12

--

12

--

12

--

5

Chess

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

6

Khokho

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

12

7

Badminton

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

NCC Unit: UNIT: 34, Gujarat BN. NCC, Himatnagar.
Every year C-ATC, BLC, Army attachment ALC and Tracing Camp are held in
different place in Gujarat and other states in India, B and C Certificate Examination
also held regularly. Every cadet participates in Parade of Independent day and
Republic day in our college campus.

CAMP DETAIL

EXAM

Camp

No of cadets
Attended Camp

Place

C-ATC

3

Tintoi

C-ATC

4

Simaliya

C-ATC

3

Karmasad

C-ATC

23

Ahmedabad

C-ATC

27

Talod

C-ATC

7

Himatnagar

Army
attachment

5

Bhuj

2011-2012

C-ATC

28

2012-2013

C-ATC

30

YEAR

B-Certi.

C-Certi.

27

-------

27

27

28

12

22

28

14

15

2008-2009

2009-2010
2010-2011

Viravada
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2013-2014

BLC

11

Thamana

C-ATC

5

Vadtal

ALC

2

Punjab

-----

19

NSS:
NSS Orientation, Raksha bandhan, Guru Vandana, Blind Day Fund Rising, NSS
day Celebration, Vyasanmukti abhiyan, Awareness of environment, Elocution of
Vivekananda Jayanti, Mahendi and Rangoli Competetion, Pulse Polio
immunization, Thelesemiya screening, Tree Plantation, Blood donation camp and
annual camp. Etc
No. of NSS Volunteers
Year

Boys

Girls

2008-2009

60

40

Participation in
special Camp
50

2009-2010

60

40

50

2010-2011

60

40

50

2011-2012

60

40

50

2012-2013

60

40

50

2013-2014

60

40

50

2014-2015

60

40

50

Saptdhara and Cultural:
We frequently organized various co-curricular and extracurricular activities under
’’Saptdhara‟, Science circle and different department. Various cultural and
extracurricular activities like dance, Classical singing, Group singing,
traditional heritage items, Quiz, are offered to the students. College also organizes
Annual day, Annual Sports Meet, Intracollege tournament of the campus.

5.3.2

Furnish the details of major student achievements in co- curricular,
extracurricular and cultural activities at different levels: University /
State / Zonal / National / International, etc. for the previous four years.
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Major student’s achievements in sports:
The institute is well-known for its sports activities at University level. Every
year the institute has achieved the championships in 3-4 sports. About 24
students are selected for participation in Inter University Level sports every
year.
Details of Participation of Students in Various Sports at University Level and its
Outcome during Last Five Years:

Sr
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Events
Cricket
Kabbadi
Softball
Volleyball
Badminton
Table
Tenis

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

1
-

-

2
-

-

2
-

-

-

1
-

1
1
-

-

1
-

-

1
-

1
1

2

2

-

2

1

2

-

-

2

-

-

1

-

-

Special Achievements:
National Youth Festival, NSS Dept.,
2012

Manglore
(Karantka)

Kashyap R. Raval
Maitri S. Patel
Rajal Chaudhary,
State Level NSS workshop August
Gujarat University,
Hiral Saxena,
2014, First in Quiz Competetion
Ahmedabad
Jignesh Patel
National Science Congress/Essay
Bhuvneshvar
Janak P
Writing / Quiz
(Orissa)
Upadhyay
Smita Parmar
Third Prize winner in quiz, 25th
H N G Uni., Patan
Raj Chauhan
Youth Festival, 2013
Dhanraj Mahida
th
Winner in Debat 25 Youth
Krushna Panchal
H N G Uni., Patan
Festival, 2013
Hardika Patil
5.3.3 How does the college seek and use data and feedback from its graduates and
employers, to improve the performance and quality of the institutional
provisions?
Our college collects feedback from students through feedback forms and
suggestion box for improving the performance and quality of the institutional
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provisions. The suggestions and guidance from the authorities of the
management and members of the executive body are accepted and implemented
for the improvement in administrative and academic work along with
infrastructure facilities.
5.3.4

How does the college involve and encourage students to publish materials like
catalogues, wall magazines, college magazine, and other material? List the
publications / materials brought out by the students during the previous four
academic sessions.
There is a wall paper committee which collects the articles, poem, short stories
from the students and display on the wallpaper. Students also display Painting,
articles, poems, thoughts, etc. Similarly the students actively contribute into the
college campus magazine “Mazum.”

5.3.5

Does the college have a Student Council or any similar body? Give details on its
selection, constitution, activities and funding.
Yes, we have student council named “Student Representative Commitee”
we get the information of the meritorious students of each class and names of best
students from NSS, NCC and Sports by which we form SRC for particular year. The
SRC works as a bridge between the institution and students to ensures smooth and
healthy atmosphere in the institute. It also facilitates various activities in the class
rooms and college campus. The SRC plays important and vital role in organizing
different co-curricular activity like Teacher‘s Day celebration, Mahanadi and Rangoli
competition, quiz, Youth Festival , sports and cultural events, etc. in the institute. In
such a way the institute is trying to develop leadership among the students.

5.3.6

Give details of various academic and administrative bodies that have student
representatives on them.
Following are the various academic and administrative bodies that have
Student representatives on them.
 Student Representative Committee.(SRC)
 SAPTDHARA
 NSS
 NCC
 Science Circle.
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 Career Guidance Cell ( UDISHA)
 Women Development Cell (WDC)
5.3.7

How does the institution network and collaborate with the Alumni and former
faculty of the Institution. Any other relevant information regarding Student
Support and Progression which the college would like to include.
The college has Alumni Association (SMAA) which arranges the meeting once a
year. The alumni plays vital role in keeping touch with the members. The institutions
invite former faculties to certain important meetings. The alumni arrange get together
programme provides a platform for interaction with other students in a cordial
friendly atmosphere. This networking has resulted in career openings. Our social
networking like Face book, Twitter, Linked-In sites helps in tracking our passed out
students and former faculties. This helps in getting them - experiences to attain the
senior positions.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CRITERION:
 Active participation of the students in various curricular, extra- curricular and
cultural activates organized under the Student representitative, Science
Society and Saptadhara‟.
 Our college has remarkably good performance in sports at the University and
Inter University level in various games like Kabaddi, Tennis, Volleyball and
Cricket.
 Our institution has a right tradition of very good results in comparison with
that of the University Result overall.
 Our institution has a good and very useful library.
 Our institution has well-equipped modern laboratories.
 Our institution provides career guidance to the students through Career
Guidance Centre. Moreover the NCC and NSS Units also prepare the students
to be good and responsible for the best service of the society and the nation.
 The institution has a good infrastructure for the students in all respect.
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:CRITERION VI:
GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

6.1

Institutional Vision and Leadership

6.1.1 State the vision and mission of the Institution and enumerate on how the
mission statement defines the institution’s distinctive characteristics in
terms of addressing the needs of the society, the students it seeks to serve,
institution’s traditions zand value orientations, vision for the future, etc.?

VISION
TO
INCULCATE
THE
STUDENTS
TO
ANALYTICAL
AND
COMPASSIONATE, INTELLECTUALLY ASPIRANT AND REFLECTIVE
SYNTHESIZING SCIENTIFIC TEMPERAMENT WITH HUMANISTIC
WISDOM AND ESTHETICAL VALUES THAT BUILD THE SPIRIT OF
HUMANITY.

MISSION

TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH AN ENVIRONMENT FOR THE ALL-ROUND
DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR MENTAL, PHYSICAL, AESTHETIC, SOCIAL
AND SPIRITUAL POTENTIALS, TOGETHER WITH THE ATTITUTES OF
INTEGRITY, HARD WORK, HONESTY, FAIRNESS AND TOLERANCE SO
THAT THEY GIVE OF THEIR VERY BEST. EXCELLENCE IN THESE FIELDS
IS TO BE INTERPRETED IN TERMS OF PUTTING THE SKILLS DEVELOPED
IN EACH AT THE SERVICE OF THE SOCIALLY DISCRIMINATED GROUPS
IN OUR COUNTRY WITH A VIEW TO SETTING UP A SOCIETY WHERE ALL
HAVE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AS CHILDREN OF GOD.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE INSTITUTION
Considering its mission and vision the institution has framed the following aims and
objectives:
1. To be an ideal temple of higher learning in North Gujarat region.
2. To provide value based holistic education.
3. To inculcate the spirit of excellence in all areas of life.
4. To ensure 100% students’ satisfaction in.
4.1.

Teaching – learning process.

4.2.

Infrastructure and academic facilities.

4.3.

Efficient syllabus completion.

4.4.

Disciplined atmosphere.

4.5.

Library facilities.

4.6.

Emergency Care facilities.

5. To achieve 100% success in the annual examinations.
6. To provide the best possible placements to the students.
7. To inspire students to take part in university, state and national level sports and
cultural events.
8. To genuinely understand the grievances of the staff, students and parents and ensure
remedial action.
9. To provide career guidance and exposure to the challenges of the fast developing
world through industrial training, seminars, conferences and lectures by experts.
The vision, mission and objectives with the regional language of the institution
are placed on main wall outside the office where students, teachers and
stakeholders can easily read. They are also placed on our website and at various
places in the college campus for communicating purpose. They are mentioned in
our prospectus.
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6.1.2 What is the role of top management, Principal and Faculty in design and
implementation of its quality policy and plans?
The top management of our institute includes the Trustees, President, Vice
Presidents, Secretaries, Principal and Faculty of all streams. The Management, the
Principal and the faculty play vital and important role to providing leadership on
various ways, mainly continuous improve the standard of quality in terms of
administration, course delivery, examination and research work as well as in
framing and implementing its quality control policies.
The management of our institute is very dynamic, visionary and progressive. It
comprises of the leading, reputed and aristocratically acclaimed personalities of
Modasa Pradesh. The Management of our institute feels a deep empathized and
personal responsibility to their staff. It seeks to create and maintain an environment,
where the teaching, non-teaching staff and students are provided the opportunity to
develop to their maximum potential.
The College can boast of a progressive Management with no interference and has in
place an efficient internal monitoring system. The Management believes in a
democratic style of managing its educational institution. The Management can
authoritatively place on record that it has developed cordial relationships with one
and all. The Management is constantly and continuously involved in the decision
making process. The Management endorses that the focal point of the learning
process is the infrastructure at the College which it has wholeheartedly planned and
provided in order to achieve academic excellence. The growth of infrastructure will
continue to keep pace with the growth of academics. The Management is committed
to provide quality education. The Management conducts educational institutions
right from UG to Research in the fields of science. The diverse Professions of the
managing committee help the institute to grow multidimensionality.
Yajurveda saying is that,

However the meeting between management and principal is regularly organize on
weekly base. The management thereafter meets always with coordinator and
Principal and takes stock in detail. The management takes input from the principal
which covers following terms:
 Numbers of students in each class
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Result in detail to each class
Works undertaken by College
Involvement of faculty in research / Ph.D / innovative field etc.
Achievement by College / faculty / students
Any other matter to be informed to the management
Numbers of faculty / management appointee / visiting /full time etc.
Budget / expenditure / income / savings
Co-curriculum activity

The Principal:
The Principal of the institute is a liaison between the students and the Management.
The Principal plays a key role in ensuring communication among the various
components of the senior leadership. The principal co-ordinates quality aspects
through periodic meetings with the representatives (Prabhari Mantree) of the
management. The Principal and the Governing Body take up the responsibility of
ensuring that the vision and mission of the institute are followed strictly.
Developmental plans are deliberated in great detail and debated at the Governing
Body meeting which is held monthly. Apart from the meetings with the
management, the Principal also arranges the meetings with the heads of the
department to discuss different quality issues in the actual teaching learning process.
The meetings of the HoDs happen at the regular intervals. It monitors the ongoing
running of the College. The execution of policies is now taken over by the HoDs
who look after the day to day management in partnership with the teaching and
nonteaching members of the department.
The IQAC at the institute also prepares the concrete details regarding the quality
issues plans for the institute. They prepare in advance proposals related to
workshops, seminars and other infrastructural requirements. The meetings of the
heads of the department which forms the part of IQAC are the regular features which
oversee the day to day function of the institute.
IQAC Consists of Management, Principal and faculty members. The Principal and
the Management provide help, support, and guidance in recruiting competent and
qualified faculty members, promoting research culture, maintenance and up
gradation of infrastructure, and promoting healthy and competitive culture within the
organization. The faculty members who are highly educated and also enthusiastic are
appointed in different committees and are expected to discharge responsibilities
under the supervision of Principal. The Management, the Principal and the staff /
faculty are always keenly eager to design the proper applications of the quality
policy and plans.
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6.1.3

What is the involvement of the leadership in ensuring:
 The policy statements and action plans for fulfillment of the stated mission :
The principal is the natural leader in implementing the declared mission of the
institute. The college also encourages multiple leaderships providing the opportunities
to the heads of the departments to set an example for the faculty members. They also
try every effort to fulfill the stated mission of the college. The action plan for the
fulfillment of the mission is achieved through teamwork of principal, HODs, and
faculty members. Everyone efforts to achieve the excellence which is the desired goal
of the college. The principal and faculties interacts with students, parents and Alumni
also.
 Formulation of action plans for all operations and incorporation of
the same into the institutional strategic plan:
Action plans are prepared and implemented by the HoDs in the coordination with the
teaching and non-teaching members of the department. Action plans for the
academic and co-curricular activities like internal exams, institute calendar, result
preparation, cultural festival and several others are prepared at the initial stage of
semester. The principal coordinates the action plan for the year round activities with
the help of the heads of the departments. The students are also involved through the
interaction SRC. The plans for such activities are often reviewed midway through the
semester to evaluate the efficacy of the strategies.
 Interaction with stakeholders:
All the stake holders are taken into confidence at all the levels of the decision
making. The interaction is a key activity which covers all the stakeholder- students,
faculty, and heads of the department, the principal and the management.
Infrastructure requirements for Academic, Research for the institute are conveyed to
the management and the Principal verifies it’s fulfillment. Institute organize yearly
meeting with parents, alumni, take their suggestion in which useful for improvement
of the quality of teaching learning process. A meeting with SRC (Student
Representative Committee) also organize have good interaction with them. The
Principal is supported by the heads of the department when it comes to dealing with
the students on the various issues related to education, discipline, authority, co
curricular activity or personal affairs.
 Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis:
The college has various committees consisting of faculty and students such as
Vanchan Vichar Vartul, Science Circle, debate and shibir committee etc. These
commities observe important need of the students. The comments, suggestions,
criticism from SRC help to plan the policy. Feedback from students becomes more
useful on such purpose.
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 Research inputs and consultations with the stakeholders:
In our institute the IQAC and P.G. department organizes Expert lecture. The UG
and PG students are given research projects and their guide helps them and supports
them in their project work. Three faculties are works as a Ph.D. guide in two
subjects, chemistry and botany. Students are doing research work under the
guidance of them. For research work a research lab updated in our institute.
Seminar, workshop, poster presentation competition are organized for it.
 Reinforcing the culture of excellence :
Various academic programmes and other activities of the institute are weighed at
various levels on the scale of excellence, bringing into focus the entire stake holders
principal, management, HODs and above all students. The goal is to ensure high
quality in the effective delivery of all the programmes, with the best possible use of
available resources. The culture of excellence is reinforced when the college receives
rave reviews from the different sections of the society.
 Champion organizational change:
Although the organizational set up is fixed and there is little scope for the change, .
Administrative changes are implemented when it is required to achieve the growth.
The College is well aware of the challenges and requirement at the higher education
level in the society. Not only at the State level but at the national and International
level too, the college is ready to meet challenges. It has off-late improved its
infrastructure, IT facilities, research oriented activities, Students progression
activities and involvement of the society. Not only at the State level but at the
national and International level too, the college is ready to meet challenges. The
constant up gradation of academics and research activities has resulted into earning a
unique position in our district.
6.1.4

What are the procedures adopted by the institution to monitor and evaluate
policies and plans of the institution for effective implementation and
improvement from time to time?
In our institute, we constituted many smaller committees. Every committee has at
least one senior member to guide and check the working of the team. Main
committees of the college are Examination committee, Research committee, Anti
ragging, Admission committee, Staff and Students grievance cell, SRC committee,
Discipline committee, Placement cell, Library committee, student council, collegiate
women’s development cell, Science study circle etc.
Prior to any event the members of the concerned team sit together, discuss the event,
visualize problem areas and come to a common conclusion through democratic
consensus. Responsibilities are shared voluntarily and the qualities are maintained
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and checked. Also, the committee comprising principal, vice principal and the office
superintendent looks into the working of non-teaching staff.
The University calendars are adopted according to our situation. The institution has
an effective IQAC and Policies and plans are constituted, monitored and evaluated
by IQAC. The Principal, HODs and the various committees implement the plans and
policies together. The staff members participating in execution of the institutional
activities are motivated and good work is appreciated by authority. Authority and
executive members of Management are available to guide us for overall development
of the institute. The students‟ representatives are also nominated to carry out the cocurricular and extracurricular activities. Feedbacks available from the students and
they are considered for the improvement of the plans and policies.
6.1.5 Give details of the academic leadership provided to the faculty by the top
management?
The visionary trustees of the management provided the extraordinary Leadership.
Management of our College provides necessary guidance and suggestion to the
faculty to improve them. Faculties are sent for higher studies where they are
supported, encouraged for research activity and facilitated to cover new areas in
their studies, so that these will be introduced in the College. The management also
gives consent for any academic course useful for the students and bears the financial
burden to run the course without burdening the students. The Trust is committed for
continual up gradation of faculty members. Principal acts as a bridge between
management and faculty members. He is appropriately empowered and has
autonomy for the management of college.
The President of the Management holds meeting with the teaching & non–teaching
staff, for direct communication if necessary. The teaching as well as the nonteaching and supporting staff follow recommended instructions and implement them
in the interest of the institution. There are many such examples which show that the
College has very conducive atmosphere to run the academic courses
6.1.6 How does the college groom leadership at various levels?
At student level, the students are involved in all activities of the college to groom
leadership Students representative are also encouraged and nominated to handle the
co curricular and extracurricular activities. The faculty members discharge different
responsibilities and duties to perform when extra–curricular activities are conducted.
This performance of the students evaluated by giving them medal or certificate.
The SRC (Students Representative Committee) have the fertile ground to execute
different activities such as cultural festival, social activities, sports competitions, and
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popular lectures. These future leaders set the example of true leadership through
their conduct and behavior during the various activities on the campus. Seminars
and workshops on entrepreneurship and cultural values are organized.
6.1.7 How does the college delegate authority and provide operational autonomy to
the departments / units of the institution and work towards decentralized
governance system?
The Principal consults all the HODs in confidence and arrives at unanimous resolution.
Head of the departments are given full liberty to improve the academic level. The
departments are coordinated by the Principal who thus ensures the smooth running
of the College. Principal and staff members can consult the management of the
College, when they have any kind of difficulty in performing their duties. Physical
Director, Librarian, rector, Programme officer of NSS, Officer of NCC and
conveners of different committees are also independent to perform their duties. Cocurricular activities are co-ordinate almost autonomously by faculty under the
direction of the Principal.
6.1.8 Does the college promote a culture of participative management? If ‘yes’,
indicate the levels of participative management.
Yes. The college has the atmosphere of participative management. A number of
faculty members are involved in policy making for the College. The members are
also involved in making proposal for grants and utilization of grants. They take
decisions about the latest publications, celebration and nature of celebration of
important events, representing college at the University etc.
The Principal constitutes different committees at the beginning of each academic
year and these committees are given authority to manage their respective activities to
promote a culture of participative management. These committees are as under.
- IQAC

- Research Committee

-Admission Committee

- Career Guidance Cell

- Time-Table Committee

- Women Development Cell

- Library Committee

- Saptdhara

- Grievance Redressal Committee

- NSS

- Cultural Committee

- NCC

- Sports Committee

- Science Circle

- Examination Committee

-Nature Club
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6.2

Strategy Development and Deployment

6.2.1 Does the Institution have a formally stated quality policy? How is it developed,
driven, deployed and reviewed?
Yes, the institution has a formally stated quality policy. This policy is developed and
Implemented keeping in mind over all vision of the Management, the Principal and
Head of the faculty regarding academic, financial and other matters. Teachers are
encouraged to participate in seminars, conferences, workshops refresher and
orientation courses to update their knowledge and skill in the academic field. The
College concentrated on the courses, increasing the sphere of courses and appointed
faculty on contractual basis to avoid gaps in teaching and learning. Thus the College
has attempted to not only maintain but also to improve quality of the education. The
Secretary of our college talks with the staff, to solve redressal in case of any
grievance.
6.2.2 Does the Institute have a perspective plan for development? If so, give the
aspects considered for inclusion in the plan.
Yes, the institute has perspective plan of the development. The teachers, students
and administrative staff are involved in the planning process. The institute is focus
on research and Strengthening linkages with the industry and more opportunities for
the placement. Teachers are the members of different committee like sports, Culture,
S.R.C. and Debate. Students take part in all activities under teachers’ guidance. For
academic planning principal & HODs of all department meets & discuss about
syllabus.
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6.2.3

Describe the internal organizational structure and decision making
processes.

ORGANIZATION CHART

M.L.Gandhi. Higher Education Society. Modasa

Principal

Head of the departments

Various Academic & Administrative Committees

Consisting Staff & Students Representatives

Teaching & Non-Technical Staff

Administrative Staff

Students
6.2.4 Give a broad description of the quality improvement strategies of the
institution for each of the following






Teaching & Learning
Research & Development
Community engagement
Human resource management
Industry interaction

Teaching & Learning:
The best way to improve the quality is to introduce the technology in the Teaching
learning process. We develop more AV Class rooms. Faculty members are relieved
for attending Seminars, Workshops, Orientation Courses, Refresher Courses and
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Teaching Programmes. The feedbacks of students are taken, analyzed and the
recommendations are considered for improvement. We use, Updated method of
teaching &learning other than chalk & Talk method for teaching.
Research & Development:
Research and development is a key area for teaching and knowledge. State level
conference & seminar are organized by institute. We develop separate research
laboratory. We have Facility of computer- internet. Various departments have Minor
research projects sanctioned by UGC. We have organized a state level conference in
2011 on Green Chemistry by Chemistry department.
Community engagement:
NSS unit conducts various programme like Blood donation camp, Aids awareness,
Tree plantation etc. The College also welcomes a number of industries which offer
employment facilities to the students
Human Resource Management:
The institute takes care to provide training to learners by developing soft skills, so
that they may be qualified for placement. The Staff Credit Cooperative Society
gives loans. These are some of the welfare schemes for healthy human resource
management.
Industry interaction:
The institute interacts with the various industries. The college organizes industrial
visit for the benefit of B.Sc. & M.Sc. students. People from the industries are invited
for placement.
6.2.5 How does the Head of the institution ensure that adequate information (from
feedback and personal contacts etc.) is available for the top management and
the stakeholders, to review the activities of the institution?
Principal, being the head of the institution convenes meetings of various committees
from time to time and takes feedback and analyzed feedback and suggestions are
communicated to the top management. The Principal also meets students in classrooms and takes feed-back regarding teaching and other activities (games, cultural,
extra activity) the president keeps contact with Principal, college secretary and get
information about institute activities.
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6.2.6 How does the management encourage and support involvement of the staff in
improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional processes?
The management has trust and interest in the Institutional activities. The members
regularly visit the College. During such visits the faculty holds discussion with
Management and during such interaction the required encouragement is provided to
the faculty. The Principal considers if suggestion is made by the staff
members for improvement of teachings research and other activities.
6.2.7 Enumerate the resolutions made by the Management Council in the last year
and the status of implementation of such resolutions.
The major actions that management resolved as under which were brought into
action.












Renovation of physical laboratory, Chemistry laboratory was completed.
Developing one big hall into fully equipment state of seminar auditorium
Improving in house facilities.
Enhancing maintenance work.
Appointing more faculties on contract bases in various subjects.
Appointing supporting staff on contract bases.
Creating a public image through media and reaching out personality to the
society and community.
Inviting dignitaries more frequently to the college.
Improving the ambience of the college.
Raising more public money to improve and enhance activities.
Coordination with the local authorities for improved facilities like approach and
Internal road for the college.

6.2.8 Does the affiliating university make a provision for according the status of
autonomy to an affiliated institution? If ‘yes’, what are the efforts made by the
institution in obtaining autonomy?
No, the affiliating university does not make any provision.
6.2.9 How does the Institution ensure that grievances/ complaints are promptly
attended to and resolved effectively? Is there a mechanism to analyze the
nature of grievances for promoting better stakeholder relationship?
In our institute we are aware about to the grievances. The institute provides various
methods of grievance. There is a grievance cell in our institute, which works on the
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suggestions and complaints. The best efforts are made to resolve the issues raised by
students and staff members immediately.
6.2.10 During the last four years, had there been any instances of court cases filed by
and against the institute? Provide details on the issues and decisions of the
courts on these?
No
6.2.11 Does the Institution have a mechanism for analyzing student feedback on
institutional performance? If ‘yes’, what was the outcome and response of the
institution to such an effort?
The institute has no regular system for analyzing student feedback on institutional
performance. But we get students feedback from SRC meeting and make conclusion
about what steps to be taken for improving the quality of education. The
Management also takes keen interest in the development and improvement of
institutions performance.

6.3

6.3.1

Faculty Empowerment Strategies

What are the efforts made by the institution to enhance the professional
development of its teaching and non teaching staff?
The teaching staff is encouraged to participate in the professional workshops,
conferences, seminars, related to their area of specialization. Faculty members are
motivated to apply for minor research projects, orientation courses and refresher
courses. Non-teaching staff undertakes training in computer skills, along with soft
skill training. Moreover the activities given below taken up to develop both teaching
and administrative staff.







Upgrading the infrastructure
Upgrading the library facilities
The faculty members are encouraged to become the Ph.D. guides to enhance
their professional development. 3 faculties are Ph.D. guides in the different
disciplines.
The institute has 13 Ph.D. faculty and 3 doing their Ph. D. programme.
Many faculty members are involved in the text book writing for the new
syllabus under CBCS system.
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The department of Chemistry organized State level Seminars under the title:
GREEN Chemistry.
Most of our faculties had served as Judge in the Ditrict level Science fair
organized by Education board.
Our faculties are participated in several training programmes organized by
KCG time to time.
Non teaching staff is sent to participate in computer training programme to
enhance their computer skill.
Programme officer of NSS, Convener of cultural activity and Spots officer
are sent to participate in SANGOSHTHI shibir at university level as well as
state level.

6.3.2 What are the strategies adopted by the institution for faculty empowerment
through training, retraining and motivating the employees for the roles and
responsibility they perform?
Faculty members are motivated to participate in short term training courses
conducted by UGC and Knowledge Consortium of Gujarat (KCG). The College has
organized conferences in various disciplines for its staff as well as for the faculty of
other institutions in the state. They are encouraged to present papers in seminars &
conferences at the state, national and international level.
6.3.3 Provide details on the performance appraisal system of the staff to evaluate and
ensure that information on multiple activities is appropriately captured and
considered for better appraisal.
All the teaching staff members are encouraged to update each and every information
which is required academically. There is an IQAC cell which collects information
regarding new addition to the faculty’s profile. Annual Performance Index (API) has
been implemented for all faculty members by the government of Gujarat. The API
assesses faculty under the following three criteria: Teaching, Learning & Evaluation
related Strategies; Co-Curricular, Extension and Professional Development
Activities; Research and Academic Contribution. There is a minimum required
score that has to be obtained by each faculty for the promotion and increment.
6.3.4

What is the outcome of the review of the performance appraisal reports by the
management and the major decisions taken? How are they communicated to
the appropriate stakeholders?
The Management take a keen interest in the working behavior of the of the teaching
as well as the non-teaching faculty. The faculty members are motivated to do
research. The Positive aspects of the faculty members are appreciated.
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6.3.5 What are the welfare schemes available for teaching and non teaching staff?
What percentage of staff have availed the benefit of such schemes in the last
four years?
A Credit Society is run by the college for the welfare of teaching and non-teaching
staff. The permanent faculties are members of this society and get benefits. At the
end of the year a dinner party is arranged for staff members. The profits are shared
among the members. Needed members take loan from this society.
A Group policy from Life Insurance Scheme of Life Insurance Corporation of India
is run in our college, wherein the staff member yearly contributes and is deposited
with LIC. This Savings credited to beneficiaries’ account and paid on retirement.
The member is covered with life insurance.
6.3.6

What are the measures taken by the Institution for attracting and retaining
eminent faculty?
The institute has developed a work culture where faculty members have considerable
freedom to pursue the activities. They are provided with the facilities for research,
individual personal space for the academic satisfaction, support for projects. It is a
healthy matter to mention that no staff members have so far resigned from the
Institute. This motivates the faculty members to remain with college.
Of course any eminent faculty get a promotion so far concern to carrier then he or
she may joined where else and authority give them freedom.

6.4

6.4.1

Financial Management and Resource Mobilization

What is the institutional mechanism to monitor effective and efficient use of
available financial resources?
Financial resources are available through State Government, UGC and various fees
from students which are utilized and monitored by the Principal. Each and every
transaction is supported by the vouchers. All the collections are deposited in the bank
and all expenditure, recurring and non-recurring, maintained through cheques. Only
duly authorized persons can operate bank account.
The College also applies under different schemes of University Grants Commission
and avail financial assistance under 5-Year Plan period as well as additional grants
under several heads.
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Rs 2,11,600/- under merged scheme from UGC under XI Plan period.
Rs. 5,40,000 /- is college development grant from UGC for several heads like books
& journals, Laboratory equipment, Improvement of facility in
existing, Enhancement of initiative for competence building,
Examination reforms and field work study tour etc.
Rs 2,54,700 /- is Swarnim Gujarat Grant for duration 2008-2014.
6.4.2

What are the institutional mechanisms for internal and external audit? When
was the last audit done and what are the major audit objections? Provide the
details on compliance.
Our management named the M L Gandhi Higher Education trust is a Public Trust,
registered under both Bombay Public Trusts Act, 1950 and Societies Registration
Act, 1860. The accounts are maintained by the College. There is a mechanism of
checking, rechecking and crosschecking of accounts by the accountant, Office
Superintendent and Principal periodically. Besides, an arrangement is made by the
management for internal as well as external audit at least two times a year by C.A.
firm, Patel Mankind & Co., Ahmedabad.
In the case of spending of UGC grant, there is IQAC, Finance Committee and
Library Committee. It finalizes the purchase of necessary equipments and books of
the college. All purchases are done through tender system. The external audit is also
done by the state government periodically. The grant of state government is finalized
only after the audit. The last audit was done in July 2012. There were no major
objections raised by the auditor.

6.4.3

What are the major sources of institutional receipts/funding and how is the
deficit managed? Provide audited income and expenditure statement of
academic and administrative activities of the previous four years and the
reserve fund/corpus available with Institutions, if any.
The management appoints both teaching and non-teaching staff on ad-hoc basis so
that teaching is not affected due to lack of staff. The College faces major deficit on
account of scarcity of staff. Photocopy of the audited accounts of the institution for
the last four years will be made available during the Peer team’s visit. The audited
statements of a/c will be made available to the Peer Team during the visit.
The college’s major sources of funding are as follows:
 Fee collected from the students.
 Grants received from State Govt. (Being a Grants-in-aid College)
 Various grants received from UGC and other funding agencies.
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6.4.4 Give details on the efforts made by the institution in securing additional
funding and the utilization of the same (if any).
The institute has been established in 1960. It completed its 50 years in 2010-11. So
in that year (2010-11) institute celebrated “SWARNIM MAHOTSAV” and
successfully organized various programmes viz. musical party, drama, felicitation of
past teachers, donors, alumni etc. In this celebration MLGHES, MODASA received
funds of around Rs.88 lacks from well-wishers and prestigious persons of the
society. This fund is being utilized for the academic and infrastructural development
of the Campus.

6.5 Internal Quality Assurance System (IQAS)

6.5.1 Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
(a)Has the institution established an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)?
If ‘yes’, what is the institutional policy with regard to quality assurance and
how has it contributed in institutionalizing the quality assurance processes?
The Institute had formed on IQAC according to the guidelines of NAAC, IQAC
consists of following members Principal as Ex-Officio,a Coordinator. a
Management member. An educationist (external).selected head of the departments
and some faculty members. The IQAC is functioning not only to generate annual
report for NAAC but it also serves as the benchmark for different college polices.
(b)How many decisions of the IQAC have been approved by the management /
authorities for implementation and how many of them were actually
implemented?
The IQAC prepare the following proposals and sent the Management for the
approval.

IQAC planned workshop for faculty development.

IQAC proposed to turn the campus complete Wi-Fi zone.
IQAC proposed the policy for merit criteria for the first year admission

The format of the elective papers decided and sent to the university

Sports room availability

Rain Water harvesting facility.
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(c) Does the IQAC have external members on its committee? If so, mention any
significant contribution made by them.
Yes, The IQAC has three external members, one member is the Shri M V Shah, Vice
President, M L Gandhi Higher Education trust, Second member is Shri A. J Modi
(Chairman, SCSBL) and third member is Shri A M Prajapati (President of OSA).
They have supported the developmental activities at the institute.
(d) How do students and alumni contribute to the effective functioning of the
IQAC?
Students and Alumni are parts of IQAC. They give their effective feedback and
suggestion for quality improvement. Their feedbacks play very important role in
IQAC decision and proposal making.
(e) How does the IQAC communicate and engage staff from different
constituents of the institution.
IQAC always works towards excellence and all round development of students in all
the different fields of education. Usually communication and implementation are
done through Head of the department. The IQAC formulates programme and then it
is placed in the staff meeting where it is discussed and then each faculty member is
given responsibility as per the plan.
6.5.2 Does the institution have an integrated framework for Quality assurance of the
academic and administrative activities? If ‘yes’, give details on its
operationalisation.
Yes, Institution ensures the Quality Assurance of the academic and administrative
activities according to framework developed by IQAC. The quality assurance is
ensured by teaching plan prepared by concerned faculty member.
Faculty members undertake several quality enhancement initiatives in teaching,
learning and evaluation and counsel students to improve their academic performance
and overall personality. Students and teachers are encouraged to participate in
conferences, present papers and publish research work in scientific journals and
remain updated on their subjects. The IQAC meetings provide opportunity to interact
with members of academic and administrative fields which is very helpful in
understanding and appreciating mutually their problems, concerns, suggestions and
inputs.
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6.5.3 Does the institution provide training to its staff for effective implementation of
the Quality assurance procedures? If ‘yes’, give details enumerating its impact.
Yes, Institution makes an effort to provide training by arranging workshops and
trainings viz attitude change, time management, stress management, interpersonal
skills etc. Such types of training enhance the ability and quality work of staff. The
teachers are also trained to deliver their lectures using ICT aids. The workshops are
also arranged to enhance their computer skill and representation skill.
For the Quality assurance, institution provides healthy atmosphere to faculties. Some
of our staff members attended State level workshop on ‘Changing Scenario of New
CBCS and Semester System in Higher Education’ organized by Arts college,
Modasa. NSS programme officer participates in one day training programme on
Yoga, organized by NSS department of Gujarat. A lectures delivered by one of our
faculty on HIGS Bozon at various institutes. Most of the faculties attended KCG
training programme on Capacity building.
6.5.4 Does the institution undertake Academic Audit or other external review of the
academic provisions? If ‘yes’, how are the outcomes used to improve the
institutional activities?
Yes. The institution constantly opens for academic audit and external review. Higher
education Department of Gujarat has formed of assessment called ‘Chalo College
Abhiyaan’ (Pravetsotsav) comprising of leading academicians of the state. The
college had an academic and administrative audit under this event.
The affiliated university has a system of Local Investigation Committee (LIC) which
physically inspects the college and also reviews the report submitted by the college
regarding academic process of the college.
Our institution is planning to invite a committee through which Administrative work
of the college is reviewed by the Academic and Administrative Audit (AAA) state
government (KCG).
The College was accredited by NAAC in February 2007 and is now preparing for
the Re-accreditation to NAAC in 2015; this process is also a academic audit.
The Principal is always found for academic audit with performance level of teachers,
completion of syllabus and other academic requirements and shortcomings of the
teachers and students. Moreover there is a committee for evaluating annual results of
University Examination class wise and teacher wise. Result of individual teacher is
mentioned in the Self Appraisal Report. The external experts and educationalists of
IQAC have also reviewed academic provisions and undertook Academic Audit.
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Last year, our NSS unit got First Place on “My NSS Unit & Adopted Village” in
state level presentation competition.
6.5.5 How are the internal quality assurance mechanisms aligned with the
requirements of the relevant external quality assurance agencies/regulatory
authorities?
All compliances are made as per these three bodies UGC, NAAC and IQAC from
time to time. The best practices of the institution are as below.
 According to the directions of UGC and NAAC for the Internal Quality
Assurance Mechanism (IQAC) was formed.
 Implementation of periodic recommendations of local inspection committee
and NAAC.
 Involving both teachers and students in activities that sensitize them to social
and environmental issues.
 The suggestions made by the external agencies such as knowledge consortium
are given importance during IQAC meetings.
 Suggestions from alumni and experts visits have been of great value to IQAC’s
planning.

6.5.6

What institutional mechanisms are in place to continuously review the teaching
learning process? Give details of its structure, methodologies of operations and
outcome?
The Principal with the co-operation of faculty I/Cs, Periodically review the teaching
and learning process for evaluation of the aspects to be carried out. The Principal
also reviews the test results of each semester for each subject and teacher. This type
of process enhances learning process in the institution. Teachers are made aware of
their weaknesses and they try to improve them. The feedbacks of teaching learning
process of each teacher from the students are taken, analyzed and passed to
concerned teacher for improvement.

6.5.7 How does the institution communicate its quality assurance policies,
mechanisms and outcomes to the various internal and external stakeholders?
Any other relevant information regarding Governance Leadership and
Management which the college would like to include.
The institution has evolved a stakeholders‟ web by forming different platforms like
College Advisory Board, alumni, Parent Teacher Meet and various committees with
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a fair representation of students. The IQAC, in the planning process, considers
suggestions, collected from all the stakeholders to prepare perspectives on
development. These developmental perspectives are discussed positively in the
meetings of IQAC and decisions are conveyed to various internal and external
stakeholders.
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: Criterion VII :
Innovations and Best Practices

7.1 Environment Consciousness
7.1.1 Does the Institute conduct a Green Audit of its campus and facilities?
The College does not have a formal green audit mechanism However; every
conscious effort is made to keep the campus eco-friendly. We have been constant in
our efforts to green the campus, and have formed a Nature Club to foster the culture
of eco-friendliness. Our botanical garden has been established since 1965 and it’s
also Quoted in Gujarat flora by G.L. Shah. We have very rare and endangerous
Species in the garden and campus also we have two Taxonomists in the Botany
Department and they have identify all the Plants and labeled posted on the trees and
plants in the Botanical garden. We preserve unique varieties of medicinal plants in
our garden. We also take help of the govt. forest department and get various plants.
Nature Club established by the college. Nature club organized different programme
Bio west recycling unit for producing manure and wall garden developed by the
Nature club under observations of faculty members. In the monsoon season plants
are distributed in the town for the plantation. The NSS also takes active part in the
plantation and maintenance of the plants and the trees on the campus. The
department of Botany has been entrusted with the maintenance and supervision of
the progress of garden on the campus. Every year we wait for the monsoon to come
in July, August and during that time conduct plantation programmed on large scale.
All these sub units also make their contribution in greening the campus.








Rain water harvesting
No smoking zone.
Thick walls, high level roof and extra-large windows to make the Class
rooms well ventilated and well lighted.
Drainage system
Celebrate world environment day, ozone day etc. for environment
consciousness.
Plan for maximum utilization of solar energy through solar light producing
unit of 1.5Kw and solar street light pole in our campus.
Restriction on the use of Mobile for the students during theory and practical
work.
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Administrative office is fully computerized and almost all the
correspondences are made through email and SMS which minimize the use of
paper.

7.1.2 What are the initiatives taken by the college to make the campus ecofriendly?
Energy conservation
 The college has install solar panel to conserve the solar energy and solar light
producing unit of 1.5Kw on the top of office building and solar street light pole
in our campus for night light vision.
 Care is taken to ensure that fans and lights are switched off when the students
leave the room.
 Faculty and students are instructed to unplug the electric and electronic
equipment while not in use.
 The College has a lot of electronic equipment such as computers, LCD projectors
electronic instruments etc. We have power-saving features on our computers.
Care is taken to use LCD monitors for computers.
 We are now gradually moving to replace existing lighting equipments with CFL
and LED lights.
 Limited use of air conditioners.
 LPG gas distribution system for Laboratories’ and look after the overall
functioning system of LPG gas line by deployed one employee.
Use of renewable energy
 The College has a proper Bio-waste processing system which generates manure
for the plants and garden in the campus.
 The college has install solar panel to conserve the solar energy and solar light
producing unit of 1.5Kw on the top of office building and solar street light pole
in our campus for night light vision.
Water harvesting
 There is an underground tank to store rain water in Science Building since 1960.
The store/saved water is used as distilled water during Practical throughout the
year. Consumption of water is done economically.
Check dam construction
Not feasible.
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Efforts for Carbon neutrality
 The institute is a zero carbon emission campus as we do not use carbon emitting
equipment beyond the permitted scale and point. Parking lots are located close to
the entrance of the College. Cigarettes and tobacco products are strictly banned
within 100 meters of the campus.
Plantation
 Bio Waste Management: The institute established two units for Bio-Waste
Management. The green Bio-waste utilize in the unit and cultured and making
manure.
 To generate a affection to the nature, the College takes initiative to engage
students in cultivation of different plants in the vacant land under the auspicious
of the NSS.
Hazardous waste management
 At the moment we are not dealing with hazardous wastes such as medical or
radioactive waste. However, we have chemical and microbial waste arising from
routine practicals. Chemical waste is destroyed by appropriate treatment and
paper waste is discarded by fire. Every department has dust-bin which is cleaned
up regularly.
E-waste management
 Less proportion of e-waste is generated. Strict procedures are followed where
the e-waste management is taken care by the management and housekeeping
systems.
 All the waste like unusable electronics goods are given over to the local
wanders who take them for use if possible.
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7.2 Innovations

7.2.1 Give details of innovations introduced during the last four years which have
created a positive impact on the functioning of the College.
Despite being an affiliated college in the unaided sector, our college has introduced a
spectrum of transformative and innovative options in the academic, administrative
and student support activities during the last four years, to respond to the multiple
complex needs of its stake holders.
The following innovations have been introduced and are functioning successful for
the last four year.
 The college campus coordination Committee:
The Management authorities have constituted campus coordination committee
consisting of campus principals (15 colleges and 01 English medium school in the
MLGHES campus) and one campus directors. They do the following activities.
In the beginning of the year, they prepared the yearly planning. The committee
assigned activities to various colleges and supervise their functioning for the whole
academic year. This committee maintains harmony among the campus institutes.
The committee also helps the institutes develop teems spirits and cooperation.
 Vanchan Vichar Vartul (Reading Circle):
The circle gives membership to selected students. Guidance given by Meenaben
Rathod – Librarian. The circle arranges Group Discussion, Current Topics and
Solution of Competitive Examination Papers. The circle also organizes book review
and article discussions on the topics read by students.
 Academic Innovations:
The institution has introduced many new innovative academic practices to help the
students in their pursuit of attaining quality education
The college has introduced extra classes for the slow learners as per the
requirements. This has helped them cover up their back log, if any more then that the
students get a chance to brush up their skills further.
 Formation of IQAC to benchmark Quality parameters and to monitor its adherence.
 Peer teaching by advanced learners
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 ICT enabled seminar presentation by P.G students
 External seminars/workshops on emerging areas























Comprehensive internal evaluation system
Examination Committee to monitor internal and University examinations
Tutorship and mentoring system
Choice based credit and semester system
Study tours and Industrial visits
Students informed and encourage attend seminar/conference
Students encouraged to participate in poster competition
Career oriented add-on programmes
ICT integrated syllabi for all programmes
Inter-disciplinary open courses
e-learning facility in the library
Experimental learning (learning by doing) through laboratory facilities.
Group / individual student projects in the final semester of UG and PG
programmes
Self - appraisal by faculty members
Student assessment of teachers by structured feedback mechanism
Well -furnished computer labs with internet facilities.
In the last four years the college has added multimedia resources to most of the class
room with LCD projector with CPU and Screen, Smart Board and also every
department equipped with a, PC, printing facility and internet connection. Moreover,
the campus has been made Wi-Fi in a short time.
To make teaching student centric, seminar presentation/projects have been
introduced.
All the co-curricular activities have been divided into different committees. Each
committee is headed by a faculty member as the coordinator and has a student
representative.
Students Counseling Cell: The cell consists of faculty members. They provide
guidance to the new comers.

 Administrative Innovations
 Computerized office administration
 Admission Committee to monitor student admissions and works like collection of
fees Admission procedure Certificates issuing, internal mark calculation,
Scholarships, Accounts, GR, I-card, Data Record. The important notices and
information are communicated to each student by notice board.
 Information regarding the various schemes for SC,ST, OBC, female and other type
of scholarship scheme are displayed on the notice board and office provide total
support to get this benefit for needy students.
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 Research Committee to promote research aptitude among teachers and students
 Decentralization of academic and administrative functions through, Committees and
Forums Periodic Management Committee meetings, Frequent Staff Council and
General Staff meeting, Frequent Department meeting, Get-together of the
Management with Staff in annual day celebration.
 The Prayer is done through Audio System in every classes and laboratories daily by
the prayer committee. The important information and instructions are announced by
this system very easily.
 To maintain punctuality in lectures and examination time.
 Bio-metrics system is introduced for the presence of the employees to maintain
regularity.
 The installation of 24-CCTV cameras has made the task of observing the academic
activity very easy and the system also ensures the protection of the students and staff
against any untoward incident.
 Students and parents are invited to give their suggestions, feedbacks and comments
through college web-site. Admission forms and other administrative forms are
available on the college website and students can fill up its online.
 There are 2 internet nodes from which about 51 Computers can be connected for
internet surfing.
 The Central Library of the college is fully computerized (6 computers) with
internet facility. The library is having N-List programme for e-journal and e-books
in which more than one lack books are available .
 Loan Library provides free books and study-materials to economically backward
students.
 The college has facilitated its staff as well as the other internal stakeholder i.e. the
students with providing them the facility to maintain a zero balance bank account in
the Nationalized bank
 Library up-gradation with increase in number of subjective reference books, e-books,
research journals, periodicals, newsletters. Collaboration with N-list is made for the
benefit of the research students of the respective subject.
 In Career Guidance Center, Computer and printer available separate notice board
for the students.
 All the departments are provided the facilities of PC and internet in their respective
staffrooms.
 The Research Laboratory of Chemistry is facilitated with one (01) computer,
printer, internet and subjective / instrumental software facilities.
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 The Digital Educational Learning Laboratory (DELL) established with the help
of state Government is facilitated with 25 computers, LAN, internet and spoken
English software (GLOBARINA).
 The Mathematics Computer Laboratory is developed one Node and Nineteen (19)
computers in LAN with MATLAB software.
 One Seminar Hall having facilities of LCD projector with CPU (Plug and Play
system), Electronic podium, Cable connection live telecast SANDHAN initiated by
KCG, State Government
 Four (04) Class Rooms having facilities of LCD projector with CPU (Plug and Play
system), Screen and also one class have smart Boards.
 Attendance, Unit-test, Seminars and Assignments have brought positive results .
 Special faculty/students development programmes are undertaken by institution
 Expert lectures are arranged to enrich subjective, spiritual and social strength of staff
and students.
 To act as a bridge between academia and society number of co-curricular and
cultural activities organized by NSS, NCC, SRC, Sports, with cooperation of GOs
NOGs.
 A Research Facility has been set up in the college to assist research activities.
Sophisticated instruments like Digital Balance, BOD Incubator, Video Imaging
System etc.
 Innovations in student support activities
 Orientation programme to newly admitted students
 Personality development programme are organized to improve soft skills of
the students
 Complaint/suggestion boxes is fixed in the ground floor to drop in
Unregistered complaints
 Water Coolers to ensure cold & pure drinking water
 Fire extinguishers are installed at different laboratories.
 Each department maintains a First Aid Kit
 Services of qualified medical practioner are available in the campus.
 “Career Guidance and Placement Cell” is available for the students.
 “Women Development Cell” (WDC) is also available for the empowerment of
girl students
 Provision of guidance of Scholarships and free ships to deserving students
 Encouraging and deputing students to participate intercollegiate competitions
organized by campus other colleges
 Online facility for the surveillance and monitoring of attendance and academic
performance of the students
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 Celebration of annual Sports and Science Day to showcase the Scientific talents
of the Students
 Felicitation programme for Meritorious students
 Clubs and Forums like NSS, Nature club, NCC and Red Ribbon club to harness
and foster civic responsibilities for Students
 The college has been scaling new heights ever since its inception. The college
has made several innovations which have helped smooth out the functioning of
the college. These innovations are in academics, administrative and at other
levels of the college working.
 Students give the feedback about the teachers at the end of each session/semester

7.3 BEST PRACTICES

7.3.1 Elaborate on any two best practices which have contributed to the achievement
of the Institutional Objectives and/or contributed to the Quality improvement
of the core activities of the college. as per the annexed format

Best Practice No.1 : Students Counseling
A. Students Counseling – Science Subject Awareness
B. Students Counseling – Subjective and Carrier Oriented
(A)
1.Title : Students Counseling – Science Subject Awareness
2.Goal : At national level current scenario of basic science education is lagging
compare to other faculty. Same position found at state level. Union and state
government policy is to promote science and technology at school and college level.
As a science institute our moral responsibility is popularizes basic science education,
create awareness about basic sciences, and promote scientific temper in society. So
our goal is to attract and create interest in basic science and mathematics at school
level students in our region.
3. Aims and Objectives : The competitive science examinations aim is promoting
excellence in science and mathematics among pre-university and under graduate
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students. Science education is not urban centric. Student of rural area can promote by
competitive science examinations.
National Standard Examinations are held with the following objectives,
1. To provide a platform at local level for students of district and north Gujarat
region.
2. To enable the student judge him/herself against a national standard.
3. To present correct perspective of Sciences and Mathematics.
4. To increase the student-teacher interaction through discussion on the
Question Paper
5. To inspire successful effort toward achievement.
For this purpose, the institute provides facilities, guidance and help students
to achieve the desired goals.
4. The Context: Before 2009 there is no option available for pre university level
science student in this region, Science circle of the institute take initiative, then
college get recognition for first level examination of National Standard Examination.
Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education (HBCSE) is the nodal centre of the
country for Olympiad programmes in mathematics and sciences including
astronomy.
The Mathematics Olympiad is conducted under the agency of the National Board of
Higher Mathematics (NBHM).
From the Olympiad year beginning August 2008, a new integrated National Steering
Committee for science and astronomy Olympiads has been overseeing the entire
activity in these subjects. The subjects include physics, chemistry, biology,
astronomy, and junior science. The Olympiad programmes in physics, chemistry,
biology, astronomy (junior and senior level) and junior science are a five stage
process for each subject separately. The first stage for each subject is organized by
the Indian Association of Physics Teachers (IAPT). All the remaining stages are
organized by Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education (HBCSE).
The programme is financially supported by Government of India, in particular, by
Board of Nuclear Sciences (Department of Atomic Energy), Department of Science
and Technology, Department of Space and Ministry of Human Resource
Development
Sir P.T. Science College is recognized centre for

National Standard Examinations ( NSEs) from 2009 (Centre No.GJ-166)

National Graduate Physics Examination (NGPE) from 2009(Centre No. G3627)
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Ramanujan Mathematics Spardha and Regional Mathematics Olympiad, for
students Std.- 7 to Std.-12 School level, from 2012 (District Centre)
Madhava Mathematics Competition, forcollege students, from 2014 (District
Centre)
Science circle of the institute arrange workshop on Olympiad Examinations
and various graduate level examination for school teachers and provide
guidance and information with Past test paper solution. Our faulty members
also approaches the school students and teachers, for subjective guidance. We
have more than 90 % of the teaching staff holds Ph.D degree and majority of
them are well experienced in research and teaching area. Institute provides
infrastructure as well as necessary expatriation without any cost. All work is
voluntary no remuneration drown by any staff members.
5. The Practice
We registered student of various school and colleges of Sabarkantha ,Aravalli
District.
 Our faculty provide guidance to the student and teachers of the schools.
 Institute provide Infrastructures without any cost.
 All staff member joined with dedication to conduct the Examination.
 Mr.G.L.Vekaria is centre in charge for NGPE, and District (Sabarkantha
,Aravalli) in charge Ramanujan Maths Completion- RMO, Madhava
Mathematics Competition MMC.
 Mr.H.A.Patel is centre in charge for NSEs from 2012
 Mr.G.L.Vekaria was centre in charge for NSEs from 2009 to 2011
 Mr.G.L.Vekaria appointed local co-ordinator at KOTA (Rajsthan) centers for
conducting NSEs 2012-2013-2014.He provide his contribution in first level
assessment NSEP for selection Official Indian team, International Physics
Olympiad held in Kazakhstan 2014.
 Mr.G.L.Vekaria provide his expertise as a subject expert in Physics (Practical)
at Pre Departure Camp, Official team India for Asian Physics Olympiad 2015
held Hangzhou in China.
 Mr.G.L.Vekaria provide his expertise as a subject expert in Physics (Practical)
at Orientation Cum Selection Camp (OCSC-2015) Official team India for
International Physics Olympiad 2015 held in Mumbai
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 Science circle committee was constituted with the following members:
Principal:

Dr. K.S.Pandya

Cordinator:
Member:

Dr. S.V.Patel.
1. G.L.Vekaria
2. Dr. M.S.Jangid
3. Shri K.B Shah
4. Shri K.M.Prajapati

6. Evidence of Success
This practice has been carried out since the last six years. The continuation of this
practice is a great evidence of the success. Around 1234 students including rural area
School’s Students are participated National Standard Examinations. For NGPE 160
students participated among them Municipal arts and Urban Bank Science College
Mehsana,Pramukhaswami Science College Kadi, Smt S.M.Panchal Science College
Talod, North Gujarat region Science students are involved.
In Mathematics competitive Examinations, Ramanujan Ganit Spardha 430 students
including rural area School’s Students are participated, among them 11 students
selected for RMO -2014.
For College students in Madhava Mathematics Competition 40 students participated
in national level examination.
7.

8.

Problems Encountered and Resources Required
 Enthusiastic support from school teachers is required.
 Motivation is required from student institutions.
 Lake of support from government authority for awareness of competitions
Contact Details:
Name of the Principal:
Dr. Sanjay Vediya (I/c. Princpal)
Name of the Institutions:
Sir P.T. Science college.
City:
Modasa
Pincode:
383315
Accrediated Status: 1st Cycle : B+
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(B)
1. Title : Students Counseling – Carrier Oriented
2. Goal
The objectives of counseling are:
 To encourage for developing special abilities and right attitudes
 To assist the student in planning for educational and career choice hence
students get job after completion of the study programme
Counselor provides necessary guidance for all above mentioned goals.
3. The Context
More than 90 % of the teaching staff holds Ph.D degree and majority of them are
well Experienced in research and teaching area. All the teachers have ability to
articulate concepts and ideas for better understanding of students. The most
challenging issue is the busy schedule and diversity of the students joining the
various programmes. The busy teaching schedules pose a challenge in preparing
schedule for counseling session. Counselor is monitoring of project work of students
and this helps in placement of students. Different Industries are invited by the
college for arrange the campus interview of the last year students of B.Sc and M.Sc.
4. The Practice
The institute has a counseling cell with one senior faculty as coordinators.
Designated coordinators monitor the counseling practice regularly based on inputs
received from Various faculty counselors.
The teachers are also involved in counseling practice. The management established a
Carrier Guidance Academy namely “Pushpaben Cabalas Somalal Shah (PCSS)
Carrier Guidance Academy” and appoint Dr. Santosh Devakar as a Director. The
college is a part of the academy and a co-oridantor appoint by the college. A
coordinator informed the students about the activity of the academy, new
advertisement of job oriented examination as well as job fair. The college organize
job fair during the year it is the useful to the students to decide the carrier.
5. Evidence of Success
This practice has been carried out since the last two years. The continuation of this
Practice is a great evidence of the success. Around 300 Students are getting
knowledge of competitive exams among them approximately 70 % Science students
are involved. Due to this practice the students decide their carrier and major students
of the college are recently appointed as a teacher in nearby primary schools by
qualifying professional TET examination organized by GOG.As well as some of the
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students namely Mr.Pankaj Menat-Deputy Mamlatdar,Mr.Asari-Sachivalay Clerk are
qualified professional examination.
6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required
The most challenging issue is the diversity of the students joining the various
programmes. The busy teaching schedules poses difficulties in arranging frequent
counselors meeting. To solve this problem, teachers allow the students to contact
them any time on telephone for advice and guidance. It is felt to put in more efforts
for the placement for final year students, Convincing and inviting recruiting
companies and agencies for conducting campus interviews.
7. Notes (Optional)
PCSSCDA is looking after maintenance of all respective programme. e.g.. GPSC,
UPSC, IAS, PSI, PI, NET, SLET, ‘Gujarat Gaun Seva Pasandagi Mandal’ etc.
therefore burden on individual institutes is much more reduced. This helps in
devoting more time for core academic activities. Governing body of the institute is
constituted and meetings are regularly conducted.
The best practices followed by other PCSS institutes are also discussed and
implementation plans are prepared for better functioning of the institute.
Best Practice No. 2
1. Title
:
Soil Health Card
2. Goal
College adapted the work of soil analysis with the help of Faculty members,
Administrative Staff and students of the final yrs of B.Sc. and M.Sc. having
chemistry as principal subject, assigned by the government of Gujarat to Science
colleges in the state who wear interestingly to carry out work, twice-during
summer vacation of April-May 2009-10.The Government Sanctioned the budget
out of which a fixed amount is to be paid to each student who does the work of
Soil analysis. The other part of the budget is to be utilized as per govt. norms, thus
student “earns with learns” On the basis of analysis report of each soil sample
submitted by colleges, the govt. of Gujarat issued Soil Health Card to the
concerned farmer
3. Context
This was a new and challenge through which was going to be a practical work
preparing a soil health card is of upmost practical value. It is expected to be a
revolution in the Agricultural field culminating into the most updated and
scientific approach in the field of education.
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 Soil fertility is accessed by soil testing.
 High dose of chemical Fertilizers are being used by farmers to increase
production of various hybrid verities of crops.
 If farmers can use the balance doze of fertilizer for crop production then
unnecessary financial loss can be avoided.
 Soil testing can be useful to maintain the soil health.
 PH-status (Acidic or base) of the agriculture field can be known by soil
testing. Appropriate use of fertilizers for crop production can be
recommended on the basis of PH value of soil.
 Soil testing categorizes the soil in to various categories such as Saline,
Alkaline or Minerals Soil. The farmers can be advised to convert such soil in
to normal soil.
 Soil testing is a Chemical process by virtue of which requirement of nutrients
for plant can be analyzed so as to maintain the soil fertility.
4. The Practice
The Government had arranged to collect the soil samples from farmers
through aids administrative machinery. The samples were supplied to college
in lots from particulars villages. The faculty and the student were given
specials training for testing and analysis of soil sample by the experts of the
Agricultural department of Government. State government grants Rs. 80/- per
samples for analysis the student performing the analysis is given by Rs. 20/per sample. The remaining budget is for purchase of equipments, glassware,
chemicals etc. Soil health card committee was constituted with the following
members:

Principal:
Co-coordinator:

Dr. K.S.Pandya
Dr. D.R.Fudani

Student team leader:

1. Prof. D.G.Acharya
2. Dr. S.V.Patel
3. Dr. M.P.Gongiwala
4. Dr. S.M.Dave

Account/Cashier:

Shri M.G.Gandhi

Clerk/Computer Operator: Shri N.A.Patel
Lab Asst. /Store keeper:

1. Shri M.P.Gandhi
2. Shri K.B.Shah
3. Shri B.M.Joshi
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Peon:

1.Shri V.K.Paramar
2. Shri Himanshu Sagar
3. Shri Ashok Pandya

The coordinator along with our faculty members were remaining present throughout
the day and student were carrying out the testing under the supervision. The
coordinator then prepares the report and the sends to the concerned authorities. The
staff of soil testing lab of state government will randomly check 5% of the samples.
The income, expenditure statements of the audited accounts is to be sent to the
Government.
For a given soil sample, PH is measure by PH Meter. Electric Conductivity of soil is
determined by Conductivity Meter. Organic carbon and available phosphorus is
determined by colraiometer with red colour filter, and available potash (potassium) is
determined by flame photometer. For soil analysis following steps is taken.,
Calibration of instruments using proper solution, Calculation of organic carbon,
phosphorus and potash, and after then all the Record maintain and report submitted
to Agricultural Department. It was the responsibility of the analyst/scientist of the
Govt. to issue a Soil Health Card, interpret the results and properly give the fertilizer
recommendations to farmers and regarding the nutrient problems of soils and crops
and suggest appropriate remedial measures for efficient correction of the same. It is
an impression that soil testing is a simple procedure to determine the plant nutrients
that are deficient and recommend those nutrients in fertilizer form so that harvests
are assured. Nevertheless, soil testing is much more than determining nutrient
availability.
5. Evidence of Success:
In the year of 2009-2010, Govt. had sanctioned Rs. 1194930/-as a grant for analysis
of soil testing, total 14936 samples were analyzed by 18 students under the guidance
of 5 faculty members. The College, through its faculty and students, carried out the
project strictly within the time limit prescribed and its reports submitted in time. The
students and faculty gained knowledge thorough soil analysis, testing and its utility
to the farmers and other stakeholders. The advantage of this soil analysis for the
students is to gained the knowledge and utility/application value of their study, apart
from gaining a little remuneration to supplement their further studies. Besides, the
College gained the equipment and glassware supplied by the Government as well as
modifications carried out in the Laboratory. The soil health card will be very much
helpful to farmers to deciding which crops will be taken, nature and quantity of
fertilizers to be used, thereby saving of unnecessary use of fertilizers, best seasons
for a particular crop, etc.
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6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required
 The first problem is using the regular lab is not advisable as soil particles
damage the sensitivity of the equipment.
 Science colleges are generally day colleges and majority of the students
coming from the distant places so the time management for this project
creates a problem.
 It is a must that results are brought and recorded with specification, exactness
and in a perfect scientific method. The students lack talents to work with the
above characteristics. They need to be trained and encouraged for the same.
 The students working on this project must also have basic knowledge to Use
the sensitive equipment.
Resources Required:
 We have established a lab on the grand floor.
 We have formed separate batches for students from nearby areas and student
who commute from long distances.
 To explain to the students that the project is the practice of the principle on
Earn While You Learn. This has proved to be an incentive for the students to
work on holidays or in the vacation.
 The students are given training how to use sensitive equipment to bring
precise and exact results.
 The students are given theoretical knowledge of the technical points and
Output of the analysis through orientation and supervision.
7. Notes (Optional)
1. Proper selection of the Best Practice is very important
2. Phase wise up to date planning and follow up is necessary.
3. Proper trained, alert and enthusiastic team is required.
8. Contact Details:
Name of the Principal:

Dr. Kishore S Pandya (Retired)

Name of the Institutions: Sir P.T. Science College.
City:

Modasa

Pin code:

383315

Accredited Status:

1st Cycle: B+

Work Phone:

02774-246410
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D. Evaluative Report : Chemistry Departments
1.

Name of the department: Chemistry

2.

Year of Establishment: 1960

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D.,
Integrated Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.)

Programme

Semester
/Year
Sem I

Sem II

Sem III

Sem IV

B.Sc.

Core Compulsory

Subject Elective

CC CH 101(Genral
Chemistry)Practical
Inorganic& Standardisation
CC CH 201(Genral
Chemistry) Practical
Organic& Volumetric
CC CH 301
(Inorg.Org.&physical

SE CH 101
(Agricultural Chemistry)

Sem V I

SE CH 301 A
(Environmental
Pollution)

CC CH 302
(Inorg.Org.&physical)
Practical-Org.&Physical
CC CH 401
(Inorg.Org.&physical)
CC CH 402
(Inorg.,,Org.&physical)
Practical
Inorg.&Volumetric
CC CH 501Inorg. chem.

Sem V

---

CC CH 502 Org. chem.
CC CH 503 Phy.chem.
CC CH 504
Analytical and structural
chem.
Practical (Inorg.Org.
&Physical)
CC CH 601 Inor. chem.

--SE CH 401 B (Green
chem..)
--SE CH 505 C (Paint&
Varnish)

-------

SE CH 605A (Polymer)

CC CH 602 Org.chem.

---

CC CH 603Phys. chem.

----

CC CH 604
Analytical and structural
Chem. Practical

----

(Inorg.Org.&Physical)
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Sem I

Sem II
M.Sc.

Sem III

Sem IV

4.

CHN-501 Org Chem.
CHN-502 Inorg. Chem.
CHN-503 Phy. Chem
Practical(Inorg.Org.&Physi
cal)
.
CHN-601, CHN-602
CHN-603 (ORGANIC.)
Practical(Organic)
CHN-701,CHN-702
CHN-703 (ORGANIC.)
Practical(.Organic)

CHN 504 A
(Spectroscopy &
diffraction method)

CHN 604 A
(Organic
Photochemistry)
CHN 704 B
(Organ metallic)

Ph.D.
Chemistry
Research Methodology
---------Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved
Class
B.Sc. Sem -I
B.Sc. Sem -II
B.Sc. Sem- III
B.Sc. Sem –IV
B.Sc. Sem V
B.Sc. sem - VI

5.

CHN-401 Org. chem.
CHN-402 Inorg. Chem.
CHN 404 A
CHN-403 Phy. Chem.
Practical(Inorg.Org.&Physi (Group Theory)
cal)

Interdisciplinary Unit or topic
involved
Title of topic/Unit/Course

Interdisciplinary
Subject

Communication Skills
Instru. Measurement & Analysis
Disaster Management
Environment Chem
Personality Development
Human rights
Indian Constitution

English
Instrumentation
Environment Science
Botany
English
Law
Law

Naturopathy

Medical/Aayurvedik

M.Sc. Sem – I

Spectroscopy & Diffraction Method

M.Sc. Sem- II
M.Sc.Sem- III
M.Sc.Sem- IV

Spectroscopy & Diffraction Method
Environmental Chemistry
-----------

Physics
Physics
Botany
------------

Annual/ Sem/choice based credit system (programme wise)
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6.
7.
8.
9.

The Sem system &CBCS are introduced at UG level in last academic year 201112. In the first, Second &Third year of the programme, Sem and CBCS are
applied. The Sem system & CBCS are introduced at PG Level since 2010-11
Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments
- Nil
Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.
- Nil
Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons - Nil
Number of Teaching posts
Post

10.

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

Nil

Nil

Associate Professors
Asst. Professors

04
05

04
02

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

Qualification

Designation Specialization

Experience

Years

Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years

Dr. K S Pandya

M.Sc., Ph.D.

Reti. Principal

Organic
Chemistry

36

05

Dr. D.G.Acharya

M.Sc., Ph.D.

Associate
Professor

Organic
Chemisty

27

--------

Dr. M.P.
Gongiwala

M.Sc.,Ph.D.

Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor

Organic
Chemisty
Inorganic
Chemisty
Physical
Chemisty

22

---------

21

----------

M.Sc.M.Ed.Ph.D

Assistant
Professor

Organic
Chemisty

21

----------

M.Sc.,Ph.D

Adhyapak
Sahayak

Inorganic
Chemisty

05

--------

Dr. D.R.Fudani

M.Sc.,B.Ed.,
Ph.D.

Dr. S.V.Patel

M.Sc.,Ph.D.

Dr. S.M.Dave

Dr. J.N.Patel
11.

20

List of senior visiting faculty
The list of visiting faculty in M.Sc. is as under
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Sr No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7.
12.

13.

Name of visiting
faculty

Position

Topic

Principal,
Spectroscopy
Science college, Pilvai
Chemistry
Dr. Z.M.
P G Incharge
Carbohydrates
Ghadhawala
Science college, Himmatnagar
HOD
Drugs
Dr. S.S.Andher
Science college, Himmatnagar
Senior Professor
History of drugs
Dr.K.N.Patel
Science college, Pilvai
Senior Professor
Statistical
Dr.G.R.Jani
Science college, Pilvai
Thermodynemics
Dr.K.P.Patel
Principal
Quntam chemistry
Science college, Lunavada
Senior Professor and H O D
Co-Ordination
Dr, R. S. Dave
Science college, Pilvai
chemistry
Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty
All the lectures and practical classes of the department are handled by our
teachers from last two years. Only one faculty member is adhoc, she is handling
only sem-I practical.
Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)
No of Students No of Teachers
StudentsProgramme
Year
of Department of Department Teacher Ratio
(X)
(Y)
( X/Y)
B Sc
342
05
68:1
2008-09
M.Sc.
56
05
11:1
B Sc
301
06
50:1
2009-10
M.Sc.
53
05
10:1
B Sc
411
06
68:1
2010-11
M.Sc.
41
06
7:1
Prin.Dr.S.S.Shah

B Sc
M.Sc.
B Sc
M.Sc.

408
37
482
46

07
06
07
07

58:1
6:1
69:1
6:1

2013-14

B Sc
M.Sc.

538
50

07
07

77:1
7:1

2014-15

B Sc
M.Sc.

595
40

06
06

100:1
7:1

2011-12
2012-13
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14.

15.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled.
Sr No

Designation of academic
support staff

Sanctioned/
Required

Filled

1
2
3
4

Store Keeper
Laboratory Assistances
Gas Mechanics
Lab. Hamal/Peons

01
05
01
04

Nil
02
Nil
02

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.
Sr No

Name of Faculty

Designation

Qualifications

1

Dr. K S Pandya

Reti. Principal

M.Sc., Ph.D.

2

Dr. D.G.Acharya

Associate Professor

M.Sc.,B.Ed., Ph.D.

3

Dr.M.P.Gongiwala

Associate Professor

M.Sc. Ph.D.

4

Dr. D.R.Fudani

Associate Professor

M.Sc.,B.Ed., Ph.D.

5

Dr. S.V.Patel

Associate Professor

M.Sc. Ph.D.

6

Dr. S.M.Dave

Assistant Professor

7

Dr. J.N.Patel

Adhapak Sahayak

M.Sc.,M.Ed., Ph.D.
M.Sc. Ph.D.

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International
funding agencies and grants received
- Refer the Article 3.1.5

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and
total grants received
Nil
Research Centre /facility recognized by the University
Yes, the following faculties are recognized research guides of Concern
University.

18.

Sr. Name of
No. recognized guide
1
Dr. K S Pandya
2

Dr. S.V.Patel

University
H.N.G.U.,
Patan
H.N.G.U.,
Patan

No. of Ph.D.
student awarded
5
NIL

No. of Ph.D. student
Working
3
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19.

Publications:
a) Publication per faculty
- Refer the Article 3.4.3
Research Papers Published during last five years

Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
international) by faculty 31.
 Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database
- International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.
 Monographs:
-NIL.
 Books Edited:

- Nil

 Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers:

- Nil

 Citation Index

- Nil

 SNIP:

- Nil

 h-index:

- Nil

List of Books/Articles Published By Teacher
Dr.D.G.Acharya
Name of
Name & Address
Sr No.
Book/Article
of Publisher
1
M.Sc Part-I
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry
2
F.Y.B.Sc
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry
3
S.Y.B.Sc
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry
4
T.Y.B.Sc
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry

Sr No
1
2
3
4

Dr.M. P. Gongiwala
Name of
Name & Address
Book/Article
of Publisher
M.Sc Part-I
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry
F.Y.B.Sc
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry
S.Y.B.Sc
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry
T.Y.B.Sc
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry

Year

Remarks

2008-09

Co.author

2008-09

Co.author

2009-10

Co.author

2010-11

Co.author

Year

Remarks

2008-09

Co.author

2008-09

Co.author

2009-10

Co.author

2010-11

Co.author
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Dr.D. R. Fudani
Name of
Book/Article

Sr No

1
2
3
4
5

M.Sc Part-I
Practical,Chemistry
F.Y.B.Sc
Practical,Chemistry
S.Y.B.Sc
Practical&
Theory,Chemistry
T.Y.B.Sc
Practical,Chemistry
Nirav College
Chemistry Paper-

Name & Address
of Publisher

Year

Remarks

Sai Prakashan

2008-09

Co.author

Sai Prakashan

2008-09

Co.author

Sai Prakashan

2009-10

Co.author

Sai Prakashan

2010-11

Co.author

Nirav Prakashan

2009-10

Co.author

VII

Sr No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

20.
21.

Dr.S. V. Patel
Name &
Name of Book/Article
Address
of Publisher
M.Sc Part-I
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry
F.Y.B.Sc
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry
S.Y.B.Sc
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry
T.Y.B.Sc
Sai Prakashan
Practical,Chemistry
Nirav Prakashan,
Chemistry Paper – V
Ahmedabad.
Nirav Prakashan,
Chemistry Paper – IX
Ahmedabad.
GUJCAT-2006&
Chemistry Digest for
Anada Prakashan
Standard-12, Part-I & II,

Year

Remarks

2008-09

Co.author

2008-09

Co.author

2009-10

Co.author

2010-11

Co.author

Month: 10Year: 2009
Month: 10Year: 2010
Month: 1Year: 2006

Author
Author
Co-author

Areas of consultancy and income generated
Soil testing Programme run by Gujarat government.
Faculty as members in
a)
National committees
b) International Committees
c)
Editorial Boards….
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Sr
No

Name of Faculty

Name of Journal

Designation

1

Dr. D.G.Acharya

Indian Concil of chemist,Agra

Life Member

2

Dr. M.P.Gongiwala

Indian Concil of chemist,Agra

Life Member

3

Dr. S.V.Patel

-Indian Chemical Society, Kolcutta.
Indian Council Of Chemist,Agra

Life Member

22.

Student projects
a)
Percentage of students who have done in-house projects
including inter departmental/programme
Research Project is Compulsory for the P G Students as per the University
norms.
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside
the institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: Nil.

23.

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students:
Name of
Conference/
Research
Teacher /
Award
Body
Paper
Student
Dr K S Pandya

Neelam Patel,
Brijesh Bhavsar

Gujarati Sahitya
Parishad,
Ahmedabad

Gujarat Science
Congress

BOOK –
VIGYANRAS

Lambert
Beer’s law

Best Popular
Science Book
VIGYANRAS
(2011)

First Prize

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the
department
- NIL

25.

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of
funding
a) State Level:
01
b) National:
- NIL
c) International:
- NIL

Sr
No
1

26.

Title of Seminar
(Name of Expert)
Some Advance trends
&Problems in Green
Chemistry.

Sponsored
by

Date

UGC

17/12/2011

No. of Participant
Teacher:86
Students: 132

Student profile programme/course wise: Refer the article 2.2.3 and 2.1.6
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27.

Diversity of Students
Name of the
Course

% of students from
the same state

% of students from
other States

% of students
from abroad

B.Sc.

100%

NIL

NIL

M.Sc.

100%

NIL

NIL

Ph.D

100%

NIL

NIL

28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense
services
No such records are maintained by our department

29.

Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
Approximately 30%

PG to M.Phil.

------

PG to Ph.D.

-----

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

-------

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Data not available
Data not available
Data not available

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library
The institute Library computerized with internet facilities. Reprographic facilities
made available in the library. Five computers with internet facilities in the library
for the students and staff. N-list INFLIBNET library network linked and all the
staff members enrolled in this programme.. More than 65 national- international
journals, magazine available for the students and staff. Seating arrangement also
given comfort. Free book distribution to the poor students in the progrrame of
“Loan library” system.
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: Yes
c) Class rooms with ICT facility
03
d) Laboratories :
05
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31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college,
university, government or other agencies
Financial assistance for the year (IN RS.)

Caste
20082009

20092010

20102011

20112012

20122013

20132014

B.Sc. Programme
S.C.

78240/-

30878/-

67892/-

77346/-

129250/-

322424/-

S.T.

75000/-

32481/-

178360/-

207773/-

200024/-

205024/-

BAXI

87188/-

97426/-

164368/-

164557/-

272836/-

286928/-

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures /
workshops /seminar) with external experts
Our department organized state level seminar on “Green Chemistry” external
experts invited for lecturers

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
Beside traditional lecturer method following teaching aids and methods adopted
to improve student learning.
-

34.

35.

Audio- Visual aids
OHP
Models
Chart
New method practical
Project

Demonstration of Practical
- Assignments
- Seminars
- Workshops
- Group Discussions
- participation through Question- answering
- Unit Tests, Quiz
Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and
Extension activities
We run Study Science Centre We have successfully run Soil Health Card
Programme of State Government
SWOC analysis of the department and Future plan

1 Strength of department Well qualified and experienced staff (All teachers are Ph.D. among them One is
research guide).
 Our department imparts educations from U.G. to Ph.D.
 Very good research publications in national journals.
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2 Weakness of department Insufficient teaching and non-teaching staff.
 Insufficient facilities of transportation for students.
 Lack of fluency in speaking English.
3 Opportunity Bright opportunities of placement for students.
 To enhance the interdisciplinary approach among faculty.
 To developed and run the short term programmed for skill development and
career orientation.
4 Challenges Continuously increasing strength of the students.
 Educationally weak students having rural background.
 Enhance the interdisciplinary approach.
Future plans:
 To improve very good command and fluency on speaking English.
 To do more MOUs.
 To increase consultancy.
 To add more sophisticated instruments in the research lab.
 To subscribe more research journals & e-journals.
Highlights:
 High proportion of research
 Awarded 5- Ph.D. students & 03 Registered
 02 research guide
 Above 20 research papers
 Student of the department are serving as principal/ associate professor/ assistant
professor at various colleges of the state.
 Many no. of our students are on the key posts in industries and some of them are
industrialists.
 Separate research laboratories.
 During last five years many conferences, seminars and workshops are attended
and many research papers are presented by our department.
 03 Minor research projects have been undertaken while 02 are going on.
 Higher results with compare to university results.
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D. Evaluative Report: Physics Departments
1.

Name of the department:

Physics Department

2.

Year of Establishment:

1960-B.Sc. (UG)

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG)

Programme

Semester
/Year

Course Offered

Ad on Courses

B.Sc.

Semester

UG

Subjective Elective

CC-Phy-101

I

Unit – I
(a) Vector analysis
(b) Simple Harmonic Motion
Unit – II
(a) D.C. Circuits:
(b) Network Theorems:
Unit – III
(a) Heat and Thermodynamics
(b) Entropy
Unit – IV
(a) Rectifier and filter circuits
(b) Transistors

PC-PHY -102 Practical course
CC-Phy-103

II

Unit – I
(a) Mechanics of a single particle
& of particles
(b) Motion in a central force field
& Pendulum
Unit – II
(a) Refraction Through Lenses
(b) Interference
Unit – III
(a) Electrostatics
(b) Steady Current
Unit – IV
(a) Waves
(b) Ultrasonic waves

 Nano technology
 Energy Tech.
 Instrument
 Elect. Circuits &

Electronics
 Programming

Fortran 90 and 95
 Remote Sensing &

Transducers
 Astronomy &

Astrophysics
 Instruments
 Passive Circuit Ele
& Energy Sources
 Optoelectronic
Instruments
 Modern Physics
 Instrumentation
Measurement &
Analysis
 Astro / Space
Physics
 Vacuum Tech.&
Instrument

PC-PHY -104 Practical course
CC-Phy-301
III

UNIT - I
(a) Heat and Thermodynamics
(b) Kinetic Theory of gases
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UNIT – II
(a) Diffraction
(b) Special Theory of relativity
UNIT - III
(a) Crystal Structure
(b) Atomic Spectra

PC-PHY -301 Practical course
CC-Phy-302

III

UNIT-I
(a) Electrostatics in Dielectric
(b) Magnetostatics
UNIT-II
(a) Transistors Biasing and
Stabilization
(b) Basic Transistor Amplifier
(c) Solidstate Devices
UNIT-III
(a) Fourier series
(b) Co-ordinate Transformation
(c) Schrodinger Equations

PC-PHY -302 Practical course
CC-Phy-401

IV

UNIT-I
(a) Solid State Physics
Atomic Cohesion and
(b) Crystal Binding
UNIT-II
(a) Physical Interpretation and
Condition on
(b) Stationary States and Energy
Spectra
(c) Resolving Power
UNIT-III
(a) Plasma Physics The Basic
concepts
(b) Polarization

PC-PHY -401 Practical course
CC-Phy-402

IV

UNIT-I9
(a) Digital Electronics
(b) A.C. Bridges
(c) Programming in –C
UNIT-II
(a) Detectors
(b) Radioactivity
(c) The Q-Equation
UNIT-III Modern Physics

PC-PHY -402 Practical course
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CC-Phy-501

V

V

UNIT - I Mathematical Physics
(a) Differential Equations
(b) Second order differential
Equations
UNIT- II Classical Mechanics
(a) Lagrangian Formulation
(b) Motion of Rigid Body
UNIT -III Quantum Mechanics
General formalism of Wave
Mechanics
CC: PHY-502
UNIT- I Statistical Mechanics
UNIT-II Solid State Physics
UNIT- III Plasma Physics

CC: PHY-503
V

UNIT - I Radio Activity
UNIT-II Nuclear Physics
UNIT-III Molecular Spectra

CC: PHY-504

V

UNIT – I
(a) Network Transformations:
(b) Photo Electric Devices and
Thyristors
UNIT – II
(a) Basic Transistor Amplifiers:
(b) Multistage Amplifiers
UNIT – III
(a) Regulated DC Power Supply
(b) Constants, Variables & Data
Types: (Programming in C)
PC-PHY -501 Practical course
PC-PHY -502 Practical course
PC-PHY -503 Practical course
PC-PHY -504 Practical course

CC: PHY-601
VI

UNIT - I Mathematical Physics
(a) Curvilinear Coordinates
(b) Special Functions
UNIT- II Classical Mechanics
Variational Principle:
Lagrange's and Hemilton's Equations

VI

UNIT -III Quantum Mechanics
CC: PHY-602
UNIT- I Statistical Mechanics
(a) Some Application of
Statistical Mechanics
(b) B.E. and F.D. distribution
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VI

VI

4.

UNIT-II Solid State Physics
Superconductivity :
UNIT-III Holography & Fiber Optics
CC: PHY-603
UNIT- I Electromagnetics
Boundary Value Problems in
Electrostatic Fields
SpecialTechniques
UNIT - II Electromagnetics
(a) Electromagnetic Induction:
(b) Electromagnetic Waves
UNIT - III Energy Technology
(a) Fundamentals and Applications of
Solar Energy
(b) Solar energy conversion systems
and thermal power plants
CC: PHY-604
UNIT – I
(a) Feedback Amplifier
(b) Transistor Oscillators (Sinusoidal)
UNIT - II
(a) Modulation
(b) Digital Electronics
UNIT - III Programming in C
(a) Operators and Expressions
(b) Managing Input and Output
Operations
(c) Decision making and
branching
PC-PHY -601 Practical course
PC-PHY -602 Practical course
PC-PHY -603 Practical course
PC-PHY -604 Practical course

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved

Class

Interdisciplinary Unit or topic
Interdisciplinary
involved Title of topic/Unit/Course Subject
Agricultural chemistry
Communication Skills

Chemistry
English

Semester-III

Instru. Measurement & Analysis
Disaster Management
Astro /space physics
Personality Development

Instrumentation
Environment Science
Space physics
English

Semester-IV

Business mathematics
Human rights

Mathematics
Law

Semester-I
Semester-II
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Semester-V
Semester-VI

Indian Constitution
Instruments
Naturopathy
Opto Elecronic Instrument

Law
Instrumentation
Medical/Aayurvedik
Instrument

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):
The semester system & CBCS are introduced at UG level From academic year 201112.

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments
Yes. Mathematics Department offered Business Mathematics Paper And
Agricultural chemistry of chemistry department in our department

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc.
- Nil

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons - Nil

9.

Number of teaching posts
Teaching Posts

10.

Filled

Professors

Nil

Nil

Associate Professors

02

02

Assistant Professors

02

02

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name of Faculty
Dr. R.H.Parmar
Dr.J.H.Prajapati

Ph.D.
No. of
Students
Qualification Designation Specialization Years of
guided for the
Experience
last 4 years
M.Sc., Ph.D
M.Sc., Ph.D.,
B.Ed.

Mr. G.L.Vekaria M.Sc., M.Phil.,
B.Ed.
Mr. H.A.Patel

11.

Sanctioned

M.Sc., B.Ed.

List of senior visiting faculty:

Associate
Professor

Quantum
Physics

Associate
Professor

Solid State
Physics

20

Assistant
Professor

Physics

22

Assistant
Professor

Physics

23

NIL
NIL
NIL

20

NIL

NIL
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12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise)
by temporary faculty
All the lectures and practical classes of the department are handled by our teachers
by last two years. Only one faculty member is ad-hoc, he is handling only sem-I
practical.

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)
Year

Programme

2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15

B.Sc
B.Sc
B.Sc
B.Sc

No of Students
of Department
(X)
296
364
382
382

No of Teachers
of Department
(Y)
04
04
04
04

StudentsTeacher Ratio
( X/Y)
74:1
91:1
96:1
96:1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled.

15.

16.

Sr. No.

Designation of academic
support staff

Sanctioned/
Required

Filled

1

Laboratory Assistances

01

01

2

Electrician

01

01

3

Lab. Hamal/Peon

01

01

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.
Sr
No
1

Name of Faculty

Designation

Qualifications

Dr. R.H.Parmar

M.Sc., Ph.D.

Associate Professor

2

Dr.J.H.Prajapati

M.Sc., Ph.D., B.Ed.

Associate Professor

3

Mr. G.L.Vekaria

M.Sc., M.Phil.,B.Ed

Assistant Professor

4

Mr. H.A.Patel

M.Sc B.Ed

Assistant Professor

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International
funding agencies and grants received :
- Refer the article No: 3.1.5
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17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received:
-NIL

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University Publications: -NIL

19.

Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national
/ international) by faculty and students :
-NIL
 Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web
of Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare
Database - International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.) :
-NIL
 Monographs :
-NIL
 Chapter in Books:
List of Books/Articles Published By Teacher
Dr.R H Parmar
Name & Address
of Publisher

Year

Remarks

Bhautik Prakashan, Modasa

2009

2

S.Y.B.Sc. Paper -III,IV & V Bhautik Prakashan, Modasa

2010

3

B.Sc. Sem I –II

Bhautik Prakashan, Modasa

2011

4

B.Sc. Sem III

Bhautik Prakashan, Modasa

2012

Syllabus of
HNG Uni
Syllabus of
HNG Uni
Syllabus of
HNG Uni
Syllabus of
HNG Uni

Sr.
No

Name of Book/Article

1

F.Y.B.Sc. Paper -I & II

Dr.J. H Prajapati
Name & Address
of Publisher

Year

Remarks

Bhautik Prakashan, Modasa

2009

2

S.Y.B.Sc. Paper -III,IV & V Bhautik Prakashan, Modasa

2010

3

B.Sc. Sem I –II

Bhautik Prakashan, Modasa

2011

4

B.Sc. Sem III

Bhautik Prakashan, Modasa

2012

Syllabus of
HNG Uni
Syllabus of
HNG Uni
Syllabus of
HNG Uni
Syllabus of
HNG Uni

Sr.
No

Name of Book/Article

1

F.Y.B.Sc. Paper -I & II
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Shri G.L Vekaria
Sr.
Title of the article
No

Name of the Journal

1

Thor No Padkar

Pragami tarang -Progressive wave 2011 Vol II

2

Transit of Venus

Pragami tarang -Progressive wave 2012 Vol. IV 2347 2782

3

Human Body and
Elasticity

Pragami tarang -Progressive wave 2013 Vol. V

2347 2782

4

Daban Pinde
Pragami tarang -Progressive wave 2014 Vol VI
Brhamande sarvatra

2347 2782









20.

21.

Sr.
No
1

2

ISSN of
Issue of the
the
Journal
Journal
2347 2782

Transit of Venus Gujarati booklet, Gujcost,Vigyan prasar,2012
Transit of Venus Poster Gujarati, Gujcost,Vigyan prasar,2012
Transit of Venus activity Kit Gujarati, Vigyan prasar, Manthan Edu.,2012
Books Edited:
-NIL
Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers: -NIL
SJR:
-NIL
Impact factor :
-NIL
h-index :
-NIL

Areas of consultancy and income generated:
Our Department involved with Government programme for Bio west /e-West
analysis sponsored by GEMI-Government of Gujarat.
Faculty as members in a)National committees, b) International Committees,
c) Editorial Boards….
Name of Faculty

Dr.R.H.Parmar

Dr.J. H.Prajapati

Committees

Designation

Indian Association of Physics Teachers

Life Member

Indian Physics Association

Life Member

HNGU - Physics Board of Studies

Member

Indian Association of Physics Teachers

Life Member

Indian Physics Association

Life Member

Indian Association of Physics Teachers

Life Member

Indian Association of Physics Teachers

E C Member (Central
Body) 2013-15

3

Mr. G.L.Vekaria

Indian Association of Physics Teachers

Gujarat RC 7
Member 2009-12
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4

Mr. H.A. Patel

Indian Physics Association
Indian Photonics Society

Life Member
Life Member

Gujarat Text Book Board

Resource Person

Indian Association of Physics Teachers

Life Member

22. Student projects

23.

a)

Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme :
-NIL

b)

Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies:
-NIL

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students:

- NIL

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department
Sr. Name of visiting faculty
Programme Subject
No
1
2

J J Raval
Indian Planetary Society Mubai
Dr R J Pathak, Palanpur, Gujarat

UG

Astronomy
General Relativity
Physics

3

Dr. K K Patel, Talod, Gujarat

UG

Physics

4

Pro. P C Vinodkumar
V V Nagar, Gujarat

UG

Particle, Physics

5

Prof. K N Joshipuara
V V Nagar, Gujarat
Prof A R Jani
V V Nagar, Gujarat

UG

General Physics

UG

General Physics

Dr. S G Nene

UG

Space Physics

6
7

UG

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) International: Nil

b) National: Nil c) State:

Title
Regional Level Poster Competition on
“Innovation and Diversity of Science
Subjects”

Date of Event
20 February
2015

Source of funding
GUJCOST,
IAPT RC-7

26. Student profile programme/course wise: Refer the article 2.2.3 and 2.1.6
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27.

Diversity of Students
Name of the
Course

B.Sc

% of students
from the same
state

100%

% of students
from other
States

NIL

% of students from
abroad

NIL

28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations
such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.?
Data Not available

29.

Student progression:
Student progression
UG to PG

Data Not available

PG to M.Phil.

Data Not available

PG to Ph.D.

Data Not available

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Data Not available

Employed




Campus selection
Other than campus recruitment

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Against % enrolled

Data Not available
Data Not available

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a)
Library: The institute Library computerized with internet facilities.
Reprographic facilities made available in the library. Five computers with internet
facilities in the library for the students and staff. N-list INFLIBNET library network
linked and all the staff members enrolled in this programme.. More than 65 nationalinternational journals, magazine available for the students and staff. Seating
arrangement also given comfort. Free book distribution to the poor students in the
progrrame of “Loan library” system.

31.

b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students:
The institution provides two computer and one printer with internet facilities. This
facilities used by the staff.
Laboratories: Yes, (2 Lab and Dark room). Department provides infrastructure,
equipment as per the need of the work.
Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies
-No.
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32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) with external experts
Special lectures of following experts arranged by the department for student
enrichment.
Dr. R J Pathak – 02
HOD, Science College, Palanpur, Gujarat
Dr. K K Patel -01
HOD, Science College, Talod
Dr. A R Jani – 01
Ex Head Physics Department, S P University.
Dr. K N Joshipura – 02
Ex Head Physics Department, S P University.
Dr. P C Vinodkumar – 01
Prof. Physics Department, S P University.

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
- Chalk & Talk , Practical Demo.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities
Dr R H Parmar :

Member of NSS advisery committee (College Level),
Samudayik seva dhara (saptadhara activity)

Dr. J H Prajapati :

NSS Coordinator, Cultural Committee member
Thalesemiya Screening, PulsePolio Abhiyan, Blood
Donation, Beti Bachao in Duttak village during special
Camp, Voter Awareness Programme at college level and
Duttak village, Annual Day & Youth Festival

Prof. G L Vekaria : Coordinator NGPE ,Science circle
District co ordinator Ramanujan maths Exam. and
Madhava mathematics completion , Science communicator
Prof. H A Patel :

35.

Voter Awareness Programme at college level
Coordinator NSEs Samudayik seva dhara (saptadhara
activity)

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans
1.Strength of Department:
 Department having qualified and experienced staff with Different areas of
Specialization
 Domestic environment (Three generation work together)
 Most of All the faculty research oriented and dedicated
 Staff members are author in various books.
 ICT facility available

2. Weakness of department:


The limitation of laboratory space for under graduate experiments compared to
increasing number of students
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Lab. Needs a funding to set it right to keep space with need of society.

3. Opportunity:




From this year (2015-16 ) we started main subject as a Physics s students will get
benefit
Utilize allocated portion of grants for purchasing latest equipments.
Grasp every opportunity to send the students to take part

4. Challenges:




Governmental policies regarding sanction of faculties.
Matching with ever upgrading knowledge and technology
Time constraints to carry out extracurricular and other academic activities.

5. Best Practices:




Organize popular subjective lecture series
Faculties are interested to organize and conduct excursions to increase the
knowledge.
Faculties are engaged in research activity and take part to attend and present
papers

6. Future Plans:





To develop Research and development center to facilitate consultancy.
To subscribe more research journals & e-journals.
To organize seminars/workshops/training programs.
We suggested to institute to start PG from next year

36. Highlights:






Increasing proportion of research
Published 8 books
2 faculty have Ph.D. degree and 1 has M.Phil degree
Dr.R.H.Parmar visited France to attending and presenting research paper in 2002
Most of the Student of the Department are serving as science Teacher in the
school.
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D. Evaluative Report - Biology Departments
1.
2.
3.

Name of the department: Biology Department
Year of Establishment:
1960-B.Sc.(UG); 1996-M.Sc.(PG)(Botany)
Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D.,
Integrated Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.)

Semester/
Year

Course Offered

Ad on Courses

B.Sc. – Programme (U.G.)

CC-Bot-111
Cell biology,
Algae and fungi,
Plant anatomy,
I

Environment biology

CC-Zoo-111
Taxonomy,Type study, Cytogenetics,
Economic Zoology

CC-Bot-122
Genetics,
Bryophytes& Pteridophytes,
Angiosperm morphology
Plants and human welfare
II

CC-Zoo-122
Taxonomy,Type study-2,Human
Physiology,Ecology and wild life
biology

ES-BOT-111, ES-BOT-112, ES-BOT113,
Plant Tissue Culture, Plant Breeding,
Wood Anatomy, Water Quality
analysis,
Biodiversity, Horticulture, Remote
Sensing
Environment Study,
DNA:The
Molecule of life, Carbon Credit,
,Biological Evolution,
Biocomputing,Professional practice in
Biotechnology, Microbial ecology,
Clinical Biotechnology
Animal
diversity,
Pest
control
technology ,
Animal health science, Human diseases
and control.
Plant Tissue Culture, Plant Breeeding,
Wood Anatomy, Water Quality
analysis,
Biodiversity, Horticulture
Remote Sensing, Environment Study
DNA:The Molucule of life, Carbon
Credit,
Biological Evolution, Biocomputing,
Professional practice in Biotechnology,
Microbial
ecology,
Clinical
Biotechnology
Animal diversity,
Pest control technology,
Animal health science,
Human diseases and control.
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III

III

IV

CC-Bot-211
Morphology, Gymnosperms &
Palaeobotany
Angiosperm taxonomy
CC-Bot- 212
Plant physiology, Plant ecology,
Genetics
CC-Bot-221

ES-BOT-211
DNA:A molecule of life
ES-BOT-212
Water Quality analysis
ES-BOT-213
Biodiversity
ES-BOT-211

Morphology and Angiosperms,

DNA:A molecule of life

Angiosperm taxonomy, Plant Anatomy

ES-BOT-212

CC-Bot-222

Water Quality analysis

Angiosperm Embryology, Biochemistry, Plant physiology

ES-BOT-213
Biodiversity

CC-Bot-311
Algae, Fungi, Plant Pathology
CC-Bot-312

V

Bryophtes, Pteridophytes,
Gymnosperm
CC-Bot- 313

ES-BOT-301
Pharmacognosy of Hurbal drugs

Angiosperm Family, Plant Ecology,

ES-BOT- 302

Plant Anatomy

Fresh water Ecology

CC-Bot- 314
Cell biology, Genetics,

ES-BOT- 303

Microbiology , Biostatistics

Air Pollution

CC-Bot- 321
Molecular biology, Plant pathology,
Lichens, Angiosperms family
CC-Bot- 322
VI

Biochemistry & Plant Plant physiology
CC-Bot- 323
Economic Botany, Plant Tissue
culture, Biotechnology, Plant Ecology
CC-Bot- 324
Plant Anatomy , Plant Breeding,

Semester

M.Sc.– Programme (PG)

I

CBO-401
Bacteriology , Physiology
Mycology, Plant pathology

ES-BOT-301
Pharmacognosy of Hurbal drugs
ES-BOT- 302
Fresh water Ecology
ES-BOT- 303
Air Pollution

EBO-401
Biodiversity
EBO- 402

CBO- 402

Environmental biology
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Bryophytes, Pteridophytes
Gymnosperms, Fossils
CBO-403
Cell biology , Genetics
CBO- 404
Angiosperm Texonomy
Plant reproduction
CBO-405
Plant Texonomy , Ecology

II

CBO- 406
Biophysics, Instrumentation
biochemistry

III

EBO- 403
Horticulture

EBO 404
Phytochemistry
Pharmacology of herbal drugs
EBO -405
Plant tissue culture
EBO- 406 Marine Botany

CBO- 501
Plnat physiology

EBO- 501

CBO- 502
Plant resource utilization
Conservation and biometry

EBO- 502

CBO-503
Molecular biology, biochemistry

Research methodolology and scientific
presentations

Biofertilizer
Air pollution and climate change
EBO- 503

CBO-504
Plant Breeding & Horticulture
CBO-505
Mycorrhizae,Mushrooms,Ethnobotany
& Plant Geography

IV

Major Dissertation/Project work

Soft-skill

4.

paper

English Language Communication , Computer Applications,
Personality Development

Ph.D.

Limnology, Biodiversity, Ecology Taxonomy, Ethno botany

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved

Semester-II

Interdisciplinary Unit or topic involved
Title of topic/Unit/Course
Horticulture

Interdisciplinary
Subject
Agriculture

Semester-III

Microbial World

Microbiology

Class
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Semester-IV

Water Quality analysis

Chemistry

Semester-V

Air Pollution, Virology

Semester-VI
M.Sc. Semester-II

Fresh water ecology

Chemistry,
Microbiology
Environmental science
Microbiology

M.sc. Semester-III
Semester-II

Plant tissue culture
Biofertilizer
Horticulture

Chemistry
Agriculture

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise)

6.

The semester system &CBCS are introduced at UG level from academic year 201112. In the first, Second &Third year of the programme, Semester and CBCS are
applied. The Semester system & CBCS are introduced at PG Level since 2010-11
Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

7.

Yes. Microbiology Department offered Biodiversity Paper Pharmocognosy subject
offered in our department from Pharmacy faculty
Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc.
Our faculty member registered Ph.D supervisors and Refree in Other University like
JJTU, Junjunu, Rajasthan, KSKV, Gandhinagar

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons

9.

Number of teaching posts
Teaching Posts

Sanctioned

Nil

Filled

Professors

Nil

Nil

Associate Professors

02

02

Asst. Professors

05

02
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10.

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Dr. S.D.
Vediya

Ph.D;M.Phil;M.Sc;
B.Ed;LL.B;CES

Associate
Professor

Dr.M.S.
Jangid

Ph.D., M.Sc.

Associate
Professor

Ethnobotany

Dr.H.S.
Kharadi

Ph.D; M.Sc B.Ed.,.

Assistant
Professor

Dr.
N.C.Vachhani

Ph.D;M.Sc

Assistant
Professor

Years of
Experience

Botany

Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years

25

05-Awarded
03-Guided

19

3

Environmental
Biology

08

------

Zoology

17

(Environmental
Biology)

Taxonomy,

11.

List of senior visiting faculty. The list of visiting faculty in M.Sc. is as under
SrNo
Name of visiting faculty
Programme
Subject
1
Prin.Dr.Y.B.Dabgar
M.Sc. (PG)
Botany
2
Dr. B.L.Punjani
M.Sc. (PG)
Botany
3
Dr. K.C.Patel
M.Sc. (PG)
Botany
4
Dr.N.B.Patel
M.Sc. (PG)
Botany
5
Dr.H.M.Ant
M.Sc. (PG)
Botany
6
Dr.N.K.Patel
M.Sc. (PG)
Botany
7.
Dr.M. M. Prajapati
M.Sc. (PG)
Botany
8.
Dr. B. K. Jain
M.Sc. (PG)
Botany
9.
Dr. C. V. Jha
M.Sc. (PG)
Botany

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty
All the lectures and practical classes of the department are handled by our teachers.
Faculty members taking Theory and practical’s for some batches in the morning due
to excess workload. The Management appointed ad hoc faculty from last two years.
Only one faculty member is ad hoc, she is handling practical.
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13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)

Year
2011-2012
2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-15

14.

Sr
No
1

3
4

B.Sc. Botany
Zoology
B.Sc. Botany
Zoology
B.Sc. Botany
Zoology
M.Sc. Botany
B.Sc. Botany
Zoology
M.Sc. Botany

No of Teachers
of Department
(Y)
03
01
03
01
03
01
03
03
01
03

StudentsTeacher Ratio
( X/Y)
74:1
91:1
87:1
86:1
120:1
75:1
5:1
104:1
70:1
8:1

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled.
Designation of academic support
Sanctioned/
Sr No
Filled
staff
Required
02
01
1
Laboratory Assistances

15.

2

Programme

No of Students
of Department
(X)
222
91
262
86
361
75
15
311
70
26

2

Plant collector

01

Nil

3

Lab. Hamal/Peon

02

01

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.
Name of Faculty
Dr.S.D.Vediya
Dr.M.S.Jangid
Dr.H.S.Kharadi
Dr.N.C.Vachhani

Designation
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

Qualifications
Ph.D;M.Phil;M.Sc;B.Ed;LL.B;CES
Ph.D;M.Sc
Ph.D;M.Sc.,B.Ed.,.
Ph.D;M.Sc..
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16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International
funding agencies and grants received
-Refer the Article 3.1.5

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and
total grants received
Total Grant Received: 2,95,000/- & 20,000/- in 1999 (UGC-Minor Research Grants
Received by the Faculty of the Department. Total Grant Received: 2, 95,000/- &
20,000/- in 1999)

18.

19.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University
Yes, HNGUniveristy, Patan recognized faculty for Ph.D supervisor. The following
faculties are recognized research guides of Concern University.
No. of Ph.D.
No. of Ph.D.
Sr No Name of recognized
University
student
student
guide
awarded
Working
H.N.G.U.
05
03
1.
Dr. S.D,Vediya
J.J.T.U (Raj)
00
02
KSKV (Guj)
00
00
H.N.G.U
00
03
2.
Dr.M.S.Jangid
J.J.T.U (Raj)
00
00
Publications:
a) Publication per faculty
- Refer the Article 3.4.3
Research Papers Published during last five years
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /international)
by faculty and students
Total : 42 Papers published by the faculty members in last few years.
 Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare
Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
 Most of the publication published from reputed agencies and they listed on
database Monographs
Nil.
 Chapter in Books
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List of Books/Articles Published By Teacher
Dr.S.D.Vediya
Sr.
No
1
2

3
4

Name of Book/Article
Botany for B.Sc. Sem –I and II
Plant diversity study of Meghraj
range forest District sabarkantha
North Gujarat
Phytosociology and edaphic dynamic
study of Meghraj range forest district
Sabarkantha Gujarat
Biodiversity : Threats and
Conservation (Global to Local Level)

5

Botany for B.Sc. Sem –III Paper-211

6

Botany for B.Sc. Sem –III, Paper-212

7

Botany for B.Sc. Sem –IV, Paper-221

8

Botany for B.Sc. Sem –IV, Paper-222

9

Biology For Std. 11 Sem-I

10

Biology For Std. 11 Sem-II

11

Biology For Std. 11 Sem-III

12

Biology For Std. 11 Sem-IV

SR
NO

ARTICLE

1

Helloragaceae

Yea
r

Remarks

Nirav Prakashan,
Ahmedabad.

2011

ISBN:93- 8251400-7

LambertAcademic
Publishing, Germany.

2012

ISBN: 978-3-65919986-8

LambertAcademic
Publishing, Germany

2012

ISBN: 978-3-65923875-8

2012

ISBN: 978-93-8120603-4

2013

ISBN-93-82514-92-9

2013

ISBN- 93-82514-93-7

2014

ISBN- 93-82559-25-6

2014

ISBN- 93-82559-26-4

Name & Address
of Publisher

Powerpublications,
Calcutta
Nirav Prakashan,
Ahmedabad
Nirav Prakashan,
Ahmedabad
Nirav Prakashan,
Ahmedabad
Nirav Prakashan,
Ahmedabad
Gujarat Text Book
Board
Gujarat Text Book
Board
Gujarat Text Book
Board
Gujarat Text Book
Board

Dr.M.S.Jangid.
MAGAZINE/GUJARATI/
VISHVAKOSH
Gujarati Vishvakosh Vol.25,
pp.612-613

2010
2010
2011
2011

paramarsak-English
version
paramarsak-English
version
paramarsak-English
version
paramarsak-English
version

YEAR

PUBLICATION

2009

Gujarati Vishvakosh Trust
A’ bad.
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SR
NO

NAME OF
BOOK

YE
AR

PUBLICATI
ON

1

Practical Book of
Biology-F Y B Sc

2004

Prof.B C Patel,Pri.Dr.B K Jain,
NIRAV
Dr Charumati Zha,Dr Yogesh Dabagar,
PRAKASHAN
Dr V A Patel,Dr Madhusudan Jangid

2

Practical Book of
Botany- S Y
B Sc

2009

SAI SETU
PRAKASHAN

SR
NO

1

2

3

AUTHORS

Dr S D Vedia,Pri.Dr Y B Dabgar,
Dr M S Jangid

NAME OF
PUBLISHER &
YEAR

BOOK

AUTHORS

Ethnobotany and Medicinal Plants
of India and Nepal
Edi.By-V.Sing and A.P.Jain.
Plants used as shelter in Aravally
Hills (Gujarat). Chapter No.29.
Ethnobotanical studies of
Angiosperms of Modasa Taluka
Dist.S.K.(NG)India.

Scientific Publisher
Jodhpur (India) -2003

Co-author
2 Vols.
ISBN :
81-7233-347-1
Available on NET

Lap Lambert
Academic PublicationGermany

ISBN:
978-3-8484-8934-3
Available on NET

Vanaspati Shastra-211,
CC-BOT-211

Nirav Prakashan
A’bad

ISBN:
9382514929

Dr. H. S. Kharadi:
SR
NO

BOOK

NAME OF
PUBLISHER & YEAR

AUTHORS

1

Plant diversity study of Megharj
range forest Dist.S.K. Gujarat. India.

Lambert Academic
Publishing,Germany, ISBN:978-3-659-19986-8

Dr. S.D. Vediya &
Dr.H.S.Kharadi

2

Phytosociolgical, Litter dynamic
study of Megharj range forest India.

Lambert Academic
Publishing,Germany, ISBN:978-3-659-19996-7

Dr.H.S.Kharadi &
Dr. S.D. Vediya

3

Vanaspati Shastra-222,
CC-BOT-222

Nirav Prakashan A’bad,
ISBN:93-82559-26-4

Dr.H.S.Kharadi
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DR.N.C.VACHHANI
Sr.
No

Name of Book/Article

Name & Address
of Publisher

Year

1

A brief account of Spider

Lambert-Germony

2012

2

Mites of the Gujarat sub district

Lambert-Germony

2012

20.

Remarks
ISBN:978-3659-28061-0
ISBN:978-38443-1933-0

Areas of consultancy and income generated
Our Department involved with Government programme for water quality analysis.
WASMO-GOG supplied us water analysis kit and with the help of the kit we
analyzed water quality and submit the report and students received remuneration.
Our Department is involved to identify the plant for Pharmacy P.G students.

21.

Faculty as members in
a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards….
Sr.
Name
Committees
Designations
No
IWWA-Indian Water Works
Association, MumbaiIndia
ISCA-Indian Science Congress
Association

1

Dr.S.D.Vediya

NGBS-North Gujarat Bioscience Society
IRJC-Indian Research Journal
of Chemistry
International Journal of
Limnology
IJPLS-International Journal of
Life sciences and Pharmacy
Life Sciences Leaflet

Life Member
Life Member
Membership
No.L.21368
Life Member-Vice
President
Editorial Board
Member
Editorial Board
member
Life Member
Life member

Plant Archives

Life Member

Gujarat Text Book Board
Board of StudiesHNGUniversity
Academic CouncilHNGUniversity

Paramershak
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2
3

4

22

Dr.M.S.Jangid
Dr.H.S.Kharadi

Dr.N.C.Vachhani

Plant Archives

Life Member

Life Sciences Leaflets
Indian Science Congress

Life Member
Life Member

Indian Science Congress
Board Of Studies –Zoology,
Saurashtra University
Board of Studies-Wild Life
Institute of India -Dehradun

Life Member
V.C.Nominee
Member

(a).Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme
Research Project is compulsory for the P. G. Students as per University Norms.
Different area allotted to the students and they collected data analyzed in the
institution laboratories and prepare their projects.
(b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies

23.

As per the rural area 3%< students go outside in the industries/NGO. We send our
students to Research laboratories of Environ Projects at Ahemdabad for the project
work
Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students
Faculty

Awards/Recognition
Session Chair

Dr.S.D.Vediya

Dr.M.S.Jangid
Dr.H.S.Kharadi

Dr.N.C.Vachhani

Session Chair
Chairmen
Member
Plant Archives
Life Sciences Leaflets
Indian Science
Congress
Indian Science
Congress
Board Of Studies –
Zoology, Saurashtra
University

Particulers
International Conference-The 3rd Asian
Conf. on sustainability,Energy and
environment, OSAKA, Japan
HNGU,Patan organized Quality
Enhancement Programme
Board of studies - Botany
Academic Council-HNGU,Patan
Life Member
Life Member
Life Member
Life Member
V.C.Nominee

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department
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25.

Sr. No.

Name

1

Dr.B.K.jain

2

Dr.Y.B.Dabgar

3

Dr. A.U.Manked

4.

Dr. H.A.Solanki

5

Dr. I.C.Patel

6.

Dr. B.L.Punjani

Position & Place
Principal
M.G.Science Institute, Ahemdabad
Principal
Science & Commerce College, Palanpur
HOD,
Botany Department,Gujarat University,
Ahemdabad
Associate Prof.
Botany Department, Gujarat University
Ahmedabad
Life science department
HNGU, Patan
Dean, Science Faculty,
HNGU, Patan

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National-NIL
b) International-NIL
c ) University level- One
Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University Organized & Hosted By Botany
Department one day workshop for the Teachers of the University Date:21st June
2011

26.

Student profile programme/course wise: Refer the article 2.1.3 and 2.1.6

27.

Diversity of Students:
% of students
from other
States

B.Sc

% of
students
from the
same state
100%

Nil

% of
students
from
abroad
Nil

M.Sc

100%

Nil

Nil

Ph.D

100%

Nil

Nil

Name of the
Course

28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations
such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.?
Data Not
Available
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29.Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Against % enrolled
Data Not Available
-----------Data Not Available
-------

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus
recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Selfemployment
30.

31.

Data Not Available

Data Not Available

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library:
The institute Library computerized with internet facilities. Reprographic facilities
made available in the library. There is separate Biology (Botany/Zoology) section
available. Five computers with internet facilities in the library for the students and
staff. N-list INFLIBNET library network linked and all the staff members and PG
students enrolled in this programme and with this they essays more than 1laks books,
journals. More than 65 national- international journals, magazine available for the
students and staff. Seating arrangement also given comfort. Free book distribution to
the poor students in the program of “Loan library” system.
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students
The institution provides one computer-printer with internet facilities. This facilities
used by the staff and P.G students.
a)
Class rooms with ICT facility Two classroom used by the department. LCD
projector with CPU (plug and play)-Smart board and screen in the Classroom as well
as in the laboratories..
Laboratories : LCD projector with CPU (Plug and Play) and screen in the
laboratories.. The department have Two laboratories used for UG students and one
Research laboratories used by P.G.Students and Research students.
Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies
No, Department gives infrastructure, equipment, chemicals as per the need of the
work.
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32.

33.

34.

35.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops
/seminar) with external experts
Our Department organized workshop for the students as GYANSTRA. External
experts invited for the lecture. Usually Special lectures organized by the faculty
members in the morning.
Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
Besides traditional lecture method following other teaching aids and methods
adopted to improve student learning
 PPT –Presentation through LCD Projector (Audio-Visual aids)
 Project based learning: Students were given projects
 Seminar given by the students
 Models
 Charts
 Live & recorded video lecturers of SANDHAN-BISAG
 Demonstration of Practicals
 Assignments
 Group Discussion
 OHP
 Unit Test
 Quiz
Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities.
Our department runs Nature Club. Nature club organized different programme.
Botanical Garden developed and maintains by the faculty members. Bio west
recycling unit for producing manure developed by the faculty members. In the
monsoon season plants are distributed in the town for the plantation.
SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:
1. Strength of department:
 Domestic environment (Three generation work together)
 Department having qualified and experienced staff with Different areas of
Specialization
 All the faculty research oriented and dedicated
 Staff members are author of various books.
 ICT facility available
2. Weakness of department:
 Tremendous Scarcity of Teaching Staff
 The limitation of laboratory space for under graduate experiments compared
to increasing number of students
 Lab. Needs a funding to set it right to keep pace with need of society.
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3. Opportunity:
 Use of technology base learning
 Utilize allocated portion of grants for purchasing latest equipments.
 Grasp every opportunity to send the students to take part
4. Challenges
 Governmental policies regarding sanction of faculties.
 Matching with ever upgrading knowledge and technology
 Train our students for competitive examinations.
 Time constraints to carry out extracurricular and other academic activities.
5. Best Practices:
 Organize popular subjective lecture series
 Faculties are interested to organize and conduct excursions to increase the
knowledge.
 Faculties are engaged in research activity and take part and present researches
in International platform.
 To look that the students get some financial help
6. Future Plans:
 To develop Research and development center to facilitate consultancy.
 To subscribe more research journals & e-journals.
 To organize seminars/workshops/training programs.
Highlights:







Increasing proportion of research
Published 42 research paper
Published 18 books
All the faculty have Ph.D. degree and research oriented
Five students awarded Ph.D degree by H N G University, patan
Student of the Department are selected as research Scientist at various
institute
 Most of the Student of the Department are serving as Biology Teacher in the
school.
 In spite of less number of teaching faculties trying to impart best education in
The subject.
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D. Evaluative Report Mathematics Departments
1.
2.
3.

Name of the department: Mathematics Department
Year of Establishment:
15/6/1960-B.Sc.(UG)
Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D.,
Integrated Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.)
Semester/
Programmes
Course Offered
Ad on Courses
Year
B.Sc.

Semester
I

UG
CC-MATH-111 Differential
calculus, Integral calculus
PRACTICAL MAT- 111

II

CC-MATH-122
Complex Analysis, Matrices
PRACTICAL MAT- 122

ESMAT-11
Set Theory & Functions
ESMAT-12
Industrial Mathematics - 1

CC-MATH-301
Calculus and Linear algebra
III

PRACTICAL MAT-301

CC-MATH- 302
Numerical analysis

ESMAT - 21
Business Mathematics -1

PRACTICAL MAT- 302

CC-MATH-401
Advance calculus
IV

PRACTICAL MAT-401

CC-MATH-402
Advance Linear algebra

ESMAT - 22
Business Mathematics - 2

PRACTICAL MAT-402

CC-MATH-501
Abstract algebra, (Group Theory)
PRACTICAL MAT-501

CC-MATH-502
Mathematical Analysis-I
V

ESMAT – 31
Business Mathematics -3

PRACTICAL MAT-502

CC-MATH- 503
Differential equation
PRACTICAL MAT-503

CC-MATH- 504
Operation Research-I
PRACTICAL MAT-504

CC- MATH-601
Abstract algebra (Ring Theory)
PRACTICAL MAT-601

CC- MATH-602
Mathematical Analysis-II
VI

PRACTICAL MAT‐602

CC- MATH-603
General Topology

ESMAT – 32
Business Mathematics -4

PRACTICAL MAT-603

CC- MATH-604

Operation Research-II
PRACTICAL MAT-604
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4.

5.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved
Class

Interdisciplinary Unit or topic
involved Title of topic/Unit/Course

Interdisciplinary Subject

Semester-I

Communications Skills

English

Semester-II

Biomolecules

Chemistry

Semester-III
Semester-IV
Semester-V
Semester-VI

Astro Physics
Business Statistics
-----Business Statistics

Physics
Statistics
-----Statistics

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise)
The semester system &CBCS are introduced at UG level From academic year
2011-12. In the first, Second &Third year of the programme, Semester and CBCS
are applied.

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments
Yes. Physics Department offered Business Mathematics-II (Elective Paper).

7.
8.
9.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.
NIL
Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons Nil
Number of Teaching posts
Teaching Posts

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

Nil

Nil

Associate Professors

Nil

Nil

Asst. Professors

03

01

10.

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

Smt.
V.R.Patel

Qualification

Designation Specialization

Years of
Experience

Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years

-----M.Phil; M.Sc;B.Ed.

Assi. Prof.

Pure- Maths.

08
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11.

List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty
All the lectures and practical classes of the department are handled by our
teachers. The Management appointed ad hoc faculty from last two years. Only
two faculty members are ad hoc, They are handling practical and lectures both.
Sr.
No.
1.
2.

13.

Name of Ad-hoc
Faculty member
Mr. Virendrasigh Rathod
Miss. Minhaj Gujarati

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise)
No of
Students of
Year
Programme
Department
(X)
2011-2012 B.Sc., Mathematics 231
2012-2013 B.Sc. Mathematics 269
2013-2014 B.Sc. Mathematics 305
2014-2015 B.Sc. Mathematics 302

Work Load
Theory
Practical
08
12
04
06

No of Teachers
of Department
(Y)
1+1
1+2
1+2
1+2

StudentsTeacher Ratio
( X/Y)
115:1
89:1
101:1
100:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled.
NIL

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.

Sr No

Name of Faculty

Designation

Qualifications

1

Smt. V.R.Patel

Assistant Professor

M.Phil; M.Sc;
B.Ed.

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International
funding agencies and grants received
NIL

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and
total grants received Nil

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University

19.

Publications:
a) Publication per faculty

Nil

Refer the Article 3.4.3
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 Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
 Most of the publication published from reputed agencies and they listed on
database Monographs Nil.
 Chapter in Books
 Books Edited -Nil.
 Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers as below
 Citation Index -Nil.
 SNIP -Nil.
 SJR -Nil.
 Impact factor -Nil.
 h-index -Nil.
List of Books/Articles Published By Teacher
V.R.Patel
Sr.
Name of Book/Article
Name & Address
No
of Publisher
1
2
3

Mathematics for B.Sc. Sem
–I and II

Nirav Prakashan,
Ahmedabad.

Mathematics for B.Sc. Sem
–III,Paper-301
Mathematics for B.Sc. Sem
–IV,Paper-401

Nirav Prakashan,
Ahmedabad
Nirav Prakashan,
Ahmedabad

Year

Remarks

2012-2013

ISBN: 93-8251440-6

2014-2015

----------------

2014-2015

---------------

20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated

21.

Faculty as members in
a)National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards….
Sr.
No
1

Name

23.

Designation

Gujarat Ganit Mandal, Gujarat

Life Member

Indian Mathematical Society, India

Life Member

V.R.Patel

a)
22

Committes

Nil.

a).Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme
Nil.
b)Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies
Nil.
Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students
Faculty
Awards/Recognition
Particulers
Co-convener
Gujarat Ganit Mandal-2009
V.R.Patel
Member
Study Board-HNGU,Patan
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24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department
Sr. No.

Name

1

Prof. N.V.Patel

2

Prof. M.P.Arvadia

3

Prof.A.A.Patel

4

Prof.A.V.Patel

5

Prof.A.J.Patel

6

Prof.Arayan Patel

7

Prof.Jatin Patel

8

Prof.R.B.Patel

Position & Place
HOD, Mathematics Department,
Science College ,Pilvai
Assi. Prof., Mathematics Department,
Science College ,Pilvai
Asso. Prof, Mathematics Department
Science College ,Kadi
Asso. Prof., Mathematics Department
Science College ,Kadi
HOD, Mathematics Department
Sheth M.N. Science College , Patan
Assi. Prof., Mathematics Department
M.N. College , Visanagar
HOD, Mathematics Department
M.N. College , Visanagar
HOD, Mathematics Department
R.R.Mehta College of Science , Palanpur

25.

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
NIL
a) National- NIL b) Internationalc) State level- One
GUJCOST, Gandhinagar Organized & Hosted By Sir P.T.Science College,
Modasa three day Conference for the Teachers and Students of Primary to
University Level on dated 25/12/2009 to27/12/2009.

26.
27.
28.

Student profile programme/course wise: Data Not Available
Diversity of Students : Data Not Available
How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations
such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.?
Nil.
Student progression

29.

Student progression

Against % enrolled

PG to Ph.D.

Approx 30%
Not Documented
Not Documented

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Not Documented

UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

Not Documented

Not Documented
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30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library:
Refer the Article 4.2.3
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students
Yes
c) Class rooms with ICT facility: Some of the Classroom are Prepared with
ICT Facility & It is Vacant on Demand.
d) Laboratories: One Computer Laboratory Used for UG Students.

31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies:
NIL
Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external experts
Our Department organized workshop for the students as GYANSTRA External
experts invited for the lecture.
Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
Besides traditional lecture method following other teaching aids and methods
adopted to improve student learning
 Assignments
 Group Discussion
 OHP
 Seminar
 Unit Test
 Quiz
 Active Participation through Question-Answering
 Live & Recorded Video Lectures of SANDHAN - BISAG

32.

33.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:
1. Strength of department:
 In our district, our college is only to run mathematics subject which is very
beneficial for students from surrounding rural areas.
 faculty member engaged with Ph.D work.
 ICT facility is available for modern learning.
2. Weakness of department: Fabulous shortage of Teaching Staff.
3. Opportunity: Promote students to take part in extramural activities.
4. Challenges:
 How to manner classes at the same time without staff
5. Best Practices:
 Faculties are interested to train students for presentation in seminars and problem
solving.
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 Department organize subjective seminars in form of power point presentation to
boost the skill of students.
6. Future Plans:
 To organize workshop for developing practical skill of students.
 To purchase MATLAB software.
 frantically waiting for the qualified, deserving and efficient staff
36. Highlights:
Some of the faculties take much more lectures than their routine work load in the
curiosity of the students with the subtle clear-cut intension of giving strong
message to the students to be perfectly responsible citizen of the society.
Department has been facing tremendous paucity of teaching staff, but completes
the syllabus up to the highest level of satisfaction of the students.
 Students of our department are utilized as a teacher in government/self finance
schools and colleges, as a clerk in various companies/gov.section and also
admitted in M.phil and Ph.D courses.
 Faculty members try their best to satisfy students need for best education.
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D. Evaluative Report Microbiology Departments
1.
2.
3.

Programmes

B.Sc. (U.G)

Name of the department : Microbiology Department
Year of Establishment :
2007
Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D.,
Integrated Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) : UG
Semester /
Course Offered
Ad on Courses
Year
I
MB-01
MBEL-I Cell biology,
Fundamentals of microbiology Plant tissue culture
MBEL-II
Introduction to
MB-02
II
biochemistry,
Fundamentals of bacteriology
Horticulture,
Plant breeding
MI-201
Microbial physiology
III
MBEL-III
Environmental pollution
MI-202
Soil and water microbiology
MI-204
IV
Microbial biodiversity
MBEL-IV Biodiversity
DNA-the molecule of life
MI-205
Food and dairy microbiology
MI-501
Molecular basis of microbial
genetics
V
MBEL-V
MI-502Techniques in gene
Bioinformatics
transfer
MI-503 Classical genetics
MI-504 r-DNA technology
MI-601 Immunology
MBEL-VI
MI-602 Industrial micro.
VI
Heamatology and blood
MI-603 Medical micro.
banking
MI-604 Bioprocess
technology.

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involvedNIL

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): CBCS
The semester system &CBCS are introduced at UG level from academic year
2011-12. In the first, Second &Third year of the programme, Semester and CBCS
are Applied.
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6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

Class

Interdisciplinary Unit or topic
involved Title of
topic/Unit/Course

Semester-I

Cell biology

Botany, Zoology

Semester-II

Biochemistry

Botany, zoology

Interdisciplinary Subject

SemesterEnvironmental pollution
Botany
III
Bimolecular and metabolism
SemesterBotany, Biodiversity
IV
Semester-V Genetics
Bioinformatics
SemesterHematology and blood
Immunology
VI
banking
7.
Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.
NIL
8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons –

9.

Number of teaching posts
Position

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

-

-

Associate Professors

-

-

Asst. Professors

-

3

10.

NIL

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt. /Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Years of
Exp.

Ph.D.
Students
guided
for the
last 4
years

Monita V.
Patel

D.pharm,
M.Sc., Ph.D
Pursuing

Asst.Professor

Microbiology

5 years

--

Krishna M.
Patel

M.Sc.,
Ph.D Pursuing

Asst.Professor

Microbiology

4 years

--

Bhavika M.
Patel

M.Sc.

Asst.Professor

Microbiology

1year

--
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11.

List of senior visiting faculty : Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme
wise) by temporary faculty.
All the lectures and practical classes of the department are handled by our
teachers. The Management appointed ad hoc faculty from last three years. Only
one faculty member is ad hoc, she is handling practical.

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise) :
No of
No of Teachers
Year
Programme
Students of
of Department
Department
(Y)
(X)
2011-2012 B.Sc. Microbiology
38
03
2012-2013 B.Sc. Microbiology
112
03
2013-2014 B.Sc. Microbiology
184
03
2014-2015 B.Sc. Microbiology
311
03

14.

StudentsTeacher
Ratio
( X/Y)
13:1
37:1
61:1
74:1

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled:
Designation of academic
Sanctioned/
Sr No
Filled
support staff
Required

15.

1

Laboratory Assistances

02

02

2

Lab. Hamal/Peon

02

02

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG. :

Sr
No

Name of Faculty

Designation

1

Patel Monita V.

Assistant Professor

2

Patel Krishna M.

Assistant Professor

3

Patel Bhavika M.

Assistant Professor

Qualifications
M.Sc., Ph.D
Pursuing
M.Sc., Ph.D
Pursuing
M.Sc

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International
funding agencies and grants received:
Nil

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and
total grants received:
Nil

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: Nil
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19.

Publications:
a) Publication per faculty
Name of Journal /
Book

Title

Page
No.

Indole-3-acetic acid (iaa)
CIBTech International
production by endophytic
Journal of
17-28
Bacteria isolated from saline
Microbiology
dessert, the little runn of kutch
Potential of endophytic
bacteria isolated from saline Education spectrum in
desert for biofertilizing
india: Issues, trends
258-264
activity in different species of
and horizons
wheat

Vol. No.

Month

ISSN:
2319-3867
Vol. 3 (2)

April –
june,2014

ISBN: 97881-9237199-0

January2015

 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
international) by faculty and students :
02
 Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare

Database -

International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.) :
20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated:

21.

Faculty as members in

Nil

Nil

a)National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards…. :
Nil
22.

Student projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme
Nil
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies Nil

23.

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students
Faculty

Mrs. Monita Patel

Awards/Recognition

Particulars

NCBB young scientist award
for best poster presentation

2nd national conference on
contemporary development at
biotech-bioinformatics interface at
H.N.G. university, Patan-2012
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24.

25.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department
Sr. No.

Name

Position & Place

1

Dr.S.C.Parikh

Principal
Smt. S.M.Panchal science college, Talod

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding:
a) National

26.

27.

Nil

b) International

Nil

Student profile programme / course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received

B.Sc. 2011-12

60

B.Sc. 2012-13

Selected

Enrolled

Pass
percentage

M

F

43

12

31

100%

75

56

21

35

100%

B.Sc. 2013-14

150

78

12

66

100%

B.Sc. 2014-15

97

97

28

69

100%

Diversity of Students
Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same
state

% of students
from other
States

% of students from
abroad

B.Sc. 2011-12

100%

NIL

NIL

B.Sc. 2012-13

100%

NIL

NIL

B.Sc. 2013-14

100%

NIL

NIL

B.Sc. 2014-15

100%

NIL

NIL

28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services,
etc.? Data Not Available

29.

Student progression

30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students:
The institution provides one computer-printer with internet facilities. This

Data Not Available
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Facilities used by the staff and students.
c) Class rooms with ICTfacility:
One classroom used by the department having LCD projector with CPU (plug
and Play).
d) Laboratories:
The departments have two laboratories used for UG students.
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies:
Nil

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops
/seminar) with external experts:
 To acknowledge the students, department organized gyansatra by inviting
external expert lecturers.
 For competitive exam preparation, students participated in Workshop
organized by GSBTM.

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
Besides traditional lecture method following other teaching aids and methods
adopted to improve student learning











34.

PPT –Presentation through LCD Projector (Audio-Visual aids)
Seminar given by the students
Charts
Live & recorded video lecturers
Demonstration of Practicals
Assignments
Group Discussion
OHP
Unit Test
Quiz

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities
Our Departmental staff and students were involved in the Blood donation camp,
thallesemia testing, Blood grouping etc. our subject related activities organized
by our college and campus.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans
1. Strength of department:
 In nearest area of our town, our college is only to run microbiology
subject which is very beneficial for students from surrounding rural areas.
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 Two faculty members engaged with Ph.D work.
 ICT facility is available for modern learning.
2. Weakness of department:
 Because of self finance governance, our department cannot provided
government financial help to poor students.
3. Opportunity:
 Promote students to take part in extracurricular activities.
 Use of technology based learning.
4. Challenges:
 Encourage and train our students for competitive exam and workshop.
 Paired with knowledge and technology to upgrade students.
5. Best Practices:
 Faculties are interested to train students for presentation in various seminars
and workshops.
 Department organize subjective seminars in form of power point presentation
to enhance the skill of students.
 Faculty members are engaged in research work and publication.
6. Future Plans:
 To build up PG course in microbiology subject.
 To organize workshop for developing practical skill of students.
 To purchase molecular based instruments.
Highlights:
 Students of our department are utilized as lab technician in government
hospital, as a teacher in government schools, in various pharmaceutical
companies and also admitted in M.phil and Ph.D courses.
 Significant numbers of departmental students were post graduated with
Microbiology and also in forensic science subject.
 Faculty members try their best to satisfy students need for best education.
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E. Post- Accreditation Initiatives:
1.

The internet facility available in the principal room be extended and made
available in the adjacent staff room.
Our Office room, All the Department, Library all is having Internet Facilities. Now we
want to connect all the premises with wireless network.

2.

Although there is computer centre in Commerce College and that it is said to be
common facility, the Peer Team suggests to establish a separate computer centre
for the science college.
We established separate Computer center with 24 + 1 computer & internet-LAN
facilities. This computer center namely “ DELL” , One Computer expert appointed &
One coordinator from Staff will observe the Computer center. Students use this
computer center for computer literacy on allotted time.
We also established MAT Lab for Mathematics Practical’s based on computer with 15
computers.

3.

The institution must build up collaborations/linkages with the
National/International institutions and they should also offer consultancy
services.
The institution did 05 MOU with educational institute. Soil testing Project completed
by our students which is consultancy service rendered by us with Government of
Gujarat. We also applied for consultancy service to GAMI on Medical waste Disposal
in our District.

4.

Self-financing courses in Computer Science, Bio-Technology, and Catering
Science etc. can be offered for the benefit of the students of the region.
The institution always eager to expand courses as per the demand of our rural area’s
students. In our college Microbiology and Physics subjects started as self financing
course for the benefit of the students. In our campus Dr. BAOU Open University and
IGNOU center.

5.

Communicative English during the first term of the first year and the basics of
computer during the second term of the first year can be imparted so that the
students can have better job opportunities. The relevant add-on courses such as
mushroom cultivation, vermi-composting can be thought for the students of
Botany in the second and third year and similar courses for Chemistry.
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The institution run Spoken English course as SCOPE (Initative of GOG-Certificate
given by Cambridge Unviersity) for First year students. As per CBCS system our
institution offer different 133 Add-on courses.
6.

A placement cell and entrepreneur development cell are to be established.
As per placement of the students, The institution organize job fair and different
companies invited by us. As per GOG initiatives institute being a part of UDISHA.
Our Placement cell tried hard for the placement of the students. The management
established PCSS Carier development Acedamy in the campus and Director appointed
by them. One coordinator from our institute working with them.

7.

A fully fledged feedback mechanism about the courses offered etc. from the
academic peers, alumni, employers and industrialist is the need of the hour.
As per feedback mechanism In the institution feedback form given to the different
stack holders and the recommendation discuss in IQAC. Suggestion Box also placed
and the complainant and suggestion discuss in the committee meeting.

8.

The college should find out ways and means to help the slow/poor learners.
The institution is eager to help poor and slow Lerner. In this context slow learners of
various subjects they will be taken care of by the Teachers in their spare or free time.
The institution financially help through scholarship and management/ staff also help to
Poor students. Form our library poor students get books in loan library system.

9.

Computerization of the library must be finished at an early date and
reprographic facilities must be made available in the library. The faculty and the
students need to be encouraged to use the library effectively.
Library computerized with internet facilities. Reprographic facilities made available in
the library. Five computers with internet facilities in the library for the students and
staff. N-list INFLIBNET library network linked and all the staff members and PG
students enrolled in this programme and with this they essas more than one laks books,
journals. More than 65 national- international journals, magajen, samayek available for
the students. Seating arrangement also given comfort. Free book distribution to the
poor students in the progrrame of “Loan library” system.

10. The students must be motivated to write and pass in the competitive examinations
like U.G.C.-CSIR NET exams, GATE etc.
The staff of the institution always motivated to appear in the competitive
examinations. In our campus management established Carrer development academy
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namely PCSS carrier development academy. In this academy our staff involved as
lecturer and one staff member as coordinator. Carrier news display on the separate
notice board and on Face-book page.
11. The Alumni Association which has been formed recently has to be
institutionalized and further strengthened.
The alumni association strengthen and regularly meeting held in the college. SMAAScience college Modasa Alumni Association- OSA organized annual meet in the
college with their family. SMAA-OSA facebook pages (Social network site) created
and actively participated. Last Year SMAA donated one Computer for the library to
the Institution. They also involved in placement activity.
12. The hostel facilities need improvement.
The management take serious action for the improvement of hostel facilities in this
regard they upgrade Kitchen, seating system, Solar water plant specially for winter
system, Chiller water plant with RO system.
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Annexure : 1. Latest Certificate of Affiliation from the
parent University (Present)
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Annexure II: Latter of affiliation from Gujarat University
(Previous)
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Annexure :III Certificate of Recognition under Section
2 (f) and 12 (b) by UGC Act
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Annexure IV : NAAC Peer Team Report (Cycle-1)
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Annexure V: NAAC Accreditation Letters,
Certificate and Quality Profile
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Annexure VI: Certificate of Management’s
Registration under Society Act.
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